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ELECTION.
the day of the
a modand
a very large
ire,
There was quite a
polling places and on
.1 soon after the time
pened, Lint later it was
msidering ti.e contest
rlv in the afternoon it
l me result mignt ue
ay or the other. In a
after the polls were
mi., the news came that
Democratic and ward
the expected
to give
ijority, and that E. F.
rated by 25 to 50 votes,
mi made it 20.
is the result known than
roke loose. Cheers for
-ses and jeers for his opthe air. Mail}'drunken
tin* mobs which thronged
half grown hoys were
moh which visited The
■. is
led by two of Sheriff
aiders, who may again
to enjoy his hospitality.
: a bonfire was lighted
square, fireworks were
march bells rung until
Xo one begrudged the
■Vnration; but it would
not the
i. d there bad
quest of citizens, prenations at private resist have had unpleasant
tainly did bis duty on
and will be commended
law-abiding citizens.
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their loss two sons, Frank,
with whom she was spending the winter
and Arthur who also lived in Dorchester;
two grandchildren, and one sister, Jlrs. J.
G. Brooks of this city. Mrs. Drown had
visited Mrs. Brooks many times and will be
1 eaves to mourn

Kev. Enoch 41. Fowler was born in Orpital.
Inhabitants of Rock port vs. Inhabitants rington, Maine, Not. 13, 1816, and died in
of Searsmout.
Searsmont, March 4, 1908. Mr. Fowler was
converted in 1832 aud atthe age of 16 years very pleasantly remembered by
Rescript, Spear, J.
many
This wap before the court in 101 Maine, felt that God
called hinrto the ministry. He friends here, who extend much sympathy to
257, involving the legality of the original was
educated at Kent’s Hill and was li- the sous and also to Mrs. Brooks in the loss
commitment of a person to the Maine Insane hospital, aud the constitutionality of
censed to preach in 1842, admitted to the of her only sister.
R. S. chapter 144, section 42, providing Maine Conference in 1843 and
appointed to
This section reads:
for a recommitment.
John R. Dunton, Esq., received a telegram
Springfield in 1844-45, at Northport and Lin“When a person has unlawfully been com
yesterday, Wednesday, morning from Denmitted under the three preceeding sections, colnville in 1846, at Brewer in 1847, at Upper
ver, Colo., announcing the death of Emery
the person or town liable for the support ot Stillwater in
1858, when the conference was M.
such person, had this original commitment
Heagan in that city March 11th. Mr.
been lawful, is liable for the expenses of the divided. He was one of the board of men Heagan went west a few weeks ago for his
examination and commitment under such who formed the East Maine Conference aud
health, and the news of his death will be a
lawful commitment, for the support of such was
appointed to Edington. In 1850 he was, shock to his
many friends. He was a very
person thereunder, for the expenses of the at his own
located
on
of
account
request,
examination and recommitment under the
bright and promising young man, a Harvard
In
1851
he
was
readmitted
and
iiiness.
and
for
three preceding sections,
apsupport
and his untimely deafly will be
there afterward furnished under such re- pointed to Orland; in 1852-53 to Steuben and graduate,
commitment, and such liability shall extend Milbridge, in 1854 55 to Lincoln, in 1856 57 deeply regretted. His mother died less than
to the tow n of such person’s settlement, and
a year ago and his father, True S. Heagan,
to North Bucksport, in 1858-59 to Machias,
to any person ultimately liable for such paa few weeks before his departure for the
tient’s commitment and support under a in 1860-61 to Lubec, in 1862-63 to Milltown
west, leaving him alone in the world.
lawful commitment.”
and Calais, in 1864 65 to Pembroke, in 1866
The original commitment was held to be
to
in
and
1867-68
to
Franklin Lafayette McGow'an,' who died
Surrey
and
the
Winterport,
illegal, the recommitment legal
statute constitutional.
Ellsworth, in 1869 to Bucksport Center, in on Wednesday night, .March 4th, at the
Mount Pleasant Home for Aged Men and
It was also held that the expenses and 1870 71 to
Searsmont, in 1872 to Round Pond. Women in Dorchester, Mass., was a native
support of a person committed to the asy- In 1873 he was
and
settled
of North port, Maine, and was well known
superannuated
lum by the town committing and not the
caterer
He
pauper residence of such person, comes in Searsmont. where lie had since lived- years ago as a hotel man and
within the purview of R. S., Chapter 27, The moral and Christian integrity of his life was steward of the Steamer Bristol at the
with reference to the notice required by were such as to secure and retain the con- time the Fall River Line was owned by
“Jim” Fiske, and at the time of the Nationone town to another in case of furnishing
al Peace Jubilee his services were secured
pauper supplies. Also, that, a recommit- fidence and respect of the community where
ment having been made, then the statute
he lived for so long a time. His precious by the committee to cater for the thirty
thousand singers and musicians. Later Mr.
takes effect and covers the whole proceedmemory is a valuable heritage to all. His McGowan was landlord of the Park Square
the
recommitment
as
one
transaction,
ing
last
were
of
extreme
weakness, Hotel, and also of a hotel in Lynn. His
days
days
being but acontinuation of the proceedings
In other yet while he retained his mental powers his wife, whom he married sixty-two years ago,
of the original commitment.
words by recommitment, the expenditures interest in the church of his choice never and who was Drucilla Lawrence of Gardiner, Me., survives him, aud is a resident at
under the illegal commitment were revived
waned. He leaves three sons—Benjamin of the Mount Pleasant Home. He leaves also
and at once came w ithin the application of
Los Angeles, Calif.; Oliu of Surrey, and a sou.—Boston Transcript.
It. s. Chapter 2., pertaining to notice anu
limitations of actions.
Moses A., with whom he made his home,
to
with
tliis
section
respect
Applying
NEWS OF THE
and who with his most excellent wife cared
notice, then it follows that the plaintiff:
-Tfor the aged father most tenderly. He also
town had a right of action for the recovery
Waldo Pomona Grange will meet at
of any of the expenses, specified in Section
leaves five grandchildren, one of whom,
12, Chapter 144, “incurred within three Ralph Peters Fowler, has remained in the Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
months before notice, given to the town
a comfort to his grandfather.
The March 17 th.
chargeable,” whether such notice was home
given befoie the date of the recommitment, funeral services, which took place Friday
Uuiou Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
or after, provided the suit was commenced
afternoon at the church under the direction visited
Honesty Grange, Morrill, Wedneswithin two years after the cause of action
of the pastor, Rev. C. A. Purdy, wrere very
accrued.
day evening, March 11th.
In accordance with the agreement the impressive. Chaplain C. A. Plummer read,
About 30 members of South Montville
“I am the resurrection and the life,” etc.,
entry must be
Grange visited Medomae Valley Grange in
■Judgment for the plaintiff for $176.36.
as the body was borne slowly up the aisle,
Appleton last Saturday evening and report
preceeded by Rev. C. A. Plummer, Presida very pleasant time.
THE VOYAGE OF THE ANNIE R. LEWIS
ing Elder D. B. Phelan, Rev. C. A. Purdy,
Harvest Home grange, Brooks, has reRev. A. E. Luce, Rev. Albert Hart and
A lemarkable battle on the part of a
ceived a visit from Brother Noyes Cilley of
lozen seamen to keep a big granite-laden Bev. T. R. Pentecost. Mr. Plummer gave
Monroe, who instructed them in the unichoouer afloat in Boston harbor, when she the address and based his remarks upon
written work of the Order. Mr. Cilley is
“What
hath
this
man
of
deckthrow
seen,”
noting
many
ivas within a stone’s
ample
said to be one of the best posted members
ng-facilities, was fought all yesterday af- changes which had taken place during his
of the grange in Waldo County.
ernoon and last night aboard the three- life of more than four-score years and ten.
Meguuticook Grange, Camden, gave a box
naster Annie R. Lewis, anchored in Nan- He was followed by Rev. D. B. Phelan,
asket roads. The vessel was towed into Rev.s A. E. Luce and C. A. Purdy. Rev. social last Monday evening. This grange is
die harbor early in the afternoon by the tug Albert Hart made the
closing praj er. The doing good work with its degree team and
Fred K. Richards, which picked her up at
old hymns that Mr. Fowler loved were well on the 18th inst. will work the 2nd and 3rd
Rockland.
The Lewis is bound from Stonington, Me., rendered by the choir. The floral emblems degrees at their home lodge. After that they
[or New York. She left the Maine port were beautiful. Among them was a cross will he ready to work all over the State.
several weeks ago, but sprang aleak, and
of magnolia leaves and hyacinths from the At their meeting Wednesday evening they
die skipper put into Camden and hired more
Rockland District Ministerial Association, worked on twelve candidates.
men to work the pumps, as his own crew
joiildn’t keep the water down and lie feared a bouquet of callas from the Rockland Dis0. Gardner grange held a pleasant meet,
she would founder, lie putin here, how- trict Association
; tulips and hyacinths froim ing at its hall in West Winterport Tuesday
ever, and is determined to reach New York
before unloading his cargo if sucli a thing is the grandsons, Ralph P. Fow ler and William* evening, March. 3rd, Worthy Master L. E.
possible. .So it’s a case of all hands to the Merrill; a wreath of palms from the Sears- White presiding, and a goodly number
pump all the time. She is leaking 1,000 rnont church; a wreath of ferns from Mrs.
present. During business routine several
strokes an hour.
The schooner is 33 years old and has had W. U. Marriner; cut flowers from Mrs. H. items of business were transacted. After
from
she
sailed
since
Holmes
and
of
trials
E.
Mrs.
Marriner.
The
succession
Leroy
recess and a short musical program the folStonington. She is well filled with cut gran- interment was in Oak Grove Cemetery, with
lowing question elicited a lively discussion:
ite, that is intended for some of New York’s the committal service at the
grave.
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take more Comnewest
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anxious to get the stone, the skipper
Died at the home of her niece, Eva Dyer,
tried to make a record in getting it to them.
He is making a record all right, it was in Kedfield, Iowa, Feb. 2(i, 1908, at the ripe
suggested yesterday, hut not just the sort old
age of 9(i years, 2 months and 22 days..
So that’s the reason he aure anticipated.
ihored in the harbor rather than taking his So ends the life of Martha T. Dyer, born
largo out and getting llie craft out oil the December 4,1S11, in Montviiie, Waldo counThe schooner has four
narine railway
In ly, Maine. She was the last of a family of
lumps and iu excellent working order.
'act, if they weren’t, she probably would nine children. A few years before she died
lave been under the water long ago.
she transferred her church membership
If she keeps afloat until then the schooner I from the
baptist to the Methodist Church,
limoi
this
of
the
Richards
vill leave in tow
The Richards will also have in tow and had ever lived a pure Christian life
ng.
Boston Journal, March Tile funeral service, which was beautifully
larges Nos. 4 and (i
1 ith.
simple and impressive, was conducted by
rERRY AND BOSHAN FOUND GUILTY. Rev. Mr. McKay, who took for his text, Job
Miss Dyer moved from Maine to Ohio
5:26.
MOTION FILED FOR A NEW TRIAL.
in May, 1865, and from there to Iowa in SepA verdict of
tember of the same year. A few weeks bePortland, Me., March 3.
I ;uilty on both counts of the indictment fore she died she told the writer that her
< iharging conspiracy to defraud the United
uncle, Moses True, a good many years ago
States Government, was returned late to- owned a farm adjoining that of my grandlay in the case of George Fred Terry and father, Schuster in Montviiie, and his
rlenry W. Boshan. The case was given to daughter, Amanda Muzzy of Boston, is the
1 he jury at 11.30 a. m. and the verdict was
only near living relative on her maternal
irouglit in at 4 p: in.
When the verdict was announced Mrs. side. Miss Dyer lived to see a wonderful
iosliaii was overcome and sank back in her growth and development of the West and
i leaf. Mrs. Terry was also affected and sob- was until the last two years a great reader.
led quietly. Both were taken from the
She fell aud broke her hip, after which she
iourt room by friends and Mrs. Boshan,
lobbing bitterly, was immediately accom- slowly lost all use of her lower limbs. She
lanied to her hotel.
was faithfully cared for by her niece, with
It was learned after the verdict wasren- whom she lived.
My mother (whose maiden
iered that the jury was unanimous for conviction from the start. There was never a name was Elizabeth Schuster of Montviiie)
shance for a disagreement, according to one used to have Auntie Dyer come to stay with
if the jurors.
us to visit and help some. She told me
Tiie attorneys for the respondents immestories when 1 was small about an old herliately filed a motion for a new trial on the
'rounds that the verdict was against the mit, 0. Barrett, who lived near her old home
No dale was set for in Maine and which always interested me
aw and the evidence.
he hearing on the motion as the evidence because 1 liked true stories. She rememberThe des’iil first have to be written out.
ed how her father looked when he eame
ence has saved a number of exceptions.
and
general home from Belfast one day in June, 1819,
Terry, who is president
nanager of the Sawyer Publishing Co., of
That
with his coat covered with snow.
iVaterville, and Boshan, who was the clerk
year she said there was no summer. She
n charge of second class mail matter in the
iVaterville post office, were jointly indicted
bad a wonderful memory of her younger
m Feb. 8, last, on charges of conspiracy to
days up to the last few weeks of her life.—
< lefraud the
due
for
of
money
government
Laura K. Dickey.
mstage on a magazine published by the
lawyer company. The indictment Was in
We announce with deep regret the death
1 wo counts, the first charging conspiracy to
li'fLolIn lTliha rtitnminno
<tnlf f>hild
alsify the classification of second class
nail matter and to make false statements
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Cummings, who died at
elative to the circulation of the magazins
vitli intent to defraud the government and her borne in Prospect Monday afternoon,
be secoud charging conspiracy to make Feb. 10th, after an illness of only three
Use returns as to the weight of the seconed weeks, aged 13 years, 4 months, 9days. Al< ilass matter.
The trial was begun on Feb.
though her illness was brief, her sufferings
I 15.
were great.
She was loved by all, a particular favorite of old as well as young, and
SUIT AGAINST C. E. BICKNELL.
endeared herself to all by her cheerful
Claiming that the foreman employed by disposition and manners.
The funeral
Jharles E. Bicknell of Rockland, who was ceremonies were held at her home on Thurs.rying to launch the schooner Abana at day p. m., Kev. I. H. W. Wharff of Winter3ass Harbor, knew nothiug about dynamite port, officiating. The flower offerings were
ind ordered him to try and pound it into a in abundance, and she was beautifully laid
lole which had been drilled in a rock (the to rest in a white couch casket adorned with
esult being severe injuries to the plaintiff flowers. Following is a list of those who
when the explosion occurred), Thomas A.
New Zealand, a sailor on the contributed: A pillow and wreath from
jawne of
Abana, has brought suit against Bicknell the father and mother; a bouquet of flowers
for $10,000 damages. This suit has been from Leslie Cunningham, Fred Copp, Waltiled in the United States Circuit Court and ter tlarriman and Harvard
Hardman, who
A suit
Lhe schooner has been attached.
based on the same grounds has also been acted as pall-bearers; 13 pinks from her
Sled against Charles E. Bicknell and G. R. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Cummings
McDonough of St. Martin's, New Brunswick, 13 pinks from William Pert, North Conway,
the owner of the schooner, for $10,000 in the
N. H.; bouquet of pinks from Mrs. G. W_
State court in Knox county which is returnible at the April term. These suits have Silver; pinks from Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Ginn;
both been brought through Attorney Wil- bouquet of tulips from Mr. and Mrs. Eu
liam II. Gulliver of Portland,who is Gawne’s
geue Barnes; 13 pinks from Prospect TemBounsel.
Mr. Bicknell declines to make any state- ple Pythian Sisters. The parents have the
ment at this time in regard to the cases, ex- sympathy of the community in their afflicsept to make a general denial of the respon- tion.
sibility charged. He is represented by A. S.
Littlefield.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Mrs. Catherine Lee Drown, widow of
Lowell Mason Drown, passed away at the
THE CITY ELECTIONS.
home of her son, Frank H. Drown, Tileston
Municipal elections were held Monday in Avenue, Mattapan, Mass., March 4th, after
Biddeford
and
Brewer.
Augusta, Bangor,
She sustainan illness of several months.
In Augusta Mayor Plaisted was re-elected
by a reduced plurality and both branches of ed a slight shock last September while gothe city government are equally divided. ing from Belfast to Boston and had failed
Brewer elected a Republican mayor and
gradually since then. Mrs. Drown was a
Bity government. Bangor re-elected the woman of rare
personality, cultured, a fine
mayor by a record majority, swept four
wards clean and got all three Councilmen artist and had been a very brilliant woman
of
ten
on
have
a
in ward 7.
They
majority
in her day. She had been noted for her
Biddeford elected a Demojoint ballot.
cratic mayor by 16 plurality and the Demo- kindness and generosity. Mueh of her life
h*d been spent in New York. Mrs. Drown
crats carried six of the seven wards.
ire

fort than Bachelors.”
It was opened in
the affirmative by Fred Parker and in the
negative by C. F. Downs, and nearly all the
members had something to say regarding
its merits.
With a small nuujber of patrons, but
with lots of enthusiasm, Georges River
Grange of Liberty held a meeting last

Wednesday night.
was

a lot of business
Lecturer presented

Quite

transacted and the

following program:
song, grange;
recitation, Ruby licit; reading, iilanohe
Cram; story, Chas. Atkinson; readings!
Abby White, I. P. Griffies; recitation, Ruby
Howes of South Montville Grange; reading
Carrie Ayer; song, Bob .Me Up and Down
Bob, I. P. Griffies.
Georges River Grange
is thinking of having a literary contest

the

soon.

Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, has
adopted the following resolutions of respect:

Whereas, the angel of death has entered
our

grange home and

called

our

beloved

sister, Blanche Littlefield, and
Whereas, her seat.in our hall is forever

vacant, her voice hushed and the familiar
form has faded from our view; therefore,
be it
Resolved, That this grange has lost a true
sister, the husband a loving wife and the
children a kind and indulgent mother.
Resolved, That in the passing of Sister
Littlefield, Hillside Grange has lost one of
its most earnest and loyal members; that
while we as brothers and sisters mourn our
loss, we do not lorget to tender our heartfelt sympathy to those bound to her by ties
c oser than fraternal.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
30 days; that a copy of these resolutions be
placed upon our records and a copy sent to
her

family.

Emma Gordon, Emma Hamlin, Alice Page,
committee ou resolutions.
Seaside Grange, Belfast, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
The Omnipotent Being, whose ways to
mortals are mysterious, has seen fit to remove from his earthly association Brother
Herbert A. Black, a worthy and respected
member of Seaside Grange No. 243, P. of H.;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That in his death Seaside Grange
has met with a distinct loss, and the memory
of his many good qualities will ever be fresh
in

our

hearts.

Resolved, That the city of Belfast has lost
upright and honorable citizen, and his

an

associates

a

true and faithful friend.

Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of
members is extended to the sorrowing
widow and child in this, their great affliction, and may their spirits be sustained by
Him, without whose knowledge not even a
sparrow falls to the ground.

our

Resolved. That

our charter be draped for
that these resolutions be spread
upon our records, a copy sent to the family
of the deceased, and also to The Republican

thirty days,

Journal lor publication.
) Committee
A. If. Ktantial,
>
on
J. F. Wilson,
Mrs. G. G. Abbott, ) Resolutions

After a long and restful sleep Dirigo
Grange, Freedom, has awakened full of
strength and vigor to perform her duties to
the best of her ability. The regular meeting
was held Saturday, March 7th, with a large
attendance, and the following program was
well carried out: singing by the choir; reading by Henry McCorrison;question, “Which
has >the greater influence in an up-to-date
grange, the brothers or the sisters?”opened
by Sister Susan J. Flye, followed by Sisters
Nellie McGray, Annie Murch, Sarah Vose,
Emma Rusher, Henrietta Johnson, Carrie
Johnson, Anuie Clement and Annie Libby
aud by Brothers J H. Vose, J. W. Libby,
D. R. McGray, B. F. Foster, Judson Hall,
and Frank Clement. It was decided by a
large majority that the sisters bad the
greater influence. Then a fine treat was
furnished by Sisters Eva Tyler and Emma
Clement and Susan J. Flye read one of her
original poems. Sister Murch read a paper
current events, after which the choir
gave a very fine selection and the Grange
was closed in due form, all going home

on

feeling happy.

:

im

The Waldo Co. Veteran Association
The

Guest

of
West

0.

Gardner

Grange

NUMBER 11

Button,” which was lustily applauded and
followed by very interesting remarks by
Comrades George VV. Ritchie and 15. F.
Bussey of Winterport.
Miss Sara Campbell and Miss Ada Curtis
then played a brilliant piano duet, and re-

at

Winterport.

The most enjoyable session in the
history
of the Waldo County Veteran Association
was held in the O. Gardner
Grange Hall at
West Winterport on Thursday, March Bth.

sponded

encore.
Pres. Stinold war song, and Comrade
sang
Jones gave some reminiscences of the years
’61 to '65, relating the incident in which he
President Alfred Stinson of North Searswas struck
in the forehead by a bullet
port presided. When tiermon Clark, the which
passed Si inches around his head
chorister of 0. Gardner Grange, gave the
lodging at the back, from whence it was
bugle call a large gathering of comrades,
successfully removed. At tnis point Miss
their wives, children and friends were
Edith Hobbs of Brooks sang the popular
present. The grange ehoir sang “Marching song, “Uncle
Sammy,” which was well reThro’ Georgia,” everybody joining in this
ceived, and then remarks became general.
well known veteran’s song, and the usual
Comrades Simeon Crockett, and Isaac Cook
routine business was transacted.
Secre- each claimed that he and his regiment put
tary Lorenzo Jones of Hrooks then read down the
Rebellion, much to the amusethe report of the two previous
meetings in ment of all. Crockett said, in his fudny
Waldo and Helfast, which was
accepted. way, “that when it became known that he
Upon motion it was voted that Comrade with the Second Maine
Calvary was marchIsaac Cook of Alonroe present the
adopted ing southward, it struck a terror to the
resolutions of respect on the death of
South,” and Cook said “When General Lee
Comrade Henry K. Dawson to Airs. Dawheard Cook was corning, why, of course, he
son.
surrendered at once.” The applause was
1 resident Stinson then made most interequal to the amusement; in fact, one would
esting remarks relative to the Association have to
have heen present, to appreciate
and Grand Array Posts,
especially empha- the humor and good feeling that ran
sizing the extreme harmony that exists in
the meeting.
all the meetings and the good fellowship through
It was voted to make the following Honthat, nrevails
Ha cui<]
)
Members of the Association: Chester
sometimes in daily life disagree in regard orary
S. Curtis and wife, Frank T. Bussey and
to political and religious matters, but there
is one subject on which there is never any wife, C. Frank Downs and wife, .Charles
and wife, Ilermon Clark and Elva
argument, and that is a good old fashioned Libby
baked bean dinner." “And custard pie,” Clark, all of Winterport, and Mr. and Mrs.
F. Langill of Belfast.
chimed in one of the old comrades, who W.
Heruion Clark then rendered the sacred
knew the speaker’s one great weakness.
Dinner was then announced and 127 solo, “Face to Face,” by request, which
was
fully appreciated, and the meeting
enjoyed the repast, with its convivial accompaniments of wit and sociability. Al- closed by singing, “America.”
The Veterans gave a rising voteof thanks
though the tables were reset three times
to accomodate all, the noon hour passed to the 0 Gardner Grange and the citizens
quickly away and when the meeting was of West Winterport for the entertainment
called to order for the afternoon session they had received, and it was unanimously
it was estimated that the new comers had declared the best meeting in the history of
swelled
the assembly to two hundred the Association.
The next meeting will be held on Thurssouls, more or less. Mr. Hermon Clark
at Swanville, by invitation of
gave the bugle calls a soldier bears from day, May 7th,
sunrise to sunset, which were much en- Comet Grange.
joyed. All then joined in singing, “The
Hattie Cry of Freedom,” which was fol- MRS. L. M. N. STEVENS’ BIRTHDAY.
lowed by a prayer by Comrade Jones of
March 1st, the birthday of Mrs. L. M N.
the George D. Davis Post, No. 64, G. A. R.,
Hrooks Maine, who served in the Massa- Stevens, National W. (.'. T. U., president
chusetts Heavy Artillery. A cordial ad- and editor-in-chief of the national organ,
dress of welcome was delivered by Mrs. the Union Signal, is generally observed by
the unions throughout the country as one
Ada Dyer Curtis as follows;
of the lied Letter Days, and is called Union
Mr. President, Members of the Waldo
County Veterans’ Association and Friends; Signal Day. In Portland the \V. C. T. U.
11 ever, I think, one feels the tide of patri- gave a special program on the day of its
otism swell in their veins, together with an regular meeting, Feb. 28th, at State headoverwhelming sense of their own inability
Free street. The program was
and littleness, it is when one attempts to quarters, 150
speak titling words to the heroes of our arranged by Mrs. V. K. Rollins, State Supt.
country. To those whose blood was shed, af Literature. Letters of greeting from the
whose lives were spared or lost, as God
county presidents and others were read by
willed, upon the battlefields of our Civil
War—the worst form of war in which man Mrs. Addie Estes, who recently returned to
could possibly engage. A war in which tile Portland from the west. There was music
armies facing each other were of the same
by Miss I. II. Stickney, soloist, and a trio
race, the same country and spoke the same
language. A war in which friends fought, consisting of Misses Harriet Knight, Grace
friends and brothers slew brothers; but Spring and Emily Hamilton. Fourteen boys
such was necessary to preveut the nnrnak- ind girls with wands decked with ribbon.
and carrying red letter pendants spelling
ami possibilites that has ever existed.
It is time to stop the babble of men who Mrs. Stevens’ name, formed a semi-circle as
tell us that the commemoration of soldiers Miss Gordon read an acrostic poem. Folwho fought in the war that saved the Union
lowing this a cluster of “genuine” flowers
tends to keep alive the animosities of-the
past. Honor to loyal soldiers keeps alive were presented to the “birthday lady.” A
free will offering taken up enables the Portpatriotism, and that only.
We can regard the Confederate soldiers
and Union to send the “Crusader Monthly,”
as mart}rs, misguided, perhaps,
but none
;he paper devoted specially to the children,
the less beautitul in their suffering, and
the angels of Heaven never looked down on
-he “Loyal Temperance Legions,” and to the
a sadder scene than
the bodies of two
Children’s Homes. Put the crown of the
soldiers, the one in blue, the other in gray, ►ceasion was the
presentation to Mrs. Stevsleeping their last sleep, locked in each
iiis of a big bouquet, the blooms of which
others embrace.
For at death we are all
“Oh
equal.
why should the spirit of mortal .vere 195 crisp dollar bills, representing as
be proud.”
nany subscriptions to the Union Signal,and
W hen you, heroes of the north, returned
85 silver stars representing as many subto your homes to receive the welcome you
had so richly earned, the Confederate solscriptions to the Star in the East, our State
dier wrung the hand of his comrades in
)aper. This latter is edited by Mrs. Stevsilence and turning his tear strained lace
»ns’ daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Stevens Leavsouthward found his home in ruins, his
tt.
These editors are an exception to the
trade destroyed, his money worthless, his
slaves freed, and the greatest problem
jeneral rule, in that they receive no profit,
which ever confronted the human intellect,
)ecuniarily, from these papers. All above
and one which is yet to be solved, that oi
establishing a legal status for the vast body -xpenses goes into the work—an additional
of three million, helpless, untaught, unfed,
eason why our women should take these
unclothed slaves.
Did he despair, this
>apers. Among out-of-t.ow'n guests at this
hero in gray ; no, not for an instant. Surely
fathering were Mrs. Oscar llolway, presiGad must have stretched out his hand in
pity, for this glorious old Government, G«jd « lent from the Augusta W. C. T. U.; Mrs.
prosper it, did all in its power, aud that was
riiomas, president of Androscoggin Co.;
much, to alleviate the temporary distress. Mrs. E. A. G.
Stickney, president of Oxford
Never was a nobler duty performed than the
1
uplifting of the bleeding south, an uplifting Jo., and Miss Stickney, State Correspondmust
still
that
go on, with what success the
ng Secretary.
the future years, filled with careful thinking
Belfast and Searsraont sent greetings and
and foresight, may bring. When our flag
was again insulted and our State Battleubscriptions, and I hope other Unions in
ship destroyed, did the south cherish ani- i he county were likewise represented.
mosity? Oh! uo! The boys of the north
E. f. m.
and south stood shoulder to shoulder. Texas
and Maine, Florida and Washington ! Subline achievement, this unification of the
SECRET SOCIETIES.
United States, over which humanity shall
eternally shed its tears and God bestow His
Phoenix Lodge worked the Entered Apbenedictions.
on one candidate at the
Let us not forget in these strenuous days I ►rentice degree
of peace and prosperity that you gray hairegular meeting last Monday evening.
a
ed Veterans, helped to bring about, that
Aurora Rebekah Lodge held a special roll
>mall degree of honor, at least, is due the
* iall meeting Tuesday evening, March 10th,
race for whose emancipation you so bravely
fought. I recall a story of the first negro ►receded by the regular lodge supper, which
color-bearer in the Union Ranks, a soldier in
There were 136 out
vas largely attended.
the Louisiana Brigade. In reply to his captain, who charged him not to dishonor the * »f the 305 lodge members present, including
A very interesting letcolors in action, he said: “I will carry this i > charter members.
flag into the fight and bring it back in honor | er was read from Dr. Sarah Meader of
It
or report in Heaven the reason why.”
Cynn, Mass., who was the first Noble Grand
cannot be the American people will desert
the race from w hich spring such a hero in * ►f Aurora Lodge, and who also has the disblaok.
i inction of being the first lady Noble Grand
When the first gun was fired at Fort
n the country.
Response by letter was rej»/u
juui
sad but tearful farewell, there were others 1 seived from Mrs. Florence Cook, Neihart,
who, too, heard the call.
Montana; Mrs. Louise Davis, Foxcroft,
There was one who paid her own expenses
Me.; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Davis, Lynn,
to Washington, visited the sick and woundMass.; Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Dyer, Portland,
ed, held the reviving cup to many a parched
lip, wiped the death damp from mauy a He.; Miss llariiet L. Furbish, Meriden,
cold brow, and after all was over wrote
lonn.; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hanson, Stouhome to the dear ones the last words of
ngton, Me.; Geo. E. Keyes, Middleboro,
their noble dead. That one was Clara BarHass.; Mrs. Edith Potter, Lowell, Mass.;
ton, president of the American Red Cross
woman
But
was
not
the
she
only
Hiss Frances A. Sargent, Gorham, Me.;
Society.
who helped to win the battle for right, for
Hiss Flossie Wagner, Milford, Mass.; Mrs.
many of the gentler sex followed in her
Custina Wilson, Belfast.
A history of
footsteps.
I will say in behalf of the 0. Gardner
Surora Lodge, which wasjinstituted in 1876,
West
WinGrange and the loyal citizens of
was read by Mrs. Henry L. Clough, who
terport, that we esteem it an houor and wore one
ofjthe original collars of the Lodge,
privilege to entertain your association today and we hope you may all be spared to r. Lee Patterson gave a saxophone solo.
meet with us many, many times and 1 asHenry D. Clough gave a recitation which
sure you these few words are as sincere and
was given on a like occasion thirty years
mean as much as though I should expend a
igo.
Luring the intermission which folhalf hour’s effort in the attempt to assure
owed fruit punch and cake were served.
you of a real welcome.
It is fitting perhaps to repeat in closing
V one-act farce, “An Interrupted Proposal,”
the words of him to whom you looked dur- ;
*
ing four weary years for guidance—Abra- >y Arlo Bates, was the successful closing
eature of a ve*y pleasant eveuing.
ham Lincoln, the great American Liberason

to

a

PERSONAL
Mrs. AugustaS. Frederick and Mr. C. VV.
Frederick left last Monday for Florida.
Mr. and Mrs’. Ralph D. South worth returned last Saturday from a visit in Boston.

vigorous

an

Gay Holmes arrived home Saturday from
Massachusetts, where he has had employment.

I^Frank
were

tor

nuu

uuu

luitu

oii\/u

u

:

“it is rather for us to be dedicated to the
great task remaining before us, that we
may highly resolve that these dead shall
not have died in vain, that this nation under God shall have a new birth of freedom,
and that this government of the people, by
the people, for the people shall not perish
from the earth.” (applause.)
Pres. Stinson then responded in behalf of
the W. C. V. A. in a few appropriate words,
expressing his appreciation of the courtesies that had thus far been extended. He
especially praised the bugle calls and related an incident in his army life of the saddest roil call he ever beard, when more than
half his regiment had been cut down.
The choir then sang “Tenting tonight on
the Old Camp Ground,” which was followed by a very fine recital by Miss Elva Clark
of the poem entitled “The Little Bronze

A MARINE WONDER.
The Chester fulfilled the expectations of
lath and made more than two and a half
] cnots an hour better speed than required
>y the construction contract.
The performance of the trim racer on her
ifficial trial was a splendid climax to the
sareer of the Bath Iron Works in the proluction of fast naval vessels. In succession
be works gave the navy its fastest torpedo
>oat, fastest monitor and fastest battleship,
ind is now nearly ready to deliver to the
iepartment the fastest warship in the world
mtside the torpedo boat class. The latter
;itle carries with it the speed championship
among the ocean-going vessels of the world,
For the Lusitania and Mauretania, fastest
if the world’s merchantmen, have been surpassed by the fleet oruiser which came home
;o Bath in triumph Wednesday.—The Bath
invil.
■

B. Condon and Renworth Rogers
home from Colby College Monday

to vote.
Ernest Webber spent Sunday and Monwith his parents at home from Harvard
Dental School.

day

Arthur Stantial spent Sunday at home
from Dexter with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Stantial.
Mrs. Reuben Sibley of Freedom was the
guest, for several days this week, of her
daughter, Miss Irene Sibley.
Mrs. Fred R. Poor returned Friday from
Lynn, Mass., where she had been the guest
of her mother, Mrs. E. B. Billings.
Mrs. Howard L. Whitten and Mrs. Leslie
C. Follett left Wednesday for several days'
visit with Miss Gertrude Newcomb in
Warren.
'Mr. E. L. Prime of Brooks made The
Journal a pleasant call Tuesday
Although
nearing four score, Mr. Piimeis still bale
and hearty.
Edward Evans of Belfast was the guest
of friends in Auburn last night, and todaywill attend Androscoggin Pomona Grange
at East Auburn.
Monday night lie was the
attended Oxford Pomona Grange yesterday.
—Lewiston bun March 4th.
Miss Ethel Wentworth, daughter of Rev.
B. C. Wentworth, Presiding Elder of Portland District, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. B.
F. Dunbar, in Thoinaston.
Miss Wentworth has the degree of li. SI., having recently graduated from the Musical course
at

byraeuse University.

T. F. Young pleasantly passed the 83tb
milestone of his life’s journey at his home
in North Palermo Feb. 28th. lie received
congratulations and good wishes from visiting friends and by telephone and mail. He
also received a birthday cake, boxes of candy,
a number of interesting books and other
good things. Ilis daughter, Mrs. Carrie Osgood, arrived home Feb. 26th.
The many friends of S. C.

Thompson

of

Winterport, former dairy instructor in the
employ in the department of agriculture,
and at present assistant to Leon G. Merrill
of Solon, the present dairy instructor, will

be interested to learn, that he has received
from the United States department of agriculture at Washington, D. ('., an appointment to the position of assistant dairyman,
and will leave for that city the first of
April. Mr. Thompson’s new duties will include the work of creamery and market inspection, and while his territory in the former work will probably include the New
England btates, New York and Pennsylvania, that of the market inspection will
probably include the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia. He is well Qualified for tlie work, having served four years
as dairy instructor for the biate of Maine,
and for the past five months as assistant to
Mr. Merrili, and his friends tn Augusta and
elsewhere will be glad to iearn of iiis advancement. Mr. Thompson expects to move
his family to Washington as soon as lie becomes established.—Kennebec Journal.
That Deficiency

of $854.57.

In speaking of the unaccounted foi balin favor of the city in the refunding
>f 1895 6, Mr. Hanson said, in the Opera
House last Saturday night that it was up
;o the Treasurer to explain, and intim ited
hat if it could not be accounted for it was
mother piece of dirty Republican didionjsty, as the Treasurer at that time was
Is it
lames Rattee, a good Republican.
ip to the Treasurer to explain?
By vote of the City Council at their meetng Nov. 1, 1895, the refunding was placed
n the hands of the Finance
Committee,
1 sousistingof F.
II. Welch, C. B. Farrar and
kV. W. Cates.
According to their report
mce

1

the end of the year, they received preilium and accrued intere>t on $108,500 bonds
kf $1935.17. The expense of refunding,
*1219.82, was paid by Mayor's orders mi the
treasurer, not by the Finance Committee,
>ut of the premium and accrued interest.
L’hey should therefore have turned over to
treasurer the full amount, $1935.17.
The Treasurer's books show that they
lid turn over to him only $1080.60, leaving
in unaccounted for balance of $854.57, and
it

<

uuu IVV1

at

1

ill this on the refunding of only $108,500
There is nothing to show what
muds.
1 lecame of the premium and accrued inter!St on the remaining $3500 bonds actually
i ssued by this Finance Committee before
1 hey went out of office and which amounted
o at least $60.,
Now this same finance committee, after
ixhaustive examination of the treasurer’s
1 moks, reported to the City Government
kfarch 2, 1896 and again March 1, 1897;
The undersigned finance committee of the
1
Rty Couucil, being thereto duly authorized
'• ind instructed, have made an examination
< if the hooks, accounts and vouchers of the
!

of said city for the municipal
and find the accounts as stated, and
ve do hereby certify that the same are corecti v stated and properly added and the
lecessary vouchers for payments have
>eeu presented and verified and the receipts
They were satisfied
luly vouched for.”
;hat the treasurer had nothing to explain.
Mayor llanson had both the treasurer’s
md finance committee’s reports for these
If lie did not
,wo years presented to him.
reasurer

; rear

what became of this deficiency of over
tiiOO which the finance committee bj their

mow

iwo

report acknowledged

never went into

lie city treasury, it was up to him as chief
If lie did
sxeeutive of the city to find out.
mow, let him explain—if he cares to.
1 he

Influence ct tie D. A .R.

The presence in our city of the Daughters
if the American Revolution brings to mind
;he influence which this organization has
It was not
had on the public in this city.
io many years ago that an audience did not
but
Star
the
to
Banner,
Spangled
respond
dull indeed must be the gathering
low
do
not
where the individuals
immediately
-ise to their feet at the playing or singing of
;hat National harmony. The members of the
Elizabeth Wadsworth Chapter of the I). A.
K. were the first to bring about the change,
md today one may always be sure that the
irst women who rise to their feet in any
ludience where the Star Spangled Banner
s sung or played, are members of this patri>tic organization. It was not so many years
igo that one woman, an enthusiastic memaer of the society, found herself standing
done, but she bravely held to her principles
ind stood until the whole audience gasped
he significance of the act, and rose as one

lerson.—Portland Express.
The above is particluarly interesting in

dew of the fact that there is a movement
in foot to establish a chapter of the D. A,
R. in this city.
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\loRg the Bangor & Aroostook Railroai
past year was an era of expansioi
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
This big transportation system, whicl
has been such a prominent factor in tin
development of Northern Maine, during
1007 expended in the v icinity of *1,750,
The

with the

000 in improvements, exclusive of im
portant additions to its rolling stool

equipment.

There was recently issued from tin
press of the Rand Avery Supply ('on
pany a large bird’s eye view illustrativ<

of the Stockton Harbor and Searsport
Terminal of the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad. This splendid illustration is
i from a design by Bert Poole, the acin
j compiished artist, and is reproduced
half tone in this issue.
Maine Junction the
At Northern
: Bangor & Aroostook Railroad lias made
this season extensive improvements. A
! roundhouse with eight stalls 80 teet
I deep and a 7o foot turn table lias been
I constructed. A pumping plant with a
water tank of too,non gallon capacity
A large track
has also been put in.
scale has also been put in and many
i iew tracks have been laid.

|

The stretch of main line from NorthMaine Junction to South Lagrange
has been double tracked this season.
The distance between these points is
about 2?> miles and contractor Trites
completed the double tracking so that
the new trackage was ready for service
in the early fall, thus proving a great
convenience in the moving of both passenger and freight trains. This double
tracking gave employment to a large
force of workmen while construction
was in progress.
A large army of workmen was also
kept busy througho ut theseason pushing along" the work of building the Medern

County Correspondence.
[Deferred. J
BELMONT.

HEAR IN ONE MINUTE

Frank Morse and son Frank of Waterville
at John \Y. Morse’s for a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Allen wood, who are
spending the winter in Belfast, were in
town the first of the week
Quite a number of our young people attended the dance
at Lincolnville Beach last Saturday evening.
John \Y. Morse carried them down with his
big span of horses.
are

—

Remarkable Demonstration Given by Chicago's Strange
Before Immense

Throng.

MONTYILLF.

of Well-Known Man With

System
Medicine.—Refuses
Pay for Services.
Doses of Peculiar

Removes immense Parasite From

few

a

and have that back in
over il»- ! would not take.S5,0(;0
Chic.iko.-Special.—ExeitemeulvuiituuK-s
! iny system again.”
T. i'uui'ei
manee.u•> cures oi L
A >iury wiihatouch of pathos was relatu 11'»lm t c!
vet ed b\ a gentleman conver-Pit with the facts
l the hugest ciowds tli it has
One
that illustrates the kindly nature nf the
<i
visit*
called upon the noted philantnropi*-'.
philanthropist, and explains to a great tie
an 1 a ion
hint y<
giee his womb iful hub! upon the people.
the
stration *•'. his power was given hi hue
A delicate woman whom lace bore_ tiaces
etmg an e.eerly gen- of care and suli'eiu .iv aiMliei.ee
ing, and whose Hail 1» iy
an eai
tlemen, w ; vMii lie noticed eairyu.g 5" come was oistoited by the ravages of disea-e,
him
ioi
ei
motion*.*!
;
ti
p* ■,
caller; at tho* Public Drug More and askeu
!>•■ )’ 'tiled a few drops ol a p"
h a -a a! d.
was out and the
and then for Mr. Cooper, but he
email
(pi;• i into the.man's ear.-,
lilt e woman turned away, resignedly, but
riihben t: • in -fitly lor a moment. Stepping sad.s disappointed.
oi
;ance of tut11 y
ard to
To* her it was another stroke of mis. 1
: in an (.nlii.:iry c.ntvf-r.siitionj,
fortune, and -he turned her weary steps toa.! t<■'!<-. *'• ,n mu. r mi V" A look oi snr- ward the little home, where a sick hu.-bami
s
„ijM. ..... |Ki,j|it >jir.jiut over the limit
ut her disapwa- awaiting her return,
fuc- ;i>
:ii.»»ert-ii,"V«s, 1 can hear you poi it ment was of short duration, for Cooper
Derfectly."
street.
the
was ju.-t then coining up
Noting
1 liege: tleineu was W. W. Wat niter, lal the careworn look and halting step, he
\\. lM: 11 street. Mr. Warriner stated that came
as>isied her careforward
and
quick!}
said:
he had m-*-n deaf for ten years, lie
fully over the crossing. By a lew kind!},
i w..s
“Some t» h years ago ] realized that
we!i-uiircted questions, he learned that she
1< sing my hearing, and naturally became had been to call
upon Mr. Cooper to secure
to say
bad
luile aim nied about it. I had often
me Pcpie for her sick husband, w'ho
to the one that 1 was conversing with,
id
for
been
a long rime, unable to provide
‘l .ease speak a little louder,’ and it would even the barest necessities for his little
often octui that! would miss hearing what
family.
Within the past year
was said entirely.
i he poor woman w as greatly astonished
have 1 ad patent ear drums oi two different when she found that she was talking to Mr.
the
all
foi
blit
into
my ears,
makes fitted
himself. He assisted her back to
Cooper
have
good they did me, 1 might as well
the «uug store, supplied her not only with
thrown my money away.
the
required medicines, hut also with a
“Then 1 heard of Mr. Cooper and came to
generous handful of silver, and sent her
try his treatment. 1 am entirely satisfied. home with a light heart and smiles shining
1 could not hear my watch tick, even if 1 through tears. That night a big basket of
held it close to my ear; now I can hear it at
home, and it
I can groceries was left at the little
a distance, and my head feels clear.
to guess who was the donor.
dis- was not hard
now hear ordinary conversation at a
of Cooper's visit to this
Another
feature
I am grntelul indeed to Mr. Cooper
tance.
cUy, and one that has attracted a great deal
—he is doing a grand work.”
of attention, is the many cures of rheumaA gen lunen by the name of Emil W ink
tism that have been t fleeted by the use of
lei exhibited a glass jar, containing a his remedies.
Among the number who
parasite eighty feet long, w hich lie claimed made statements on this subject was Louise
had passed from his system after taking
Herman, i)45 North avenue, who said :
..

■

■

...

seven

(lose.'

U1

V »

t'pt'j

»

Iiinuumc.

-■

y^

alive and squirming, and Mr.
anxious to know what it was.
When
impel' informed him the cause of
his ic health had been removed, lie was
his
greatly relieved, ami was profuse in
thanks to the philanthropist.
Thousands «*f people viewed the parasite
ami »-xpre>.-ed sui prise that such a thing
could exist in the human system.
Mr. \\ inkier is a well-known elec.rician,
living at IMi Hast Ohio .street. In speaking
of his expei ience he said :
“For live \ ea 1 s I have been more or less
complaining. 1 have had severe headaches,
and anv l’oml that 1 would eat would nau1 would have bad dreams almost
seate me.
.gl:*, dizzy spells would compel me
every
black spots would appear beto quit woi k.
fore 1113 * 3es when stooping over and arisI
would feel tired most of the
ing quick 3.
tiim ; in tact, I have had no life in me to
speak of for the last live years. I tried
various tre.wtments, and one physician in
iSt. Louis was recommended to me and I
was under his treatment for some time,
but as usual I obtained no relief.
‘•.So many people asked me to try the
Cooper preparation 1 decided to do so, and
after using it for a few days this awful
thing passed from my system. I feel much
better already, and I want to say right here
that I thank' Mr. Cooper a hundred times
for what his medicine lias done for me. 1

parasite

Wmkler

was

was

‘•I

litivu

Im

veurc

been

This is to certify that all druggists are
authorized to refund your money if Foley's
Honey and Tar fails to cure your cough or
cold. It stops the cough, heals the lungs
and prevents serious results from a cold.
Cures la grippe coughs and prevents pneuContains no
monia and consumption.
opiates. The genuine is in a y ellow packII.
R.
substitutes.
Moody.
Refuse
age.

h

Klift'prer

f

mill

At
rheumatism and kidney complaint.
times ] was unable to walk ami my back
sore
and
were
limbs
was very weak.
My
swollen and 1 was in a very nervous condition. 1 could not sleep at night, always
felt tired in the morning and would often
heve severe headaches. My health had entirely broken dow n and I began to fee! as if
life was not worth living. 1 bad tried.difNothferent medicines, but all to no avail.
ing seemed to help me and i did not know
what it was to have a well or happy day.
•‘One evening l was reading in the papers
what great results Cooper's New Discovery
and Quick Belief were accomplishing in
Chicago, and i made up my mind to give
them a trial, and if they were what the
papers said they were, why then 1 would
surely receive some benefit.
‘\>o I purchased some of the medicine and
after the first few days 1 noticed that my
| sleep was more restful ami that the pain iu
my limbs was not so bad. I kept on using
i the medicine and after two weeks I had
nearly recovered my health. 1 can never
I say enough about these medicines, for I
1 never expected to see a well day again, and
! here lam enjoying life with my friends,
and all due to the wonderful New Discovery.
“I want to say that it is the greatest
remedy in the world, for it has made me a
well woman where all others failed.”
PILES! PILES!

A CARD.

Py.ES!

Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles, it
absorbs the tumors, allays itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Williams’ iiid’an Pile Ointmeut is prepared
for* Piles and itching of the private parts.
Sold by druggists; mail 50c and $1 00. Williams' M’f'g, Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.

stated from the office of the
THF
::.mnR£» MH£ IT Secretary of State that the total cost of
the enforcement commission created by
1>Y’S
the Sturgis law, passed by the LegislaCOUGH
ture of 1905, from the beginning of this
year to the first of this month is $2357.“Suffered day and night the torment ol 23, while the fines and fees collected in
itching piles. Nothing helped me until ] the same period amount to $3405.72,
used Doan’s Ointment. It cured me perma- which leaves a balance of $1048.49 as
nently.”—Don. John K. Garrett, Mayor, far as this
year is concerned.
Girard, Ala.
It is

KEN.-

LAXATIVF
SYRUP

junction has been double
In all about 57 miles of new
laid
track was
by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad during 1P07.
The Medford Extension was constructed in the same substantial manner
that characterises all new work on this
most progressive system. The bridges
Extension

tracked.

i

__—.——

MADE rHF DEAF

Philanthropist

miles tli
of steel with cement or stone abut- ! ready for trains and should prove a Junction about four
has
merits. The largest bridge is across the j great convenience for the movement of West Seboeis, the party
not only a as far as Ripogenus, adistam
Piscataquis River and is 605 feet long. heavy freight traffic, as it is tiie
wot
the
when
heavy 35 miles. As to
There is a bridge over Schoodie stream shorter route but. avoids
It struetion is to commence on
75 feet long and a bridge over the Can- grades at Brownville and Sehoodie.
it depends
a-Tan Pacific Railway about 75 ft. the is anticipated the only passenger train gash Extension,
winter on tlie money maiket and
height above the C. P. roadbed being in to run over the extension this
I
final
ti e vicinity of 25 ft. The principal sta- will he a’mixed train leaving South La- knows that the general
been i
tion along the new line is Medford on grange in the forenoon and returning j1 tions have not of late
tl e Piscataquis river and the opening to to South Lagrange in the late after- to new railroad enterprisewonderful territory that tt
transportation facilities means much to noon.
In addition to new contraction a sur- Extension is to traverse at
the present and prospective industries ,
will open up vast :
ol' Medford.
1J is eleven miles from veying party has been in tire held struetion
now depotSouth Lagrange to Medford and four- throughout the open season making a tions which are
mean
survey of the proposed Aibensh Exte-u the water as their only
teen miles farther is another station,
The exU nsion is now
sion. Starting in at Medford Extension portation.
Rand Cove.

[ are

! forcl extension. This line is about 28
; miles in length and extends northerly
I from South Lagrange and reaches the
! main line midway between Schoodic
land West Seboeis.-' Not only has this
Medford Extension been completed but
|I about
four miles on the main line be1
tween West Seboeis and the Medford

C. S. Atkinson and A. B. Wing are hauling cord wood for W. P. Jones from the Murto Liberty for use in the taunery....
I ray lot
There is a big rush of lumber to the mills
I now. ...F. C. Lucas of West Searsmont has
completed his contract of hauling 300 cords
to the inii 1 in South Montville-Mrs. Nellie liarliman has returned from Freedom,
where she was nursing.VY. F. Tobey is
hauling logs for J. 1). Cram and keeping
old maid’s hall in Mr. Cram’s tenement.

several days last week.....R. I. Morse, E. q 14
SLATE UONVENIWN
of Helfast spent a few days with his parents
WILL BE HELD IN THE
last week.Miss Gladys Skidmore and
Miss Inez Quigg are at home from Castine Armory, Portland, Thursday, April 30, 1908,
at 1 30 o’clock p. m.,
Normal school lor the spring vacation.
Last Friday night the Eureka Cornet Hand
Lor the purpose of selecting six candidates
gave an informal complimentary party to
for electors of President and Vice l’re blent
the young people of the village. Dancing
at
to the United States, and four delegates
was enjoyed in Ilall St. George and a delarge and four alternates to attend the Nalicious oyster supper was served in Crock
tional Republican Convention to be held in
ett’s ilall. About fifty people were present
the city of Chicago, in the State of Illinois,
and all feel very grateful to the band f< 1
and
on Tuesday, the lbth day of June, 1908,
having given them such a pleasant evening. the transacting of any other business that
.Ray Neal of Waldo is in town looking may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as folafter the lumber he cut earlier in the seawill
son.Ola Nelson has been confined to the lows: Each city, town and plantation
be entitled to one delegate, and tor every 75
house with the giip. Allen Knowlton is
for
candidate
votes cast for the Republican
also quite ill with the same disease. >r. Governor in 1900 an additional delegate, ami
ot
7;>
W. L. Cargill, our local dentist, has ha I a for each fraction of 40 votes in excess
\ acancies in
an additional delegate.
telephone placed in i L residence.Mrs. 1votes,
lie delegation of any cit\, town or plantaSamuel J), vey has gone to 11}de Dark, tion can only be tilled bj resident ol' the
Mass to visit her daughter-\v. J. Gree- county in which the vacancies exist.
ley has sold his pair ol tine heavy colts to the anteroom of the Armory at 12 80 oVIock
llus-all lieideu ol* Palermo.idle friends !
'or the
p. m. on the day of the conventn-n
<•■■■
of Mrs. IJ attic (hough are glad to know purpose of receiving tli-J credenti,to!
1
!)•*
r
t-»
old.
A delegate in
that ■.lie is once more aide to
die out. She gates.
'■
in t:.e convention in
made a visit to friends in .Voutvillea week participate
»i
end
ed subsequent to the date wi t...
!oi"ea:i
ago.I. 1*. Gnthes will decurate ttie hail delegates cannot be elected ur
!for the grand ball ou Friday night. All are to he. state Convent i n to be lna a! let e
nca
ed for the purpose of nominating
looking forward to a great time as it w ii be (iate for (rcverimr.
-lire close of the dancing school taught by
Ail eiectors of Maine, without r* .: ;.'d :o ;
in th ;
Prof. Brown_Meeting at the church nex!
pa •! political affiliations, who beii-ve
ty and enof the Republican j
Minday, March Sill, with preaching in the principle."
dorse its policies, are cordially inv'.-d to
morning by Kev. E. E. Morse and a social unite under this call in electing delegate." to
meeting in the evening.Friends of Mrs. this convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
Viola Lamson, wife of ,1. K. Lamson of
Sktii M. Carter, Chairman
Sherman’s Corner, were pained to hear of
Pyron l>OYi), Secretary.
her death, which occurred last Friday night.
Lewiston, February 22, 1908.
Mrs. Lamson was much'liked by flic people
in the community' and will tie sadly missed,
Foley’s Oliuo Laxative is sold under a
Tiie funeral was held Tuesday with inter- positive guarantee to Cure constipation,
ment ut East Palermo.Mildred Ayer is sick
headache, stomach trouble, or any
form of indigestion. If it fails, the maun-1
visiting in Palermo.
facfUrers refund your money. What more j
R. II. Moody.
can any one do.
FORTUNE FROM OLD LOVER.

REPUBLICAN

\ Beginning

j

We

F. s. IIarriman was in Bangor Saturday
on business.Miss Sarah Homer has re| turned to her home in Franklin after a two
weeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs. Arthur
j
Snowman- Miss Nettie Stafford of .Sherj
j man visited Miss Vera Hollins several days
; last week.Rev. T. II. Derrick and wife
I
leil Friday morning for their home in Anj dover, Me.Mrs. Oiive Merrill spent Saturday in Bangor.II. M. Griffin, who has
been in northern Maine for two months, recently arrived home.N. C. Partridge
joined steamer Stockton last week as steward. lie has been at home for several weeks
on account of illness... Mrs. Meralda Pierce
spent several days in Bangor last week.
Mrs. Sarah Willey of Hampden is visiting
relatives here.Mrs. Jennie Payne and
Miss Blanche Payne of Somerville, Mass.,
arrived by train February 24th, called here
by the death of Mr. Shepherd Blanchard...
There will be preaching in the church March
8th by a student from Bangor Seminary.
All are invited to attend.
CENTER MONTVILLE.

There was a smaller attendance than
usual at the annual town meeting on March
2nd. There was quite a spirited contest
over the first and third selectmen and the
constable and collector, but everything
was settled good-humoredly. The day being
stormy men who were some distance from
their homes objected to the usual noon intermission. Ciement, Cushman & Co. introduced a pleasant solution of tiie difficulty
by bringing into the town-house a barrel of
soda crackers, and a whole cheese, giving
everyone wiio would partake a bounteous
free lunch, for which they received a generous vote of thanks when the meeting was
called to order again. The town voted to
take advantage of chapter 112, public laws
of 1907, so as to receive State aid in permaIt
nent improvement of our State road.
was voted to have Allen Goodwin copy the
plan of the town, as the old one is getting
Officers were elected as
very indistinct.
follows: Moderator,!), li. Plummer; Clerk,
C. N. Allen; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of poor, Herbert F. Jackson, W. S.
Mehuren aud J. J. Clement; Treasurer, J.
C. Carey; School Committee for 3 years, E.
li. Bean; Auditor, F. A. Cushman; Collector
aud Constable, F. A. Cushman: Road Commissioners, (for 1 year), G. S. Lowell, F. A.
Cushman aud George W. Choate; Truant
Officer, R. W. Howard. The school committee held a meeting and elected E. A.
Davis supervisor. Appropriations: schools,
$585.10; support of poor, $450; town officers’
bills, $400; Insane Hospital bills, $450; highways and bridges, $1,600; permanent improvement of State road, $50.50; winter road
bills for 1907 8, $400; incidental expenses,
$150; repairs of schoolhouses and school
supplies, $400; tuition of pupils out of town,
$200; to repair North Ridge meeting house*

$200.

Total amount appropriated, $4,885.60

LIBERTY.
Game Warden Walter 1. Neal was in town
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Pay
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$50,000
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They
Maintain
Good Health
Monroe, Me., 1906.
“We have used the true ‘X.. F.’
Atwood’s Bitters in our family for
tv-snty-tive years with good results.
,'e always keep them in the house.
They are excellent for stomach trouble.” Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
Some of the most common causes of
U health arc hasty meals, unwise diet,
and over-eating.
The stomach rebels
r: der such abuse and sickness follows.
Such errors may be- quickly righted bv a
f. w doses of the “L. IS” Atwood’s flitters.
They sweeten stomach, cleanse the

$20,000.

Rothberger’s sister Ella married
Wagner of Relmont, a brother
of lvd. Wagner. For this information,
and the above clipping, we are indebted
to a kind friend in Chicago, Mrs. Ada
Mrs.

Frank

v. auj nit it- iuui tun.

Maine

Battle

'■owels,
Flags.

arouse

liver, and purify blood.

A writer in one of the .Maine ex- American Central
Insurance
Company, ;
changes seems to be much disturbed by
Mo.
St
Louis,
a report which lias come to bis ears
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907.
and the tenor of which is that the old
00
liattie flags in the rotunda of the State Collateral loans..-...§ 703,00 oo
bonds. 3,080.035
and
Stocks
House “are to be taken out, lixed over Cash in Office and Bank.
'-08,370 52
450,014 09
and placed in the cupola of the State Agents’ Balances...
House;” so much disturbed in fact that
01
Assets.$5,108,025
Gross
he has submitted a remonstrance in
verse.
Where he received the informaAdmitted Assets.$5,108,025 01
tion that the old Hags were to be placed
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
in the cupola of the State Capitol is a Net Unpaid Losses..$ 172,098 87
Premiums.
Unearned
2,035,936 55
of
the
kind
has
as
.nothing
mystery,
69,113 09
The in- All other Liabilities.
been published, or intended.
Cash Capital. 2,000,ouo uO
tention regarding the proposed treat- Surplus over all Liabilities.
830,877 10
ment of the battle Hags is that of preTotal Liabilities and Surplus. $5,103,025 61
serving them so that they may be preFIELD & QUIMP.Y, Agents,
vented from further decay. The Hags
3wl0
Bellast, Maine.
will be repaired so far as is possible and
cases
the
much
as
in
very
re-arranged
at present, after which the cases will be
NOTICE.
made as nearly air-tight as possible, in
been appointed by the
The
undersigned,
having
order that a circulation of air and also Hon.
.Judge of Probate Court for the County
the settling of dust may be prevented. of Waldo, on the; eleventh day of February. A
!
D.
the
article
and verses
19C8, commissioners to receive and ex-,
And the writer of
amine the claims against the estate of Benjamin
referred to may rest assured that the
N.Cookscn, late of Monroe, in said County, de; old flags are as sacred to those who ceased, represented insolvent,hereby give notice
instituted the movement towards pre- that six months from the date of said appointment are allowed the said creditors in which to
serving them as they are to the men present and prove their claims, and that they will
wlio carried or marched under them.— be in session on the fourteenth day of March, A.
D. 1908, and the tenth day of August, A. D. 1908,
Kennebec Journal.
at the office of W. P, Thompson, in Belfast, in
said County.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of February,1908.
* •wVlv * Relieves sour
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
stomach
MARK >. STILES,
what you eat*
of the heart.
....

COMMISSIONERS’

K nHnlFor Indigestion.

palpitation

Digests

Real estate.
MorTaage loans.
Stoid-;s .iml bonds
< ash in -Hire and bankA. !I is’ wlaiiee*.

\

..

{

p
A

Hills wwivaMe.
and rents

Interest

Gross

I have

m

assets..$791.150

00

$791,150 00 |

Admitteil assets.

31, 1907.

LIABlLt.Tl KS DECEMBER

I

3w9*

Commissioners.

i

the in

bought

M. L. Mitchell in the fir

Mitchell & Trus

.i',’V •“<)

Net mirai.l I
1
l nearned premiums
All other labiliti
8
liabilities.
530,8
Surplus over all
W1 0
$791,15000
Total lia ilities and surplus
Me.
jAS. 1*AH kl A >ON, Agents, lielfast.

il.

ro3,S5u l'?

..

--

and will continue the bu

...

the

GERMAN-AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.,

Denver, Feb. 4. After having lost
for a score of years all trace of a sweetheart of her girlhood days, Mrs. Ilenry
V. Rothberger was surprised today to
receive word from California that be
had bequeathed her $20,000. When 13
years old, Mrs. Rothberger, then Miss
Hattie Victoria Moore, left ISelfast,
Me., and went to Dutch FRat, Cal., to
live with a wealthy cousin, James H.
Flagg. Frank V. Anderson, another
wealthy mining man, then about 40,
fell in love with and wanted to make
her Mrs. Anderson, but she returned to
Maine and married Rothberger. Now
Anderson is dead, and lias left her

The

31, 15*07

SSKTS niiCEMBKi;

Y.

NEW YORK CITY,

N.

ASSETS DECEMBER

1907.

31y

Real estat-.
Mortisage 1-ans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank..
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
Another assets.

*

Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitted..

$1 f ’iuo’rSo

1 1

J:;

!.

a-'Mo/ <Vi
?.•
,!

!

Row

work,

price

os
-/

1907.
795.129 0<»

-V

everybod

George C. Try i

‘i.',
V!

■*.1

low

square deal for

|

Admitted assets.si3.5o8.oH.sn4

Unearned premiums.
AH other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
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Phoenix
flood

-o

1
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same

Successor to

■
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Mitchell & Truss

* I »••.»».» « "+
Total liabilities and surplus.
Me
JAS. IMTTKi: & SON. A Kellis, lli-Msst.

Y

AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE COM*

|

N. ^

WAUdlTOWN,

31, 1 907
..■$

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real

estate

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.Stocks ami bonds...
< isli in office and bank.
Agents’ balances..
lot* rest aud rents.
All other assets.

..

-‘1 227 «:n
«•-<
O.ss
13
40i.s

229.317 In
251.2.74 ^ <
35. lo:» 92
2,6* 1 97
><

assets.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

1

<><»

Gross assets.
$2,870,0
152,572 96
Deduct items not admitted...
...

Admitted

I

1,13'.','■o.-s o.j

§2,717,477 10
31, 1907.

95.073 96
Net unpai
losses..§
Unearned piemiutns. 1,575,438 4o
35,347 39
All other liabilities.
600.00i oo
Cash capital
51
all
liabilities..
1,617 30
ver
Surplus
3\vl 0 |
Total liabilities and surplus.§2,717,477 10
JAS. i’ATTKE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me
<
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That’s what
Coal

our

as was ever

Coal i

mined,

from slate and dirt
PROVIDENCE WASINGTON INS. CO.,
Providence, It. 1.,
ASSETS DECEMBER

31

1907.

$2,126,697 00
Stocks and Bonds.
129,813 80,
Cash in Office and Banks.
837,354 10 I
Agents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable
29,349 87
10,192 98 (
Interests at d Rents
...

..

2,633,408 05
1,223 24

Assets.$2,632,184 81

31, 1907.
Net Unpaid Losses. .S 214,146 60
Unearned Premiums.
1,697,488 41
560,000 00
Cash Capital.
220,549 90
Surplus overall Liabilities
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

..

it i

to get Coal.

Carefully

and every ton

a

Why

full ton.

should it not be

success?

Try

us

with

...

Gross Assets.
I)ea net items not admitted.
Admitted

as

..

3wl0
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$2,632,184 81
Jos. W. Hamlin, Agt. Stockton Springs, Me

order, and you will cen
Coal that will please y
quality and price.
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so

the White House as throng
but probably that is bevisis less for the average
there and because it is not
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If the little building,
folks are fond of descri-
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feet.
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President

the

more

tlian a score
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from visitors

irdly

has been in constant use for more than half a
century. Even though no worms maybe present,
Dr. True's Elixir prevents tlieii growth and is
an invaluable remedy for the relief of stomach
ills. Its marvelous tonic qualities brings back
a feeble and impaired digestion; purifies and
enriches the blood; quickly regulates a disordered liver.
Dr. True’s Elixir is used and endorsed by
physicians aud hospitals all over the country.
Read what Mrs. Joy say9 of Dr True’s Elixir:—

Then
these greetings.
who come on official or
take

mess,

several
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very working day.
mg less on plans for legMsual at this season of the
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every ten years and in
many particulars is exceedingly impor

naileries and see how the
House transact business,

of Manchester, Maine, who
is now assistant enrolling clerk of the
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n pointing out the men of

Wing

Representatives. CongressBurleigh introduced a bill in his
nutation and ill explaining behalf a short time
ago and during the
are done.
Of course, they
past week was able to secure favorable
their
Congressman, who action thereon. Mr. Wing was formerit they are given facilities
ly private secretary to the late Seth L.
much as possible and for
Milliken when he was a member of
a iu'Ii as possible.
They all i Congress and this action by the House,
up in the Washington secured through the efforts of Conwhich means a trip of a
; gressman Burleigh, will be good news
: is.
They all want also to to liis many Maine friends. Mr. Wing
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'Mi, because it provides for
I''1: census of lltlO, quite two
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The

still retains Ins old residence at ManChester, Maine, where be passes his

| summers

with bis

compilation

ASKS US 10 PRINI IT.
Tells How To Prepare a Simple Mixture To Overcome Dread Disease.
To relieve the worst forms of Rheumatism, take a teaspoon!ul of the following
mixture after each meal and at bedtime:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce;
Comp mid Kargon, one ounce; Compound

Syrup Sarsaparilla,

Rockland

eminent must have some
ilerks and other

employes

at work in the census

'or, Dr. S. N. I). North, who
Yankee by long residence,

[

authority to make prepara,
'he census right away. He
'i"ich in conference this winthe members of the Census
talking
^
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over

the details of

hgislation he desires.

If he gets

tiiis session the
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people will be
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many
way in the course of a few
Vs arrangements are now,

'"tuients will be made
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well as all othei
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union,
require
taking force.
‘'hikers will constitute an army
I, 1
‘'"ligation marks, scattering out
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three

ounces.

These harmless ingredients cau he ob! taiiied from our home druggists, and are
I easily mixed by shaking them well ill a
bottle.
Relief is generally felt from the
first few doses.
This prescription, states a well-known
authority in a Cleveland morning paper,
loiees the clogged-up, inactive kidneys to
filteraud strain from the blood the poisonwaste matter and uric acid, which
ous
causes Rheumatism.
As Rheumatism is not only the most painful and torturous disease, but dangerous to
life, this simple recipe will no doubt be
greatly valued by many sufferers here at
home, who should at once prepare the mixture to get this relief.
It is said that a person who should take
this prescription regularly, a dose or two
daily, or even a few times a week, would
never have serious Kidney or Urinary disorders or Rheumatism.
Good
Cut this out and preserve it.
Rheumatism prescriptions which really
when
and
you
relieve are scarce indeed,
need it, you want it badly. Our druggists
here say they will either supply these ingredients or make the mixture ready to
take, if auy of our readers so prefer.
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Yarn-Spinners.

The contest for Capt. Charles Hall’s
liar’s license is steaming along under
high pressure. Capt. John W. Maloney, commander of the schooner Samuel Hart, has been several knots in the
lead ever since he described to an admiring audience of old salts how he
used to flsli for flounders at Maplejuice
Cove, Cushing. The method was very
simple. He would walk along the edge
of the channel carrying a long pole to
which was attached a large piece of
red cloth. This cloth was dangled close
to the water a'nd the flounders were
enticed to the surface. Then it became
a very simple matter for a man of Capt.
Maloney’s skill to heave the fish onto
the bank with a pitchfork. Capt. Maloney’s brother followed iu his wake
gathering up the flounders into a tw'Ohorse wagon. “Flounders were more
plentiful in those days than they are

Capt.
now,” Capt. Maloney said.
Frank Russell made a good bid for the
his
shark
told
when
he
Hall license
story, but Capt. Demmons endorsed

the yarn and the
made the story
Gazette.

judges were afraid it
really true.—Courier-
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go

subsequently by
k'hat
here in Washington.
Ini !i!l<,seulH0,1’nes
will, in fact, constiUt' "“ly aInquiries
small
to be made

part of the work. The

A LIFE AT STAKE.

Your life may be at stake when you
notice any sign of kidney or bladder trouble
as Hright’s disease and diabetes start with
a slight irregularity that could be quickly
cured by Foley’s Kidney Remedy. Comiqence taking it at the first sign of danger.

THE

j

iniuuit

ol

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
1

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

REAL PRESENCE.

The soul is Christ’s most sacred shrine,
Our heaven doth here begin;
All seasons sing of love divine
When Jesus dwells within.

In Use For Over 30 Years.
1HC CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

Holy the mount when love is there,
The vale where duty calls;
Each loving deed doth incense bear
Within the temple’s walls.
The trusting soul has inward light
That sees God everywhere;
Mountains and seas, darkness and light,
Are full of praise and prayer.
How ble-t the hour that brings to me
New life from lips divine!
How bright each scene where Christ I see,
And prove his peace is mine!

Save Your

0 holy hour! 0 sacred place!
v
My heart at rest shall dwell,
Though trouble mark the temple’s space,
bell.
toll
its
sorrow
Though
—James E. C. Sawyer

o.

Energy

THE FOOD VALUE OF

There is

Baker's Cocoa

JACKETS.

When a figure
shapely the suit jacket is closely fitted in the back and the
fronts are cut away. Otherwise the back is semi-fitted and the fronts remain
straight. Some are quite long with the lower edge plain, or others have slashings
outlined by braid which give a showy effect. A short jacket is cut in scallops
trimmed by braid, with a baud of colored embroidery around the V neck, which
is almost universal on dressy jackets. Vests in contrast impart a touch of color,
also give a
very low on the front, and colored velvet collar and buttons

placed
brightening effect.

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
goric, Drops and. Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Xarcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

tune: manoah.

is attested

is

undertaken

One of the recent pieces of legislation
interesting
which will be of benefit to a Maine
are all likely to get their
man is a resolution making a substan: h.
They visit the Capitol, tial increase in the salary of Hon. Wil-

ii■

SUIT

No names will be used. Each
man or woman or child will simply be.
The task is
one unit of population.

in mid-

as

■

111||

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/•UCcAwi
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger tlie health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

tjPL

—Everybody’s Magazine.

plaided

volumes.

busy and

mton is never so
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The answers will

,.;ition exercises, for which
list have a nice new dress
■y a new suit of clothes.

E

animals,

farms, tabulate much important information about factories and shops, and

■■

for themselves what the
of the United States real-

^

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

a fop at his club,
the morning paper.
for Roosevelt. Won’t
you admit now that he’s made a pretty
bad mess of things trying to mix in on
Wall Street.”
“Well,” said Jones advisedly, “that
seems to be the general impression that
prevails among the masses.”
“I’ll have, you understand, sir, that I
am not one of the masses!”
“I know that,” yawned Jones, getting up. “I prefixed the ‘m’ merely
out of consideration for your feelings.”

The domestic tailor suit re*
^
veals no novelties, unless the
varied length of jackets may
The above design is by the McCall CO. of \e\v York, Fashion
Publishers and Manufacturers of McCall Patterns.
|,p classed as such. Skirts are
either gored, circular or else plaited, and an innovation is a skirt opening at the
6ide front. Bias bands not meeting in front and finished with buttons are quite
popular, and very smart on white wool, striped with black. Striped wools with
borders make up handsomely and accord witli prevailing fancies.

u.ese

v

throwing down
“Jones, you voted

The clever woman who js
able to appear daintily dres sed at all times without too
much strain upon her dress
allowance will welcome the
new sheer, dress fabric called
“Mirette.” This looks exactly like fine silk, but launders
like muslin without losing a
bit of its lustre or finish, so
that it is as practical as pretty
for lingerie waists, and every
sort of dressy gowns. Party
frocks for grown ups or children made after some of the
fashionable lingerie models
are particularly nice in this
sheer, dainty material that
L comes in white and all the
newest colorings.

est it: g

many pending questions
the last few months of

ts

ir

Henry

j&AKoiun

“Fool!” exclaimed

FABRICS.

3IIRETTE.

Dr. True’s Elixir is Isold by druggists everywhere at 35c. 50c, aud $1.00 a bottle. An interChildren
a nd instructivebooklet entitled
end Th- ir Diseases” will be,sent free to all who
•\pp'v tor it, by simply addressing Dr. J. F.
Tv <k- Co AnlmriijMe. We have a special
Send for free bo<~
v -r-.'
lent ior tape-worm.

The President now has
longer to serve and he is

)li:

j

w

Very Considerate.

ai-

leaf in each corner. Pretty
color blendings are shown in
striped silk voiles, as for ex
ample on a white surface
are inch wide stripes in two
shades of tan. Two shades
of Copenhagen blue arranged
in a similar manner are quite
effective as this color is in
great vogue this season.

in the house for children. I would not be
without it now." Sincerely yours,
Mrs.

or

Swiss muslins are very attractive, coming in floral
stripes, small sprigs or openwork "all over” patterns, or
in squares with a tiny, raised

your Elixir. I gave it to my children, and I
after the third dose one of them passed a !
long round worm. I also wish to say it is
one of the safest and best medicines to have

departments

all the

feather

grette.

Centre Abington, Mass.
Dr. *True:—“I wish to inform you of the
success I have had in using one bottle of

vss, outside of the approIlowever, it is quite
,rk to keep in touch with
of

high

ways a

DR. TRUE’S ELSXSR
THE OLD FAMILY REMEDY

shake the Presilie spares a
eonstant.
ihout one o'clock every
,r

or wings, if preferred.
Many pretty toques of white
lace straw are among new
millinery and fancy brims of
jet passementerie, lace embroidered in silver, corn-flowI er buds, rose petals, or roses
sprinkled with Rhine stone
sparks, are universal and al-

added,

SHEER DRESS

ant to

is.

Journal.]

EXTREMES IN SIZE.
Black hats are (so far) the largest, hut white chip or Milan are not very far in
the rear; and white and colored lilacs form a fashionable trimming for any lighthued straw, of course with one very high branch. Crimson poppies and buds are
beautiful on a brown straw (the sole trimming) the edge of the brim bound with
brown velvet. White and vellow buttercups are used with fine effect on black
A great aeai or wiae
straws.
taffeta ribbon, artistically adjusted, is a substitute for
feathers, and roses may be

have reached the conclusion that the cure is not
the knife. In more than forty cases the symptoms of Appendicitis disappeared after the
patients had been treated for worms.
There are, no doubt, many persons suffering
from worms who are erroneously attributing
their trouble to some other cause. A few doses
of Dr. True’s Elixir are sufficient in most cases
for the omplete expulsion of the worms.
The presence of these parasites is easily recog*
nized by the following symptomsIndigestion;
foul tongue; offensive breath; variable appetite;
hard and full belly with occasional gripings an 1
pains about the navel; heavy, dull eyes; itching
of the nose; short dry cough; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow and frequent
fever;in children—convulsions and bed wetting
Dr. True’s Elixir will not only expel the
worms, but will build up the whole system us
Well.

the

to

close

down

■squat"

of Tlie

A deft-handed maiden may be her own milliner if she can (successfully) line a
brim with silk, satin or velvet, as all trimmings are now on the outside, and brims
Crowns are very high on large hats and ostrich
are turned up to suit tlie wearer.
are
as some of
plumes are in great demand* However, Tam crowns an shown, asjwell
airgrette, or feathers or a
moderate height. Either a high branch of foliage,
higii mass of ribbon at the left side, marks the stylish hat. Ostrich feathers are
clustered at one side, or are used in pairs when very broad, and not unfrequently
four and even six shaded feathers are on a hat.

Professor Blanchard of the French Academy
Of Medicine has spent a great amount of time
Studying that dread disease—Appendicitis* Iu
company with Professor Metchnikoff, he has
carefully examined numerous cases, and both

,ee.

10

l<Vrivspoi;dence

un

M. B. Smith of Belfast gives the following answer to the question whether
it pays to breed farm mares to trotting
bred stallions: “It does, providing you
use caution in selecting your stallion.
In my opinion, no trotting stallion
should be patronized by farmers and
bred mares that
owners of common
does not weigh 1,150 pounds or more,
aDd stands 15 3 or 16 hands high, witty
good color, gait and conformation. For
an illustration I will mention a few
sales during 1907 of young horses the
get of Marstou C., and whose dams had
no special breeding.
You may judge
for yourself as to what the profit was.
This list does not include sales where
the dams of colts were well bred: Joe
Marsano, Belfast, three-year-old, $300;
I. Gardner, Belfast,
three-year-old,
$250; Joseph F. Smith, Belfast, three
and four-year-old, respectively, $600;
Mrs. R. Bailey, Waldo, three year-old,
$200; Mrs. W. W. Reynolds, Brooks,
two-year-old, $250, sold the following
week for $350; James Lenfest, Swanville, two-year-old, $200; John Maddocks, Monroe, three-year-old, $250;
Herbert Smith, Waldo, three-year-old,
$325.”—-Turf, Farm and Home.

TRIMMINGS. FLOWERS. TAFFETA RI3BJN.
NEW MILLINERY.
CROWNS.
THIN FABRICS. MIRETTE. TAILOR SUITS. JACKETS.

THE SIMPLE REMEDY
THAT EFFECTS THE CURE
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Constantly
Increasing Sales

no

An EXTENSION TELEPHONE

Verona Clarke.

will do all this for you, and do

TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC.
“If we were not doing business on the
a Western firm to those
who answer its specious advertisements,
“the Post Office Department would stop
us.” A plausible statement is this, hut
Had the Gova fallacious conclusion.
ernment ten times the optical equipment of Argus it could not prevent all
the. petty swindling schemes which
I ARK FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
spring into evanescent but fruitful ex- i
istence in every corner of the nation.
As ninety niue-one-hundredths of the i
periodical publications refuse to accept
moral responsibility for publishing
i
Who by special arrangement- have all any
even the meanest and most cruel frauds,
the patterns all the time.
protection for the public lies with the |I U. EogS&tereii
S. I’m. OtQco
postal authorities. Put the ponderous
thumb of the law descends slowly, and
maintained
STi’O WAITING TO SEND
We have
usually upon a barren spot, whence the
standard in the
the
his
salumade
flea
has
since
long
agile
of our cocoa and choc- j
tary escape. Put the “fraud order” of
WOMEN AT FORTY.
the Post Office Department—that is
date
:
preparations and we sell
IMPORTANCE OF PRESERVING THE feared by these parasites. It is unfor ;
the familiar delays of the
at the lowest
them
by
hampered
HEALTH AT THAT TIME.
law. It acts at once, and, when it bearticles
unadulterated
which
comes operative,
profit-bearing mail
Proof of One Case in Which a Weak, Nervceases to empty silly dollars into the
can be put upon the market.
ous and Discouraged Woman Was Marvelof
the
rogues. Hence there
pockets
ously Helped by the Tonic Treatment.
\\ omen approach their fortieth year with has been devised, in the interests of
these frauds and swindlers, a bill to
worry and uncertainty, for the manner in
the “fraud-order” activities of the
that crisis determines the stop
which
they
pass
j
Post Office. Last year this effort was
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.
most
this
of
after-life.
their
health
During
j
happily defeated, but this year it apher
of
a
the
life
time
in
woman,
| important
pears with much stronger backing.
! whole aim should be to build up and Every medical quack, every bunco artunusual
meet
the
ist with stock to sell in an imaginary
j strengthen her system to
I demands upon it. Devotion to family should mine or fictitious railway, every “getrich-quick” artist who vends his wares
not lead to negiect of self but hard work and
| household cares and worries should be | through the printed lure, is back of this
VV hetlier she is
measure.
“Protection to private interavoided as far as possible.
able to do this or not, no woman should fail ests” is their cry. Yes, but has the int>nonnf lvnLlin
rirrlit
In
nrntupf inn
to take the tonic treatment if she is entering this critical period in a weak, run-dow n
this class of swindlers? One
against
medicine
and nervous condition. A touic
should be clearly understood, that
is one that builds up the blood and, for this tiling
the passage of the anti fraud order bill
purpose, the experience of thousands of
means to a particularly skilful species
women has shown that Dr. Williams’ Pink
of swindler a license to operate through
Pills have no equal.
Mrs
Murt.liM Dtumis. of
West. Cedar
the mails.—Ladies’ Home Journal for |
Roding, Ga. August 27, 1906.
street, Kalamazoo, Mich., is one who owes March.
Mbssrs. E. G. DeWitt A Go.,
;
her health to this treatment. She says:
Chicago, Ills.
Yes, and every Congressman who
“I suffered for a year with weakness, enGentlemen:—
me
frantic.
made
a disease of the stomach
which
almost
In
1897
I
had
will
be
during pains
votes for such a measure
open
and bowels. Some physicians told me it was
My Kidneys were weak, 1 had pains in my to the
in sympathy,
of
of the Lungs,
some
suspicion
being
Consumption
over
Dyspepsia,
loins and back and could hardly stoop
others said consumption of the Bowels. One
or lift anything.
My liver was torpid and if not in partnership, with these swinsaid I would not live until Spring,
physician
my complexion and the whites of my eyes
and for four long years I existed on a little
who rob the poor and those of
I had palpitation of the heart, my dlers,
boiled milk, soda biscuits, doctors' prescripyellow.
tions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
limited means.
limbs ached and I had severe headaches. I
the market. I could not digest anything
was
troubled with chills, followed by
I ate, and in the Spring 1902 I picked up
I
could
to
to
bed.
and
would
have
go
fevers,
REED REDIVIOUS.
one of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
I not rest at night and was unable to rememDyspepsia wreck will grasp at anything, and
nervber anything.
I was weak, irritable,
that Almanac happened to be my life saver.
Uis Four-masted Schooner Victory.
ous and discouraged.
I bought a fifty cent bottle of KODOL DYSWilliam H. Reed, who undertook to
PEPSIA CURE and the benefit I received
“After several months of suffering I was
from that bottle ALL THE GOLD IN
advised by a friend to try Dr. Williams’ establish a shipbuilding plant at the
GEORGIA COULD NOT BUY. I kept on
j Pink Pills and the benefit I received from Northend a few years ago, and who
taking it and ir^two months I went back to
I was
the first fewr boxes was remarkable.
a
four-master
at
built
j cured
my work, as a machinist, and in three months
much sooner than I hoped and have subsequently
I was well and hearty. I still use a little ocwas in the city last week,
Portland,
I been in good health ever since.”
casionally as I find it a fine blood purifier
that would
an
air
of
prosperity
wearing
a good tonic
and
§
I Drowsiness, a feeling of heaviness, pain
May you live long and prosper.
in the front of the head, nausea and even seem to indicate that he has surmounjfj
Yours very trulv,
||
intricate
obstahot flashes
ted the numerous and
faintness,
vomiting,
dizziness,
N:
C.
CORNELL.
1
followed by chills and profuse perspiration cles which hindered him from becomare some of the signs that indicate the need
ing a captain of industry. His career
1j
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
of tonic treatment as the change approaches.
in Portland was a varied one. Sixteen
If this is your condition you should not
in
the
case be
mixed
were
FOOD AND DRUG LAW
up
PURE
• wait
another day before giving Dr. Wil- lawyers
The best proof of fore he floated his four master and Mr.
I iiams’ Pink Pills a trial.
her Vic| their merit is what they ha ve actually done Reed felt justified in naming
for others. Our booklet “Plain Talks to
tory when she finally did take the
the
Women” gives proof of the help given in water.
after
Even
Victory was
of
This is
a
many such cases, and much other valuable launched she lay idle for a long time,
information for suffering women.
that
is
the
the
"Portland
newspapers
great
Dr. Williams’ Tink Pills are sold by all furnishing
with good material now and then. Mr.
done
druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid, on
that he
receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six boxes Reed tells The Courier-Gazette to
good
j for $2 50, by the Dr. W illiams Medicine has disposed of the schooner
two
has
vessels
advantage; that he
Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
at
Freeport
building in his new yard
and that he has organized a corporation
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
This
million-dollar
a
capital.
with
•Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
already controls a fleet of
you overworked your nervous system and corporation
I caused trouble with your kidneys and four sail. Mr. Reed spends two weeks
bladder? Have you pains in loins, side, in Portland and two at his New' York
Have you a office. He is especially pleased with
back, groins and bladder?
flabby appearance of the face, especially his treatment at Freeport. The citizens
under the eyes?
Too frequent a desire to of that town were so glad to see a shippass urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney Pills
building plant locate there again that
will cure you, at K. H. Moody’s, Druggist.
they gave him the privilege free for 10
Price 50c.
183 HAMMOND ST., BAGORN.
from taxation
years and exempted him
W illiams’ M’i’g Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
He intends to
'topilOK &19A9
£|)
for an equal period.
ppo ‘JSBiiaa: ui_aa
name his next vessel after William J. ‘Z OIOOH ‘qDOia
aqi Auipnpni
•sasstqo
jo
flump
as
he
exBryan—the next president
‘jBOiqx P«* won ‘"a 'a*3 oi pailtnil aouoBJj
presses it.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
far ahUdrant aafa. aura. No opiattm

level.” writes
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it at a VERY LOW COST.

i

I

10c. and 15c.

CARLE &

If you realized its advantages
you cannot afford to be
without one

JONES,

Call up your Local Manager

(no charge for the call)
get full particulars

|

always
highest
quality

price

and

NEW ENGLAND

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

Waiter Baker & Co., Ltd.

--

All the Gold
IN GEORGIA

nn

i

Could not

daily

Buy-

only sample
good
everywhere by

d o 1
for Dyspepsia.

K

o

ELMER E. BROWN. M. D..

fOlEYSHONEF^IAR

For Sprains
bottle of Lee’s from your dealer, containing
buys
liniments for
nearly double the amount you can get of other
the money. Your dealer has Lee’s in stock.
Bangor, Maine.
SWEET CO.,
25 cents

a

Props.

CALDWELL

Sweet’s
10

Carbolic

Ointment

relieves

promptly and

heals

quickly.

cts.

SEEDS !
SEEDS !
SEEDS!
Please bear In mind I sell tile same high grade
sendtested garden seed that you would get by
ban
ing direct to the grower and tor less money,
before
sending
and see them and get my prices
g|se wjiere>

AU-

FOUI)
THE WONDERFUL LITTLE
exhibition at F.
TOMOBILE is in town end on Row.
(_a 1 in and
j Stephenson’s. No. 10 Phoenix
four cylinseethe MODEL “N” at £625.00. A
in price.
all
of
reach
tlie
der 15 H. P.. withinsold last
and it proves
TEN THOUSAND
year
other
of
ahead
any
is
far
it
that
doubt
beyond a
t
at any price
ear in economy of up keep
The
yeai. ti,«
is sure to he double the demand this
is
by
placing
delivery
only way to insure prompt
now.
orders
your
THE S. L. CROSBY CO.,

Also Potted Daffodills, Tulips and Hyacinths in;. Bloom.
Cut Flowers and Floral Emblems a

specialty.

WILLIS E. HAMILTON’S, Florist
Telephone

62-6

186

SEARSPORT

Heating Company
HEATING AND PLUMBING.
m. Furnaces, Stoves and Slove liepalrs
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.

STAPLES' BLOCK, SEAKSPORT, MAINE
tvm

P. S.

Also

Exchange Street, Bangor, Me
agents for the REO.

lOtt

House for Sale,
I

rooms,
Story and half house with el!. Seven cistern.
pantry, cellar and clothes presses. Good
Barn, carriage house, work shop ana hen house.
Apple, pears, plum and cherry trees-raspberries,
gooseberries and grapes; all kinds of shrubs ana.
or
roses. Fine house lot connected will sell with
without the property. Terms: part down, balance
Monon easy terms to the right parties. Enquire
days and Wednesdays at

3m4*

HATTIE MARRINER’S,
15 Bay View Street, Belfast.
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Published Every Thursday by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBLRY,

j
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[<usines9 Manager.
Editor

a
Sc inscription Terms—In advance $2.00
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six months;
snonths.
one
advertising Terms-Foi* cue square
one week and
inch length in column, 50 cents for
26 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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time for kitty willows!—Somerville, Mass., Journal MarfcMSth.
Up in Maine we had pussy willows
weeks ago.

_Almost

It has been an open winter in Montana and the most favorable for stock

This is good news, as quite
are
a number of Waldo county people
engaged in stock raising 'n Montana.

In 20 years.

Transcript reports

The Boston

that

to
the boot and shoe business continues
of promise are
that
and
signs
improve,
The Transcript says: “The im-

seen.

provement is by no means large, but
is gradual and suggests permanence.
Spring orders are becoming imperative
and duplicate orders are increasing.”
Aiaiue

hieveii

March 2nd.

plurality

uuca

In 1906

Democratic

the

in these cities

was

716; in 1907
was 14; in

plurality
Republican plurality was 624.
tbe cities
The Republican pain was in
Halof Auburn, Eastport, Ellsworth,
and
lowed, Lewiston, South Portland
the Democratic

and
Waterville. In Auburn, Lewiston
the
made
were
by
efforts
Waterville
Democrats to put the Sturgis enforcewithlaw into the campaign, but
success.

in MassachuIn the town elections
of fourteen
setts. March 2nd, eight
six
went over to license and
;
GreenIn
bars.
their
close
to

!

town’s

voted
cut to 70
field the license majority was
men were
the
liquor
in
Montague
and
of only one
Able to secure a majority
in
Revere gave the largest no majority
has voted
16 consecutive Vears it
the

liquor
Local recent happenings
the sale of

against

in the town.
are

given

as

of turning over some of the
will this year grant li-

tl,e
towns which
c ruse

censes.
_

We printed last week under the caption of "Encouraging Private Forestry”
and
an article from Collier's Weekly,
it received the attention it merit-

hope
While flie article refers

eel.

to a bili

introduced in the New York State Sen
in.,_larriclofirm
Ol-c,

cum

’v,

I--

only,
that appeals

to Yew York
is one

the country.
made one of

uable

assets

c

the

object

in view

to every section of
The wood lot may be
the farmer’s most valand Should receive the

intelligent attention that attends the
present improved methods of agriculture.

reports

appear

travelling

man

recently

from the Gar-

den of Maine says that while some Of
the farmers have met with losses the

county

as

there can

whole is prosperous, and
he no question but that it

a

will continue to prosper. With an area
as large as the State of Massachusetts, vast primeval forests and

Albert Fence treasurer;
seers of poor;
Darius K. Drake, collector; Albert Peirce,
trank
school committee; Albert 1 enec,
Reed, Frank Hopkins, road commissioners
for one year, to serve w ithout pay Amount
of money raised: common schools, $lluo,
11 jail school, $500: roads, $1600; bridges,
all otliei, $6o0,
$500; town charges, $2500;
voted to set
making a total of $6850. It was
sum foi
the
specified
from the road money
State roads, as a permanent fund.

,

;
Jackson. The annual town meeting
Moderator, E. E. Morton; j
held 'darch 0th.
of the |
Overseers
and
Assessors
Selectmen,
H. K. Chase and H. j
poo- .1.11. McKinley,
E.
C
Hadley; Clerk and Treasurer, R.
Page; Collector of Taxes, F. II._ drown;
11.
Hoad Commissioners, Carlton Ricker,
S Morton, J. M. Page; School- Committee, ]
O. 0. Roberts, H. C. Hadley, A. S. Jones;
Edith
Hadley.
Supt. of schools, Miss
Money raised: for common schools, $400;
support of poor, $125; repairs of highways,
$1500; town charges, $300; free High school,
$‘>50; State road, $35.50; school books, $100;
repairs of Town House Hill, $150; Memorial
to
day $10; repairs of guide boards, $15;
Total amount raised
interest, $50.
§2,935 50.
town
Annual
meeting
Northport.
Moderator, M. li. Whiting;
March 2,1908:
AssessF.
A.
Selectmen,
Rhoades;
Clerk,
and Overseers of the Poor, H. W.
ors
TreasM.
G.
A.
lilack;
R.
Packard,
Elwell,
urer, .1. K. Ilurd; Constable and Collector
Town
Agent,
of taxes, Charles O. Dickey;
II. W. Elwell; road commissioner, D. O.
Whitmore; school committee, J. P. Wood;
Sexton and Truant officer, A. F. Elwell ;|
surveyors of lumber, E. 11. Elwell, Henry
Hills, L. E. Pitcher, Frank Herrick; fence \
viewers, Geo. il. Patch, Otis Drinkwuter,

Rapid changes of temperature are hard

vote, the especial interest in all sections c-utering in the license vote. In
the '■'late as a whole, no-license made a
In the cities the nodecided gain.

party may he said to have sevictory, for while one city, Bur-

j

on

If

the toughest constitution.

passing from, the heatfed
inside of a trolley car to the icy temperature
of the platform —the canvasser spending an
The conductor

5

£
^

I*

#

'f

%
.Nj

hour

or so

in

a

heated building and. then
a biting wind—knows the

walking against
difficulty of avoiding cold.

the
the
withstand
body so that it can better
danger of cold from changes of temperature.

Scott's Emulsion

%

strengthens

help

you to

avoid taking cold.

all DRUGGISTS; 500. AND Sl.OO.

<Q»
#
^

Gross

young and
office of

B
I

BANK, CHICAGO, TRUSTEE.

to list the bonds

on

the New York and

B

Earnings.$10,538,822.09

Operating Expenses.

7,654,419.13

Net Earnings..
Annual Interest Charge on the $5,000,000 First

$2,884,402.96

Mortgage Bonds issued.

bench or bar or from the voters of that
county. The position is an important

AM»

250,000 00

NET EARNINGS MORE THAN ELEVEN TIMES THE
INTEREST ON THESE BONDS.

ijuiuiuvuiiuiio

everyone, and Mr. P. H
wbo possesses these qualifications and who has held that office for
many years, is known as one of the

I

(As officially reported by

town

\

j

sessed by

Longfellow,

\
on

most competent, faithful and courteous
officials in the State. Under his supervision the county building similar, in
to the Waldo

■

In a recent libel suit before a jury in
the supreme court circuit at Newark,
N. J., Judge Heisler said in charging

■

the

jury:

"When a man becomes a candidate
for office bis character and integrity,
as well as his fitness for office, become
proper subjects, of comment. It is a
privilege to criticise under such circumstances, no matter if the criticism is
defamatory or not, provided always the
criticism is made in good faith.”

this undoubted
right, and in pursuance of what was
considered a duty to the constituency
it has served so long, The Journal, durring the campaign which closed a t
Monday, presented facts of record concerning the “character aud integrity as
well as his fitness for office” of the
Democratic candidate for Mayor. These
criticisms were made in good faith, and
In the exercise of

THE CITY OF CHICAGO has placed a valuation of $30,500,000
this property and the above bonds are absolutely a first mortgage.

I

PRICE 95.' AND INTEREST SUBJECT TO ADVANCE.

County Courthouse,
has been made fire proof and otherwise
improved, so that it is regarded today
As
as a model building of the kind.
Clerk of Courts for Washington county,
Mr. Longfellow is the right man in
the right place.

style

as a

The limit of

stockholder

|
:

We own $15,000 of these bonds which we are not willing to sell at
this price, but offer them while we can supply from the market.
WE RECOMMEND THESE AS A SAFE INVESTMENT, YIELD-

1

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS,AND CHECKING DEPOSITORS
are handled here with every
THE ONLY
FACILITY OBTAINABLE.
BELFAST
IN
BANK
COMHERCIAL
OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY WAL-

B
K
B
fl
I

IS

PAID

ON

DO COUNTY MEN.

I

|

%

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY.

He

a

surplus is but

100 %

safe, the

Take the

in any bank may be readily ascertained
depositor, by the following simple calculation :

capital,

850,000 00

Add the
And the

surplus,

12,500 00

Making

in

♦

profits

on

by

jI

anyone

j
j
♦

J

24,000 OO
886,500 OO

hand,

all,

♦
♦

Divide by the capital and the result It the %. of your protection.

^
\

Besides having your money in a safe and strong bank, remember we pay you 2 °io
interest on check accounts, and will be pleased to explain our system of averaging your
deposit monthly to fit your individual case, that you may know exactly in dollars and
♦ cents the advantage vou gain by keeping your accounts with the
♦

Z
Z

Z

Also take notice that

all'deposits

j

\

in the SAVINGS DEPARTMEN T of the

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

♦

Z
Z

♦
♦

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

;

:

exempt from taxation to the depositor by the laws of the State of Maine, and that |
deposits in the Savings Department of any National Bank are subject to the regular rat. ♦
♦ ot taxation—$19 on each $1,000—same as in real estate or other property which yo.i
{

Z

are

may

own.

«
♦

♦

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦* ♦♦♦♦

County Correspondence.
JACKSON.
Miss Julia Morton is visiting friends in
Elbridge Kimball has returned
Bangor.
from th> woods, where he had been employhe is on the sick list and
ed. At

present
visiting his sister, Mrs. J. II. McKinley
Miss Julia Brown of Bangor is visiting

...

her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Brown.
TROT.

Mrs. J. W. Halves, who was in Bangor
last week for surgical treatment, after
spending several days with her sister, Mrs.
E. E. Bagley in Pittsfield returned home
Sunday....Cassie White is soon to move to
Edwin Whitaker’s place—T. W. Halves
will go to Belfast in April as juryman
Mrs. Mary Woods returned last week from
Boston, where she passed the wiuter with
—

,1

mirhfur

CENTER LINCOLN VILEE.
Miss Bernice Miller left

*♦**♦<» ♦♦i.*»<

another page....The Journal is indebted to
J
C. Carey, treasurer, for the annual report of the town officers. The valuation of
the town is given as follows: real estate,

resident, $196,999; non-resident, $28,845;
personal estate, resident, $00,811; non- resident, $00; total valuation, $280,700; number of polls taxed, 222; number of polls not
taxed, 37. Resources over liabilities, $888.68.
It would appear that'apples are not ."elling very high in Boston. A young man in
town shipped a number of barrels some
weeks ago and the returns were expected
for a long time before they came.
IIis
friends kept asking if he had heard from
them and for quite a period he answered in
the negative. One night recently a friend
seeing him in the local store said: “Heard
from your apples yet, Rob?” “Yes.” “What
—

did you get ?” “Got a calendar.”.... Watson
Reeves died last week at Enoch Anderson’s.
.Mr. and Mrs. John Myrick of Belfast
and Misses Inez Cushman and Emma Blood
of Searsmont were at F. A. Cushman’s last
Sundav.W. I). Tasker and M. M. Wentworth, with their wives, visited Mr. and
Mrs. II. S. Banton of Knox, March 8th.

with garlands of evergreen. Hall shas never looked better. The all',
great success and all departed
homes wishing such times «»
more often—Mrs. Elijah Kitchn
Edward Luut of iielfast visited
.Mrs. C. il. licit last week.
SI evens is still ill_The Liberty
Hub is enjoying a prosperous
■Several changes were made in r
zines this year which added to tin
This (Hub has been in existence
and only four of the present luemb
present at its organization.M
lhivey is visiting her daughter, Ma
Davey, in Hyde i’ark, Mass.
MONROE.

Mr. Charles Dickey, aged 82 yeai
days, died in Monroe March 2nd.
one of fourteen children, only one
survives him, a sister aged 74 year-,
dent of Cambridge, Mass.
In 18r>_
to California by way of Cape II

luck followed him many times du
travels, though his courage an
were unfailing.
lie endured mat
ships and was attacked by the Jm
several occasions.
11 is brother,
THORNDIKE.
him, was shot and Mr.
companied
are
elated
over
of
our
farmers
Some
quite
had to go 100 miles for a doctor am!
the advertisement that Waldo county has reHe cared for his brot!.
$200 a trip.
week. Their many friends welcome them ceived from the communication of our es- he died.
Then he had the bullet
E. Smith,recently pubback_Frank Gray was in Rockland Fri- teemed townsman,
and brought it home to show hi! day.Ray Rankin and Miss Lena Mc- lished in the Maine Farmer and re publish- He
returned in 1862 and in the
1
in
Searsmont
Journal.
We
are
in
The
ed
glad
were
Sunday,
Republican
guests
Kinney
year married Miss Susie Flagg <-i
was
a
of
Rockland
is
one
man
who
dares
to
there
guest
to
know
Rhodes
!_Frank
who passed away 24 years ago. I
of Frank Gray last Friday and Saturday- champion the opportunities of old Waldo in the Civil War in 1864, and b> s.
of
Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pendleten
county and call attention to some of the damp barracks he contracted a t
visited Mr. and Mrs. George Mahoney Sun- possibilities within the reach of our young- settled in the nerves of Ins lace at
day_Mrs. Caroline Parkman, who has er and more progressive farmers.Albert a keen sufferer ever after.
He v
been very ill with grip, is slowly improving. Palmer, F. L. Philbrick and 11. L. Wing, do
light work on his farm until w
who were appointed appraisors of the estate
past few years, lie was an in-it
CASTINK.
of the late George P. Ward, attended to
The ladies of the Congregational society
honest, kindhearted citizen, who
II.
March
6th.J.
Stevens
duties
lie seld.
circle supper at their their
friends and no enemies,
; held a very pleasant
and V. N. Higgins and wife were in Free- j ed with
society because of bis
vestry Thursday evening, March 5th. At
doin Friday afternoon to attend the regular j He was ever
patient and bore the
the close of the supper a short program
of Dana B. Carter Post and Circle j
unusual fortitude. By his man:
recitation. Miss meeting
was rendered as follows:
of the G. A. R.11. L. Woods and wife of |
were two children, a son and a
! Edna Gates; piano duet, Master Edmund |
and wife and Ross
I Walker; vocal solo, Miss Susie Norton; Knox, Joseph Higgins
The daughter, Clara, is the wife of
wife
and
James
Clements
and
C.
Higgins
York of Winterport, and the son,
reading, Rev. Mr. Patterson; vocal solo, and w ife from the east
part of this town at- lives on the home
place and beam!
Miss Gladys Perkins. This was followed
afterat
the
Station
church
tended
Sunday
cared for Mr. Dickej i.
tenderly
by a knot tying contest, which was very noon. Rev. J. B.
and
Parry is the pastor
Ten young ladies were each
amusing.
years. The children have lost a
his sermons are very interesting— Mr. and
given a piece of rope and after forming a Mrs. J. H. Stevens attended the Free Bap- indulgent father whom they wi
line were given the word to begin tying
miss. The funeral services were!
tist quarterly meeting in Jackson Sunday.
house by Rev. David Brackett 1
knots, and at the end of a certain time the _S. F. Files and
Fred L. Higgins
family,
one having the most knots tied was declarand the interment was in tic
aud family ami V. N. Higgins ami wife
ed the winner.
tery in the southern part of the tow
were guests March 8th, of Mr. and Mrs.
his late wife.The W. C. T. U.
SWANVILLE.
and
Richard Higgins-Bert Hogan
family
Mrs. Forrest Grant March 6th am1
Miss Alice G. Kane, who has been at home of Jackson were
guests Sunday of Mr. and
ed Paper Day, the birthday of V
for a few days, has returned to Waldo— Mrs. F. S.
Files
Hogan.Miss Dorothy
N. Stevens. They also conduct
Mr. Sewall Harrimau stumbled over some
passed a few days last week with ln*r grandGrant is
sleigh thills and hurt bis leg quite badly, mother.Mr. and Mrs. Alden Kinney en- chise meeting, as Mrs.
Sub
tendent of that department.
but is improving—The Searsport Baud is tertained a
party at whist Friday evening.
to give a concert and ball in Cunningham’s Clam stew' and cake were served by the were solicited for the Union Sigi
Hall Thursday night, March 12th-Mr. hostess.The pupils of the High school enough obtained to place the Ut
As it was Mrs
arid Mrs. VV. E. Damm and son McKinley had a box social and entertainment Monday the honor roll.
birthday a fine treat of oranges,
and Mr. G. T. Nickerson, Jr., and daughter
evening.
and chocolates was served. The m
Hazel visited the family of S. D. Greeley in
Ira
and
Veazie
ing will be with Mrs. Lora Cha
Sunday....Mr.
Hampden
LIBERTY.
20th, when Neal Dow's birthda
Miss Harriet M. Nickerson visited in Banat
home
are
Martin
and
Ella
Greeley
Mary
observed...Miss 8. A. Mansur
gor last week_Mrs. Edwin Small had an
from Freedom Academy for the spring va- with the
grip-Ed. Curtis has
ill turn Saturday night, but is better at the (
drawn
cation_George Thompson has been
j farm and bought the Robert May*present writing.
:
as juror for the April term of court— Mrs.
the village.... L. F. Simpson has 1
CLINTON.
Duncan Cain of Palermo has been visiting j house
formerly owned and oce
This community was shocked and grieved ler daughter, Mrs. C. R. Nelson.Mr.
George A. Palmer.
wife of
over the death of Mrs. Adelle E.,
Horatio Nelson ami daughters Ethelyn and j
Winfield K. Jellison of Bangor, formerly of Almatia of
Palermo, were in town Friday j
this town. After a short sickness with md
Saturday of last week, the guests of
typhoid fever she died Feb. 25th at the E. Mr. and Mrs. Cela Nelson_Chas. llowes
The remains were las been re-eleeted
M. General hospital.
superintendent of schools
brought to this town for burial. The fu- 'or the coming year-Frank Bridges is
neral was held at his father's, 51. S. Jelli- earing down the old Hurd house near Do Wot Endanger Life When a Bella-‘
son’s, Thursday at 1 p. m. Rev. D. B. Nark's Corner_Miss Margaret Eddington
zen Shows You the Cure.
Lothrop of Bangor officiated and S. A. >f Waterville and Mrs. Alfred Jewett of
Why will people continue to suffer i'
Parks had charge of the funeral arrange- t\inslow were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
uriu
ments. Besides a husband she leaves three Naudius Knowlton last week
At the Df kidney complaint, backache,
lameness, headache, languor, w’
children, Earl, Kilby (who is sick with mnual town meeting last week, the fol I ders,
themselves to become chronic invalids.
typhoid fever) and Blanche, to mourn the owing sums of money were appropriated ! certain cure is offered them?
and
kind
a
and
wife
loss of an affectionate
town charges and support
or next year:
Doan's Kidney Pills is the remedy v>
loving mother.The infant child of Mr. >f poor, $500; roads and bridges, #1634; ! cause It gives to the kidneys the help t*
died
very suddenly schools, what the law requires; free High to perform their work.
aud Mrs. Harry Chick
If you have any, even one, of the syiui
Friday morning, aged five weeks.There ichool, $175; repairs on schoolhouses, $100;
have been four burials in this town within ichool books, $100....The closing reception kldnev disease, cure yourself now, be I
or Bright’s disease sets iu.
the last week.
md ball given by Prof. M. M. Brown took betes, dropsy
this Belfast testimony:
last
St.
night
in
Hall
George
Friday
N*
[dace
CENTER MONTVILI.E.
Mrs. B. E. Allen of 83 Congress street,
about two hundred
Rufus Lowell was drawn on the traverse md was attended by
Maine, says: Doan’s Kidney Pills is a n
Good music was furnished by an which I have every confidence. I have •'
jury for the April term of court at Belfast.. teople.
last six
The directors of the Liberty and Belfast irchestra of tivepieoes and the program con- lit various times during the
dances. An oyster sup- years and from the benefit derived l
telephone company met March 7th, at the ;ained twenty-four
the Grange hall at mid- them the heartiest recommendation,
central office in Searsmont, to audit bills per was served in
curie,
and A. C. Crockett, think they are without an equal for
and transact necessary business—There dght by Mrs. Geo. Ames
ache and other kidney pains and weak:-*
to
a
decorated
was
hall
represent
will be a public auction at the farm of the rhe
liave often reoommended them to my friui
and the main hall
late Asa Gowen on March 16th. All the lapauese garden party
were afflicted with kidney complaint.
of
fancy lanterns, vise every kidney sufferer to give them a
household furniture, stock and farming im- was hung with striugs
aud banners. The stage was set
For sale by all dealers. Prtce so cent.plements will be sold. The sale will begin dreamers
soene and elaborately trirater-MUburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agent'
at 9 a. m.The brief report of the town with a garden
The orchestra was the United States.
meeting published last week was incorrect ned with fir aud pine.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and
of low trees. Trees were
as to the collector elected. A full and ac- icreened by a row
around the hall >tlier.
curate report of the meeting is published on tlso effectively used all

Friday for
Springfield, Mass.Sylvanus Griffin of
New York is spending a few days with his
Mr. Frank
family at “The Fairview.”
Mr.
Coggins lost a nice horse last week
and Mrs. David Cross, who have been spending the winter in Boston, arrived home this

■

City national Bank ol Belfast

—

j

>

<

Cure Your Kidneys j
_

j

ING A GOOD RETURN.
4

bank without

Bank. 1

safety

or

a

Year Ended December 31, 1907,
the Audit Company of Illinois)

“no.”

Clerk of Courts for Washington County will hardly meet with favor from

IV1

♦

q

STATEMENT OF OPERATION

Essex county there
the
town of

went for license, the town of Middleby six votes.

l/ClllJUg

X

J
X,

j

change,

sex.

uur,

♦

A

$

a

Strong

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

^♦ interested,

$

Chicago Railways Company
Application will be made
Chicago Stock Excaanges.

of a year ago by a somewhat stronger
vote and Vergennes and Montpelier
continued to be reckoned among the no

proposition to place a
inexperienced man in ttie

basis the fact

i

—

St will

HARRIS TRUST AND SAVINGS

from license to no-license.
Rutland sustained her license position

The

as a

♦ is 17$ % safe.

Q

I

changed

Brighton turning from “yes” to
In Washington county but one

Taking

|

^

FIRST MORTGAGE FIVE PER CENT GOLD BONDS.

cured a
lington, swung from no-license to license, two others, Bane and St. Albans

In

♦

^

We Own and Offer

The city and town elections in Veruinrt March 3d brought out a strong

license towns.
one
but

A

:

ffi

\j

was

thousands of acres of virgin soil awaiting cultivation, Aroostook is assured a
bounteous future.

was

:

|

nearly

license

Safe Bank.

■

pay

that Aroostook county
had received a serious set hack because
of the partial failure cf the potato crop
to he well founded. A
do not
The

IA

were[elect-

ment

apparent

j

stone!

5908 the

out

Wood.
Money raised to defray FKKKDOM.
town charges, $1,000; support of schools,
Fred Niehols attended his grandmother’s
$1,000; repairs of highways, $1,555; tuition
of High school scholars, $100; repairs of 89th birthday party in Lowell, Mass., last
schoolbouses, $100; text books, $30; to be
Brothers were stormexpended on streets and grounds of W. G. week....The Flye
C. G., $300; to be expended on streets and stayed in Branoh Mills and did not arrive
grounds of Temple Heights, $50; voted to
March 4th....Mrs.
pay 3 per cent for collecting taxes. Re- j home until Wednesday
sources of town above liabilities, $1,605.56
Anson Knowlton and daughter passed Suu|
The annual election of day with Mrs. Theodore Thompson....Miss
Wintebport.
towni fflcers was held at Onion hall Mon- Flora Farnum of Thorndike called on her
day, March 9th. Following is a list of of- sister, Mrs. Willard Sparrow, last Thursday.
Town
ficers elected for the ensuing year:
Deen a great sufferer
demanded.
clerk, Daniel M. Spencer; Selectmen, As- Mrs. Sparrow, who has
Mrs.
with neuralgia, is gaining slowly.
sesors and Overseers of the poor, Chas. C.
last
than
less
By a small majority—12
Willis J. Carleton and Frank E. Cora
Spinney is still caring for her....Mrs.
has been Moody,
the
of
Concontrol
city
R.
Charles
Hill;
Treasurer,
year—the
Clark;
her nephew, J. D.
Ira White; Town Eliza Penney visited
vested in the same hands that control- stable and tax collector,
C. C. Moody; Auditor of aooounts, Plummer, Wednesday. ■-Mr. Woodman Mcagent,
to
led it last year, and it only remains
Walter S. Littlefield; School committee, Donald is working for the Freedom Lumber
Chas. R. Hill, F. E. Downes, C. If. Conant;
accept the situation with the best grace Sealer
Mrs. Virgil N. Higgins of
of weights and measure, S. H. Mor- Co.Mr. and
possible.
Fire wardens, Henry Eldridge, E. S. Thorndike attended the Post and G. A. K.
fan;
ouug, Horace E. Kneeland. Money ap- Circle Friday.Mr. Larrabee, with his
TOWN ELECTIONS
propriated: Common schools, $1,600; Free gasolene engine, is making the piles of wood
High school, $600; text books, $350; schoolElizabeth
house repairs, $300; highways and bridges, in the village look small....Mrs.
Isle au Haut. S. W. Bridges, ModeraJ. $3,200; State road, $700; support of poor, Hutchinson of Gardiner, the State grand
tor; J. Ii Collins, Clerk; C. H. Turner,
assess$800; abatements of taxes, $50; Memorial chief of the Pythian Temple, and her friend
L. Chapin, D. T. Conley, Selectmen,
day, $50; town clock, $40; free library. Mrs.
ors and overseers; L. C. Turner, Treasurer,
Harry Weymouth of Dexter, visited
G.
A.
$200.
J K Collins, School committee;
Juaniata
Temple of Freedom Thursday
Money
appropriated:
Turner, Collector.
Stockton. At the annual town meeting
after which they returned home
Schools, $700 ; roads and bridges, S«0 ; suptown of- evening,
the
following
March
9th,
Monday,
with Mrs. William Sprague of Thorndike,
port of poor, $150; Other purposes, $985.
ficers were elected: Moderator, A. A. Beawhere they were royally entertained... Mrs.
Prospect. At the annual town meeting
selectF.
Walter
ton
town
Trundy;
clerk,
;
! Clifton Sleeper is not quite us wen. one is
held Monday, March 9th, the following
B.
MerriSimeon
Josiah
Frink
Blanchard,
Selectmen,
men,
officers were elected:
having a long sickness....Mr. A. B. SparClerk thew and Charles
Kneeland; treasurer, j row closed his markdown sale March 3rd.
Colson, llenry Grant, Charles Gray;
and Treasurer, Capt. A. A. Ginn ; Collector, Captaiu Ralph Morse; collector, Alvah 0. j
Orrin Gray; Constable, Isaac Cummings, Treat; assessors of taxes, A. A. Beaton, L. The proceeds from his sale exceeded $2,000.
Committee.
auditor, W. H. Killman; School
F. Murray and Chas. Kneeland ; road com- 1 ....The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. A.
Clarendon Grant, Everett Pierce, George missioners, Melvin B. Grant, C. N. Fletcher M. Small last Thursday. There was a good
Ward.
and Joseph Staples; school board, Edward attendance and we all enjoyed a lovely treat
At the town meeting in Troy, B. Ellis (other members previously elected,
B. Nutt
Troy
electL. F. Murray and Dayton Bickmore). The furnished by Mrs. Small....Frank
were
March 9th, the following officers
voted were as follows: for is on the sick list. A. B. Sparrow was callSelectmen,
E.
appropriations
K.
Stone;
ed! Moderator,George Woods, George H. the support of poor, $2,000; for roads, $1,366;
ed to his home to make out his pension
Alfred Estes,
Treasurer, for sidewalks, $250; for snow bills, $200;for
FanCook ; Collector, E. B. Gowing;
papers Wednesday, March 4th.... Mrs.
E. B. Cow- schools, $60O'(under the new law goiug into
committee,
School
L L. Rogers ;
W. L. Gray; Road com- effect this, year the town receives a larger nie Wiggin is visiting friends in Morrill...
officer,
Truant
ing;
K. E. mill tax from the State, making, with the Kev. J. Li.
l’arry delivered a very fine sermissioner. C. 0. Morse; Auditors,
balance from last year, about
His text was in
John Heald, J. L Bagiev. Money unexpended
mon Sunday, March 8th.
the
school
for
and
available
purposes
Hoad*
$2,000
follows:
was appropriated as
for books, $200; for repairs, Mark 4:23 ...Albra Flye is sick at his sis
.supcoming
of
81000
year);
poor,
bridges, $1200; support scoool books, $100,
$500; for hydrant rental, $1,250; for interest ter’s in Branch Mills.Mr. and Mrs.
port of schools, $1000;
school-, on town debt, $125; for Memorial Day, $10;
Wednesday with Mrs.
free High school, $250; repairing
for State road, $79.50; for police service, Knowles Bangs spent
houses, §300.
$100; for fire Co., $500. A citizens’ ticket Bang’s brother, Charles Smith in ThornAt the annual town meeting, j was elected here as usual.
Unity.
dike... .Edith Lawrence is dressmaking for
March 9th, the following officers
Ruby Sibley_Charles B. Sampson is in
J.
Moulton,
H.
W.
FERRY.
PROSPECT
ed for the ensuing year:
Amander |
Lynn, Mass., on business-Henry Clark
of
FrankBatchelder
W.
F.
Moderator; E. I). Chase, Clerk n.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Hum, i
and Fred Flye entertained the Whist Club
Rarkliff. E. T. Reynolds and E.
last
L.
D.
of the fort visited Mrs.
Sunday...
Berry
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers
in the Grange hall last Saturday evening.
McCauslin, Collector and Miss’ Faustina Harding is at home from
E
E
Poor
There were over fifty in attendance. Ed™„or’
f’
w
Mnrp.h. Member of the.
to
visit
her
Worcester, Mass., ou a week’s
A. J. Liaithe highest score,— Miss
School Committee; E. E. lork,
and mund Murch got
Commissioners; mother, Mrs. W. C. Harding....Capt.
Inez Card and Miss Fannie Crute of Waterding and E. 11. Foster, Road
A. J. Crocker of Wiuterport visited
lotwj
Mrs.
Constable
Lefis Thompson, schools, $1,000, tree
*£ relatives here last Thursday and Friday— ville are spending a few days with their
propriated: commonschool
Bertha Bryant....Freedom village
laboratoiy, $60,
Camden visited Mr. and friend
High school, $450;
roads and bud- J. A. Brewster of
of a city these lovely
text books, $100; repair of
the pas1 has every appearauce
several
day
Thomas
Mrs.
Heagan
$600.
It is hard work to get from one street
ges, $2,000; town charges,
days.
Banwas in
Holbrook
Ella
town meet- week_Mrs.
to another the streets are so full of lumber
j
Frankfort. At the annual
offices were gor last Friday on business.Master
Both lumber mills are running on
ing held March 2, the following town clerk jI
teams.
Mrs.
liis
sisters,
visited
Evander Harriinau
Thompson,
ehTmeii Harry
A.
and give employment to a large
time
full
1!.
Harry
Moore,
in
Andrew
Sandypoint
Frank L. Tyler,
J. A. Fierce and M. B. Grant
assessors and overnumber of working men.
Thompson, selectmen
last week.
Joel P.

as we believed in the interest of good
citizenship and the welfare of our little
city. They were met by'personal abuse,
villitication and slander. The campaign
literature of the Republicans and the
utterances of their speakers were clean
cut, logical presentations of facts concerning the administration of the city
affairs, and were not in any sense abusive or more petteonal than the situation
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I. W. Parker ha* employed his leisure
this w inter in building at his home on
time
.
High street a neat little rowboat, well
for a tender or for general purposes,
i
adapted
The
has a second boat underway.
and
t
and workmanship of these boats
material
I
of the best, and they do not remain on
are
J
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uiblisheks- notice.
copies of The

dm- places:
At

the
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are on

sale at the

post office.
At the post office.
the

store of

I.

H. W.

hand
,

a

great while.

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. Lewis Gannon, No.
Monday afternoon,
48
I
Congress street,
16th. The lesson from chapter fotir
March
j
topic
of the “Newer Ideals of Peace;”
from
1
magazine will be “American PaintThe roll-call, quotations from James
i
ing.”

store of I). J. Dickens.
n
J. Dow,
s'u’hvau. Searsport andto M.
receive subauthorized agents
ami advertisements.
Co.
i, an Journal Publishing
..

,u

Owing to the
bring Offers.
condition of oar columns we have
discontinue the advertisements of
I
otters, and will present them Bryce.
The South Belfast Pedro Club met last
we.
They apply only to subscripis
,1 in advance; and when payment
Tuesday evening with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
The members are Mr. aud
Toothaker.
]
should he stated what premium, if L.
Fred L. Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs.
desired. It is also necessary say to Mrs.
j
are mailed
,
::h of these publications
Woods, Mr. aud Mrs. Lewis H.
Eugene

,1

Journal or from this office. We
for these publications one year
from
anee, and they are then sent
speetive offices to our subscribers.
jibbing offers are as follows for one

Hart and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie P. Miller.
a series of 160 games this
Clam stew, crackers and pickles,
,
season.
coffee
,
jelly and whipped cream, cake and
,
oream
pie, frnit and coffee, were served.

subscription paid in advance:
rnal and-Farm & Home.$2.00

The members of the
Poor’s Mills.
Benevolent Club will give an entertainment
;
in Morrill Saturday evening, March 14th....
Mrs. Winfield S. Carver of Vinal Haven is
visiting her sisters Mrs. J. W. Banks aud
Mrs Etta Brown.Mr. and George Hartshorn of Belmont called on their old neighbors Sunday. ...They will finish hauling the

; he

a

1

■

They will play

j

,n nal
mnal
rnal
■ rnal

and Tribune Farmer.
and McCall’s Magazine...
and New Idea Magazine..
and Tri-Weekly Tribune..

will be
uvurow,

a

2.25
2.10
2.10
2.50

dance in Equity Grange

Friday, evening,

niversalist Social Aid will meet
Frank G. Mixer this, Thursday,
at 2 o’clock.

from the mill to day for the

Jlumber
Duiiuing

irnii

is

uuiu

new

hum

Last week The
From A Subscriber.
Journal received a check for renewal of
ac1subscription from Georgetown, S. C.,
tn whinh all are invited.
companied by the following note:
flies’ Aid of the Trinity Keiormed
You may be surprised to get an order
ill meet with Mrs. George Pendle- from South Carolina for a paper to be sent
But when 1 “rise to explain’
to Maine.
1 hursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock,
of Searsport’s
you will not be. 1 am one
are
old sea captains, that left there many years
i: ,;s of the Unlversalist society
minister’s
Methodist
a
was
wife
and
sale
My
ago
for their annual Easter
daughter and lived in Belfast, Searsport
■
he held oil Wednesday, April 15tli.
we have
and
M.
E.
the
around
C.,
and all
.ill he a food sale in the Baptist had your paper “lo these many years.”
in
Georgia. I
She is spending the winter
\ --stry tomorrow, Friday, afternoon
John Bossert trading
am master of sell.
is
/.•lock. The public’s patronage
here from New York. The paper is sent
I read it and send it to her. \\ e
me here.
-'r.!.
couid get along without it, but we
probably
the
usual
for
n
;.i .is will close Friday
are not going to try, as we think a great
ication. There was no school in deal of it.
as
it
1 Primary building Monday,
have been made for reprecent supper In the ves;
Trinity Reformed church tomor-

will be
■

a

15

...

-.

j
...

>

Arrangements
polling place.
sentatives of the Christian Civic League to
their
are
rehearsing
H. S. Seniors
speak in the churches of Belfast next Sununder the instruction of Mrs. S. day. In the morning at 10.45addresses will
a-.
They will be presented in the be delivered in the Congregational, Universalist and Methodist churches by Messrs.
use, April 10th.
Pringle, Emery and Luce, respectively. At
hu went hack on us last week and
will speak in the Trinity
i.liged to send out that edition 3p. m. Mr. Emery
In the
Reformed Church, East Belfast.
was the more annoying as the
evening Mr. Pringle is announced to de.s a very large one.
l

as a

.1 Colby
getting his smack the
ready for the spring work,
will lit the boat with a gasoDeer Isle Messenger.
is

s
f

letters remaining in the Helinice for the week ending March
Carrie Cone, Mrs. Andrew Saua.izo Randall, Byron Shaw.

i

liver an illustrated lecture in the Methodist
church and Mr. Emery will give a similar
These
address in the Baptist church.
speakers, it is understood, will devote
special attention to the temperance problem
It is hoped
as affecting the State of Maine.
that ail who can will attend these meetings
and hear what the Civic League men have
to say to us. You are especially invited to
be present at one of the uuion evening
meetings to be held in the Baptist aud

!

j

d

by the Frankfort fire, re.,i week in The Journal, when the
Iwelling of Alex. MeCambridge
aed, is estimated at $10,000; in$ti,000. The village was threatened
1

loss

Methodist churches.
Musical Recital. A recital was given
by the pupils of Mrs. Clarence h. Read at
the Memorial Hall, Friday evening, Feb.
28th, to their invited friends. The selections were rendered in a creditable and
pleasing manner, and were much enjoyed
by those present. Following is the program :

lime.
man who had somewhere seen
the word proletariat applied to
.moil
people remarked after the
ast Monday that the polecatterats

fa-t
!

;

cen

the aristocrats.

PART I.

meeting of the W. C. T. U. will
Wuestland
Chaperon March,
a
Mrs. Mary A. Coombs, Union Flossie H-eai, Isabell Smalley, Marion Knowlton
Fieldliouse
Overture.
Ztta
Friday, March 13th; subject, Moral
I.urena Macomber.
Arr. Gooch
It is Ah Che in Morte.i (II Trovatore)
mi; leader, Mrs. P. S. Staples.
Jessie Tisdale, Jannetta Rogers.
■ J will
come prepared totakesome
Kohler
Birthday March,
xt

i

j

Lillian Dexter.

Wohlfahrt
Melodies,
Grace Mitchell, Frances Macomber.
Arr. KeUer
Ah! So Pure,
(Martha)
Jannetta Rogers.
Paul
Selection from Norma,
Isabyll Smalley*
Fieldhouse
Silver Springs,
Little

people of Poor’s Mills will give an
ament at the schoolhouse Saturday,

;:

fur the hpnefit. of the

:

Benevol-

After the entertainment there
box sociable. If stormy, the enterivill be given the following Mon-

b.

North, Knights of King Arthur,

Lillian Braddoek.

|

Song,

PART 2.

Dug for a minstrel show to be The Gallant Heroes.
.warion Knowlton.
lire near future. The Castle are to
i William Tell,
(Rossini)
-th at the North Church fair to be
Velma Mitchell.
’lie Opera House April 1st, when .Japonica,
Jessie Tisdale.
f their handiwork will be on The Parade.
■

I

Margts
/
Velma Mitchell, Lurena Macomber.
Trotere
Marching,
B. B. V. Club.

Valse Bleue,

j

of the First Parish Church
will meet with Mrs. Ralph II. i
i-dar street, this Thursday, after:;,i o’clock.
As a long musical
has been prepared, a prompt
is requested.
Quotations about
ance

1

j
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R
R
R
H
R
H
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R
R
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Krug

1‘t»

The New Wash Galateas

Services at the Chapel, East Northport, at
10:48 a. m., sermon by the pastor, Kev. O.
G. Winslow. Services at Wood’s school.••.'irtk.&aai
house at 2p.m.
...

prt

bevme^

program aud was thoroughly enjoyed
by old aud young. Mr. Duutou had prepared a map of Maine showing the location
of the timber lands aud gave a most
instructive talk upon their general charFollowing his
acter and appearance.
remarks the rooms were darkened and
number of slides were shown by a
a
their
stereopticon, depicting the forests and
inhabitants, as well as the futile fields and
The
prosperous homes in Northern Maine.
slides were loaned by the B. & A. R. R. Co.
Mr. Dunton
and were most interesting.
continued his talk with a description of the

locality yearly visited by the Belfast party
of which he has been a member for a numFor ten years Mr. C. P.
ber of years.
Lat>g0 llazeltine, Judge George E. Johnson and
Richmond
Mr. Dunton have hunted in the vicinity <>f
Stanford

Grace Mitchell.
(a) Heather Rose,
(b) Dance of the sparrows,
Ruth Macomber.*
Folk Song.
Krug
Lillian Dexter, Lillian Braddoek.
Je Visd’Espoir,
Englebricht
Flossie Heal.
Waltz of the Oriole,
Demangate
Frances Macomber.
Sweet
Wedding Reception,
Flossie Ileal, Jessie Tisdale.
•Absent on account of illness.

THE CHURCHES.

New Advertisements.
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, has received the new
E. H. Emery of the Maine Civic League
wash Galateas for spring and summer wear, will occupy the pulpit at the Universalist
which he is selling at 17 cents a yard.
He church Sunday morning.
Sunday school
has a fine assortment of these goods, which at noon.
make up into charming dresses for children
The Christian Scientists hold services in
and dainty shirtwaist suits for women.
their hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday
Whitten Brus., Belfast, are distributors of
morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday eventhe William Tell flour.
Read the advt.
ing at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially
which Tells you all about it....See statewelcome.
ments of the Meroautile Fire & Marine Ins.
First Parish church (Unitarian.) Service
Co. of Boston and the Niagara Fire Ins. Co.
at 10.45 a. m.; sermon by the
of New York, represented in Belfast by next Sunday
“Light on the Path.” Sunsubject,
pastor;
Pattee
&
Son...
James
.Sheet music at only
at 12 noon; subject of study
10 cents a copy at The Fashion, “the store day school
for money savers.”.. .A middle aged woman “II. Isaiah.”
A mission study class, using the text
wanted ta do housework for a widow_
Just opened at the Corner Stare of A. D. book “The Uplift of China," is to be formChase & Son the Merry Widow neckwear. ed immediately with Miss Margaret N. IIazis a most interMay Manton spring and summer catalogues eltinq as leader. The book
there will be a number enD> mail 14 ceuis.... a ue ..muo iiugi vo. is esting one and
Four per rolled to take the eight weeks’ course.
a safe bank and a strong bank.
cent interest paid in the savings department
There will be a service at Trinity Reform....Switt & Paul will have a new oandy on 'ed church next Sunday at 2.30 p. in., with
sale next Saturday at 20 oents a pound. sermon by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
See advt. of ladies’ gold watch lost. Re- Sunday school immediately after the serward offered. ..Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Flanders vice. Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenpublish a oard of thanks.Good girl ing at 7.30 o’clock. The seats are free and
wanted to do housework in a small family. a welcome is extended to all.
Apply to Mrs. George VV. Stoddard, 120
The Sunday services at the Methodist
High street_The City National Bank ofRev. Albert E. Luce pastor, will be
Church,
fers for sale the first mortgage 5 per cent
at 1045 a. m. preaching by Rev.
as
follow*;:
gold bonds of the Chicago Railways Co. at
I. Luce, Secretary of the Christian Civic
an advance.
to
and
subject
interest,
95J
League of Maine; at 12 o’clock, SundayFour per cent interest on savings accounts.
Frank P. Blodgett, Supt; at 3 p. in.
_L. A. Warren, Searsmont, has straw- school,
Junior Epworth League, Miss Lillian Spina
him
call.
Give
sale.
berry plants for
illustrated lecture
ney, Supt.; at 7.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Rowe publish a card
of Waterville.
Pringle
Rev.
Henry
N,
by
J.
E.
Hatch,
of thanks.See advt. of
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. Epworth League,
insurance and real estate agents.
Thursday at 7.30 p. m., Class meeting.
Tiie
North Church Parish Supper.
Regular preaching service at the Baptist
the
at
held
social
aud
March parish supper
next Sunday morning at 10.45 conChurch
North Congregational church Wednesday
ducted by the pastor, Rev. D. II. MacQuarevening, March 4th, was one of the most
As usual rie. Subject of the morning sermon, “The
successful of the season’s series.
aud was a Manifesto of the Kingdom of God.” Field
6
at
o’clock,
served
was
supper
H.
Edward
Emery
(Civic
Mrs. Amos Clement, who Secretary,
delicious one.
will give an illustrated address in
League)
from
was
had
prevented
charge,
was to have
with
at the evening. He will deal principally
being present by illness and her place
The evening
the
question.
temperance
taken
was
the head of the supper committee
The supper meeting opens at 7.30. A large attendance
by Miss Carrie M. Cutter.
Other appointments of the
is expected.
tables were filled and several were obliged
After supper church services as before.
to wait for the second table.
The services for the week at the North
for by a coman entertainment arranged
mittee from the Men’s Club consisting of Congregational church will be as follows:
Messrs. C. 0. Poor, Calvin A. Hubbard, Junior C. E. meeting this Thursday, afterCharles 11. Craig, It. F. Dunton and Charles noon at 3 30; prayer meeting this evening
Following is at 7 30, topic, Confessing Christ, Matt. 10:
P. llazeltine, was presented.
32 39.
Knights of King Arthur Friday evethe program:
ning at 7:30; morning worship Sunday at
Selection, Poole Piano Palyer,
Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
10.45, with sermon by Rev. ii. X. Pringie of
Piano Trio. Overture to “The Barber of
Waterville; Sunday school at 12 in.; meeting
the Christian Endeavor Society at U.30:
Pitcher.
of
Miss
Stoddard,
Mrs. Gilchre*t, Miss
Wakefield.
topic, The Wise Use of Money. 1 Tim. (>:
Vocal Solo, “Polly and 1.”
Mrs. E. P. Frost.
17 19. This church will unite with the other
Vocal Solo. “Good «ye Sweet Day.’*
churches of the commuhity in evening serMiss Carolyn Match.
vices at the Methodist and Baptist churches
Address, “Camp Life in Northern Maine.-’
in tlie interest of the Civic League.
Hon K. F. Dunton.
Song."'
Sweet
“Love’s
Old
Male Quartette,
Paiker.
HAI.T.DAl.E.
Messrs Titherington. Craig, 1 itcher,
Gounod.
Vocal Solo, "Cavatina” from Faust.
There was no preaching at the church
Mr. John Parker.
last
Sunday.Mr. Kaynes has finished
Reading, Selected.
for II' N. Jackson anil gone awaywork
A.
Parker.
S.
Mrs.
The next meeting of the ladies’ club will le
Selection, Poole Piano Player.
Annie Ingraham, March 13thMrs.
with
Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
Watson Reeves, a pauper whom Montville
on
Hearty applause greeted each number
had boarded at Enoch Anderson’s the past
the program, each of which was rendered year, died suddenly March3rd...C. II. Vose
last week, where he
admirably. The piauo trio was an unusual went to Massachusetts
had a good position awaiting him.Mrs.
and a most artistically played number. Susie Clark of Belfast visited her sister,
Mrs. E. P. Frost’s trained soprano voice is
Mrs. Emma Clement, last Saturday and
it
Sunday.Crows put in an appearance
always heard with great pleasure, and
>Iareh'7th.
conwas a treat to hear Miss Hatch's rich
tralto iu solo work. Mr. R. F. Dunton's
address was one of the features of the

Michaelis

District Lodge, Good Templars,
An
A Successful Entertainment.
with Brooks lodge, No. 34, Brooks,
entertainment was given at the Pitcher
The ;
March 14th, at 10 a. m.
eveniug, February 28th,
exercises will include reports of 1 schoolhouse, Friday
for the benefit of the “Whittier Improveiection of officers, election of delewhen the following proGrand Lodge, and plans for work ment League,”
was carried out:
'in: tig year.
Reduced rates to mem- gram
Ernest Higgins
instrumental music
ng over the branch railroad.
“Poor Work Don’t pay”
Dialogue,
Ruth Redman,
Ola
Arlo
Redman,
Redman,
j
George R. Doak entertained the
Stuart Brackett.
Bridge Recitation, “Aunt Tabitha”,
Bridge Club last week.
Annie Elms
ed from 8 to 11 and the prizes Music*, Graphophone
Rowe
Nettie
“At
the
Cross”,
-follows: first, a gold veil pin, Mrs, Tableau
Ernest Higgins
Instrumental music
II. Howes; tobacco jar, E. R. Con- Illustrated
song
“Home, Sweet Home”
.bung by Nettie Rowe
ond, a gold stick-pin, Mrs. James
and illustrated by friends
: bridge score, George R. Doak, j
Panbulinn “sivtv Vt»ur« Aun1’
absence of Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
Hazel Gray
Mr. and Mrs. James II. Howes sub- Charade, Mis-under-staud
Ruth Redman
After the game ices, coffee, cake Music, Graphophoue
Tableau, “ispecs on the Son”
bons were served.
Ralph RobertB
for the fair to be given by the Exercize
Hazel Gray, Ruth Redman, Ola Redman,
ircle of the North church on April
Georgie Riper.
well underway. The fair will be Recitation, “Homesick Boy”
Ralph Roberts
the Opera House. Fancy articles,
Music, Graphophone
ions, kitchen utensils and candy
Tableau, “Playing Grandma”
Ola Redman
for sale. One feature of the fail
Recitation, “The New Toy”
lie a Dutch market, at which suppei
Truman Roberts
obtained from 5 to 6.30 p. in. The
Charade, "Toulon and Toulouse”
ill be sold on the European plan
Essie Piper
Violin solo,
George Hart
11 to the fair and to the markei
Recitation, “What They Caught”
Iree, but an admission will bechargArio Redman
■evening, when acarefully prepared Music, graphophone
“A
Clean
Shave”
i* will be
Tableau,
presented.
Leslie Elms, Ernest Higgins
A Macomber repaired the yawl boa
Music, graphophone
“The
1 1 nice Davis so that it would
Dialogue,
Paper DontSay”
pasi
Mrs. Eugene Wood, Ernest Higgins
m-w boat.
It was hanging at ti 1
Six Pupils
Song, America
and a schooner towing out collide(
Tableau (a) “Before the Explosion"
'■•Ii the boat and cut it in two.
(b) “After the Explosion”
Mr. Ma
Mrs. Herbert Gray, Stuart Brackett
1
“r has built
for “knitting work”
Violin solo,
George Hart
a
b which is a compromise between
Nettie Rowe
Recitation “Milking Time”
“The
and a dory model, a handy little craf
Recitation,
City Sportsman”
Stuart Brackett
1 use on
a lake or harbor. E. L. Macombe:
Music,
Graphophone
turning out some nice row boats am 1 Tableau, “Forgiven”
at tenders.
Annie Elms, Nettie Rowe
The Maoombers at theii
mi Front street are
prepared to bnili l Recitation, “The September Gale"
"
Ernest Higgins
and launches of all descriptions, am
Reoitation, “Prince and Pearl”
theh work is of the best.
Ola Redman
Recitation, “The Careful Messenger”
•lie class or 1904, B. H. S., held a ver;
Ruth Redman
Feasant reunion at the home of Miss Wlni
Music, graphophone
1
Kimball, Waldo avenue, Friday, even Dialogue “The Census Taber.”
Mrs.
Eugene Wood* Mrs. Henry Elms, AnMarch nth. A picnic supper was serv
nie Elms, True Elms, Ernest Higgins
a
prettily decorated table, which had t
Music,
graphophone
1
met „f red carnations, the class flower
Blindfolded Artists
*■' a
Music.
centerpiece. The evening was spen
Those oi
,lli
All the parts were well taken.
games, music and reminiscences, am
*** much
enjoyed. The following clasi the schoolchildren were especially well done,
'"embers were present: Mrs. Grace Bob Help was freely given the school by several
Emmons, Miss Geneva Heal, Miss Can , friends in many ways. It is hoped that the
tatcli, Miss Margaret Jackson, Miss Lilt , league will be as successful in their next
krague, Henry Brown, H. Fair Holmei entertainment, which will be given some,
aDd William Leavitt.
time during the first parted the spring term.
;

i

Sparrow

Capt. Ambrose Ames, late of schooDer
Wm. H. Jewell, has bought from Castine
parties the two-masted schooner Mentor
and will use her in the general coasting
trade.

Stacyville and Mr. Dunton gave most
realistic glimpses of camp life, incidentally
bringing out soniFOt tne personal cii<u«ujieiistics of the individual members of the
party, much to the amusement of the audiThe story of how Mr. Llazeltine shot
ence.
and brought into camp the moose whose
head makes so imposing an ornament in the
probate court room was followed with
much interest, as was also the tale of how
Mr. Duntou got “Brer Bar” last fall. This
recital wras accompanied by two inimitable
sketches by our local artist, Mr. P. A. San-

born, illustrating the triumphal procession
which brougbtthe bear into camp, and the
The
scene at the camp upon their arrival.
male quartette followed Mr. Duuton and
gave as an encore the popular old melody
“Nellie was a Lady.” Mr. Parker’s solo
was finely rendered, and one of the hits of
the evening was made when, iti response to
the applause given him, his little son Bennie
came forward and sang, in his sweet little
voice, “A Little Child Shall Lead Them.”
Mr. Parker was obliged to respond again
and gave “Who Shall be King.” Mrs. S. A.
T’arker gave a taking little reading, and her
encore was a dialogue given by her little
four-year-old son, Carroll, and herself, that
The
completely capture 1 the 'audience.
final number was a select.on on the piano
player w'hich Mr. Pj teller operates so skillThe program was highly enjoyed
fully.
throughout and reflected great credit on the
A
Poole piano from Mr.
committee.
Pitcher’s warerooms was much appreciated
the
evening.
during
SOUTH MONTVIULK

G. W. Peavey, who his been spending
the winter with his sister, Mrs. G. F. Randall, has gone to Brooks to visit his brother_Mrs. Lizzie Randall visited her parents in Waldo last week....C. S. Adams
has sold a horse to E. Warren and he is
now prepared to do custom teaming.

Eczema on Most
of His Body—At Times Flesh
Seemed on Fire—Rim of Crusts
Scalp—Suffered 3 Years

By Dry, Scaly

Arounji

For Spring and Summer Wear

you’ll find the best assortment in town of these pleaswash
materials which make up into such charming dresses
ing
for children and such dainty shirtwaist suits for women. The
new Galatea cloths come 29 inches wide in both plain colors—
Navy, White, Red and Kahki, and in pretty fancy striped and
checked effects—Blues, Tans, Red and Greys.
FPESH. NEW, CRISPY FABRICS—
Here
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BEST LOOMS

WORLD-QUALITY UNUSUALFOR THIS VERY LOW

GOOD

PRICE.
ii

1/U
/VI \Hr>

Y«|f*/|
I dill

NOW —while

You may take your choice of these Galatea Cloths—a value which
and see them
yQU cannot equai jn any other stoie in town. Come

____THE.

EPAJWNSOW^Sj
Chain Stitch
2 Thread

Jersey

Look it

It is nice travelling now and every^team
to do up
is busy improving the opportunity
the teaming on snow.
of
Win. Gould has a nicely matched pair
that lie
grade Percherons, 3 and I years old,
is breaking to double harness.

It tells the

story. THE LAST, but not THE LEAST

***************** 4****** *
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I The Most

f

5

*i

pn.val of those
"ho have tested
*•« their
homes for many
years. The

is Economical ;h™'

f

<j

busy

f

Piano to Buy

JI

pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon them.
They give perfect and lasting satis-

X

Roberts farm.
Mrs. Nellie Cain, or Nellie Luce as we
knew her in Brooks, has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Martha Luce, in Haverhill,

is

£

one

of

„.f.M1LlER

the

most

♦

I

matched colts, three and
F. Maddocks of Swanville
last week by the sickness
brother Gordon, sou of the

*♦# *

\

£

MUSIC STORE.

«

I

^
*

economical

J

^
>
4

(I still keep theo!d (inn ti uti K H. Coombs
Mired the
& Son over my door). Having

J
J

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN

**

->•

services of

|g

PITCHER’S

«

j

£

£

our

..
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T

PIANO

faction.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes

>

Ma:s.

looking pair of
four years old.
Mrs. Herbert
was called here
and death of her

over.

In

getting some wood from his newly acquired
John
possession, formerly known as the

village

j

READ MACHINE WORKS, 44 Main St., Belfast, Me.

with arrears.

at

Lock Stitch
I Thread

|

5 Years Guarantee.
A Bargain for the Early Bird

P. B. Clifford, who has nearly recovered
from a serious illness, was at thecvillage
last week.
the late
Mrs. Mary J. Johnson, widow of
Noah G. Johnson, has received a pension,

was

IN

2

animal.

crew

Sewing Hachine.
1

A Standard

last
Mrs. E. C. Holbrook went to Clinton
with her sister.
visit
short
a
for
Friday
L. A. Bachelder recently lost a valuable
cow from injury caused byjanother

Mr. Hermon Paul of Waldo

j

_____

^ONLY ONE REMAINS!^

for
Bert Payson is busy packing apples
the export trade.
confined to
Norman McTaggart is still
the house by illness.

a

V

FACTS

APVKR,TISEiV OF

THE NEWS OE BROOKS.

Rev. David Brackett has had

1

complete.

the assortment is

BELFAST.

my assistant. I can more easily carry on
the business, for which 1 have given 2'* years
of my life, to the study of

as

J

Everything Modern in

*** ***«r*«f**#*r***r**-i*

Caskets and Robes.

late Robert McTaggart.

-ALSO-

ricKlNLEY

Mrs. Abbie Godding, our new hello girl,
is well located in the James Huxford house
and has got nicely litted up for the accommodation of the public. It is a convenient
location and she is readily adapting herself to the business.
F. H. Brown of Jackson was in town
Saturday with his colts tackled to a light
hitch. They only weigh about 1,400 and
a
little
some one suggested that it was
hard for them to haul a sleigh and two
that
they
persons. Fred allows, however,
can do it all right if they have a chance to
rest a little at the hills.

Edition of Sheet Music
drt'd

get

copies at I A^
I VC.

one

Heavy Slate Burial Vaults always in stock.

£2"

Calls answered promptly either day or night.
Home telephone, 48-3: otllee 48-4
for moving the sick furnished
Ambulance
promptly.

Catalogue mailed free
or

you

can

call and

at

I also carry

a

full line of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
And do deloping. printing, etc., at lowest
Films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.

72 MAIN S I’RKKf, liKLKASr.

‘•THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS”

Mrs. Fannie A. Merritt started for Boslast Monday, where she will remain
in
Mime two weeks getting the latest styles
the millinery line and also buying stock for
As will be advertisthe summer business.
ed later she is to take the millinery business of M. J. Dow, and Mrs. Dow and she
will work together this season.

prices

ton

CURED IN TWO MONTHS
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES
“I first became affected with a dry,
humor which was pronounced
dry eczema by three leading physicians.
It commenced on my legs and arms,
and finally covered the greater part of
I suffered for about three
my body.
years. My scalp around the edges of
was
a complete ring of scales
hair
my
and crusts. The disease was more disfiguring than can be imagined, and
heat and perspiration caused my flesh
to be as if on fire and I could not keep
I
my hands away from it at times.
was given salves and medicine repeatto
and
advised
edly by each physician,
wash frequently in soda and water,
but nothing cured me. Then I read
of the wonderful Cuticura Remedies
and decided I would try them, and I

scaly

am giau to state opemy umi uy uuustanfc use as directed for two months
I am entirely cured. I used two cakes

of Cuticura Soap, three boxes of Cutiand the same number
cura Ointment
of bottles of Cuticura Pills. I will
Cuticura to those
tell
about
gladly
whom I see in need of a skin cure.
Maurice I. Greeley, R. F. D. 54, Windeorville, Me., May 2 and July 12,1907.”

ITCfflNGSCALP
Could
Ten

For

Years.

Hardly

Sleep. Cured by Cuticura.
“My wife had suffered for ten years
Most
with a bad itching of the scalp.
of the time she could hardly sleep at
night. The skin was al! discolored and

inflamed and she had tried hundreds of
things which had been recommended
in the papers and by friends, but in
vain. Last year I sent for a set of
Cuticura Soao, Cuticura Ointment, and
She used this comCuticura Pills.
and
plete treatment as per directions
has not been bothered since. Louis
1907.”
Siegel, Meherrin, Va., May 16,

Complete Externa! and Internal Treatment tor
Every Humor ot Infanta, children, and Adults conBlsts of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) t<> Heal the Skin, ana
Cuticura Resolvent (50c.) .(or in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Potter Drug & Chem.
Sold throughout the world.
Corp.. Sole Props. Boston. Mass. on
8kln Disease*.
OS-Mailed Free. Cuticura Book

"'l"85*6—At"tH&^*I**08 j
A. D. CHASE & SON,
CORNER STORE

Ik Deny Widow

-JUST OPENEDManton Spring and Summer Catalogues by Mail 14 Cents

J1

Get

Herbert York, Swanville, to Albert S.
Nickerson, do.; land and buildings in
TO CATARRH SUFFERERS.

Good Advice and Liberal Offer From
Known Belfast

Druggist.

a

1

“Z1Z," andt he
HK FASHION.

new

March

! ELMER L BROWN VI. IX,

Fire in Rockport.

183 HAMMOND ST. BAGORN.
The three-story wooden residence of Mrs.
S. E. Shepherd at Rockport was burned
Monday. The loss was $10,000, with partial
insurance. It was said to have been due tc
a newly built lire in the furnace.

Practice limited to Eye. Far. Nose and
including the fitting of Glasses.

Throat,

;sy*In Belfast. Gild Feilows’ Block. Room 2
tfS)
every Monday.

4%

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

were

pect.

copy of

A

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo county Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Mar. 9,1908:
Carrie A. Hayes, Berkley Cal.* to F. E.
Spratt, Palermo; laud in Palermo.
John C. Know Iton, Swanville, to Harry
W. Clark, Belfast; land in Swanville.
Clarence M. Knowlton, Belfast, to Ralph
W. Pattershall, do.; land in Belfast.
Elsie Killuian, Prospect, to Della Partridge, do.; land in Prospect.
Mary C. Mansfield, Belfast, to Valorus A.
Simmons, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Ferdinand L. Marcia, Thorndike, to Arthur Ward, do.; land in Thorndike.
Hannah T. and Alfred B. Pendleton,
Searsport, to B. F. Colcord, do.; land and
buildings in Searsport.
Hannah T. and Alfred B. Pendleton,
Searsport, to Charles O. Sawyer, do.; land
and buildings in Searsport.
William B. Pendleton,Islesboro, to Abbie
F. Pendleton, do.; land in Islesboro.
a rin i1.
Twitphoii. TTnit.v. to O. .L Farwell, Thorndike; land in Unity.
Delbert A. Tibbetts, Brewer, to Isaiah B.
Dowiips, et als., Winterport; land in Winterport.
J. R. Taber, Unity, to lsadore F. Whitehouse, do.; land in Unity.
Harrison Wallace, Montyiiie, to Caroline
M. Weeks, Jefferson ; land in Montville.
Fred Wagner, Searsport, to Nina M.
W'agner, do.; land and buildings in Pros-

a

Two-Step at

As stated in The Journal last week Waldo District Lodge of Good Templars is to
meet with Brooks lodge Saturday, March
14th, at 10 o’clock a. in. A iunoh will be
furnished by the local lodge and all members of the order are cordially invited to be
present. This lodge, for some years the
argest in the State, still retains some of the
vitality which characterized it during its
palmy days and is yet active and energetic
and ready to discuss and meet the vital
Brooks
questions and issues of the hour.
Let us have an old fashis ready for you.
ioned Good Templar rally Saturday at the
G. A. R. hall.

Frankfort.

May

Here, 17c. yd.

are

ORGANIZED

1808.

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

'^|

DEPOSITS DECEMBER 2, 1907.S1,457,042.07
RESERVE.•

100,000.00

SURPLUS.*

173,248.87

j

•.

-»**♦♦•*»♦*•♦♦♦•-

DIVIDEND NO. 1, DECEMBER f, 1868.
DIVIDEND NO. 79, DECEMBER 2,1907,

AT THE RATE OF 4 %,

$867.75

$27,278.33

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

$1,267,824.61

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

—»»**««*«•♦♦♦♦♦♦•—
This Bank paid its 79th semi-annual dividend on Dec. 2, at the rate of 4 °^0
to maintain this rate in the future. All
per annum, and we confidently expect
dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.

The afTairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
of the patronage of its present
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation
with any prospective dedepositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts
Well
the
State.
or
without
positors within

A. A. Howes & Co. are advising all who
suffer front any of the symptoms of catarrh,
such as offensive breath, dryness of the
nose, pain across the eyes, stoppage of the
nose, discharges and droppings in the
throat, coughing spasms and general weakThey go
ness and debility, to use Hyomei.
so far as to offer to refund the money to
is
not
who
of
perfectly
user
Hyomei
any
satisfied with the results.
Quick relief follows the useof the Hyomei
treatment; the stoppage of the nose is removed, the dropping ceases, the breath becomes pure and sweet, and the oatarrhal
germs are destroyed and their growth preV6nt6(l
Go to.A. A. Howes & Co. today and buy a
complete Hyomei outfit for $1.00 with the
understanding that if it does not give satisfaction, your money will be refunded.

Deposits received and plaead

on

interest the first of each

month.
Deposits in this Bank

ara

ixsmpt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT F. DUSTON,

JAMES H. HOWES, FRED.O. WHITE
BEX D. FIELD.

ARTHUR I. BROWS,

4%

4%
—

1
_
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WOULD STARVE THE HOSPITALS.
In its

efforts to fasten tlie
extravagance ou the last
per cent of which was

desperate

charge of

Legislature—42

Democratic—tiie Waterville Sentinel
now

engaged

in the

ungracious

is

task of

attacking the appropriations in aid of
hospitals and charitable institutions
the State exercises no
over which
It is welcome
supervision
to all the political capital it cau make
out of that. It has refrained from attacking such appropriation ou constitutional grounds, and it will probably
not do so, since the constitution em“all
powers the Legislature to make
reasonable laws and regulations for the
of
the
people of
defence and benefit
this State, not repugnant to this constitution, nor to that of the United
States,” and since there is nothing to
show that these laws for the benefit of
the people are contrary to the conThe Sentinel
says the
stitution.
amount so appropriated was $103,000 in
This was
in
1001.
1007, against $48,000
an increase of $55,000, assuming the
figures to he correct. What of it? If
the money was needed and could be afforded, the charge of extravagance cannot be maintained. Let ns see what
were some of these institutions, which
did not appear in the expenditures of
1001 and which last year asked for and
or control.

received aid:
Bar Harbor hospital.$
lieaooness’ Home, Bangor.

2,000
000

3,000
Healy asylum,.•'.
2,622
Knox County General hospitalto,000
Maine .'Mate sanatariuni.
1,250
Maine Children's home..
2,000
.Northern Maine, Gen. hospital.
1,500
Waldo County General hospital.
7,000
W ebber Hospital association.
1,500
York hospital.
accomFrom the statement oi iacis
the
panying tl.e resolve it appears that
Bar Harbor surgical and Medical Hospital was erected at a cost of $39,000,
raised by voluntary subscriptions; that
it provides aid for people from all over
the State as well as from elsewhere;
that summer visitors give liberally for
its support, but that there was a deficit
of $5400 and it was thought that $2000
was a moderate sum to ask from the
State to assist in making up the deficit.
The Healy orphan asylum was established in Lewiston fifteen years ago. It
receives orphan children without distinction of race or creed and from all
over the State; it cares for about 200
children, and is supported by the money
received for their board, and by the
—

State appropriation.
The Knox County General Hospital
at Rockland was incorporated in 1903
to carry on the work of a general hos-

pital

has

in that part of the State, and it
regularly received from the Slate

a year and in 1905 it got $1000
additional for repairs.
The Northern Maine General Hospital at Eagle lake was founded by charity in 1900 and incorporated by act of
Legislature last year, its building lias
cost $10,000. It is especially for the
poor and it takes in all applicants regardless of race or creed, at a cost of
50 cents per day for patients if able to
pay, and they receive the same care
anil attention if unable to pay. Ti e
nurses are Franciscan nuns, a competent physician is in charge, and 175
patients were admitted in 1900.
The Waldo County General Hospital
It has
at Belfast was opened in 1904.
received a large number of patients
and it gives free care to tlio.se unable
to pay. it was established and is largely maintained by voluntary contributions, the rest being made up by hospi-

$1500

State.
Tlie Webber Hospital association was
organized m lliddeford for tin- purpose
ot carrying out tlie will of Moses W.
Webber, who bequeathed a fund for
building and supporting a hospital in
that city. Tlie fund will be available
in a year or two. Meanwhile tlie association. wall a fund of $6000 at its command, lias leased and equipped a building as a hospital for the accomodation
It lias
of a small number of patients.
asked and received state aid towards
its object to tlie amount of $10,000, of
which $7000 was available last year.
The York hospital m tlie town of
York was established by donations and
opened in 1000. It lias a considerable
indebtedness on account of real estate
purchases and tlie addition of hospital
it is needed by the commufacilities.
nity which it serves, and it is in need
of and deserving of aid.
The largest appropriation—$15,000—
is for the Maine State sanatorium,
which has been established in the town
of Hebron for the treatment of consumptives. If there is one tiling in the
line of healing disease that appeals
more strongly than another, it is this.
Tuberculosis is tlie scourge of this cli
mate. Modern research has found that
it is preventable and in its earlier
stages curable. With a local institu-'
tion for the treatment of the disease
according to approved methods, sufferers are no
longer compelled to go outside the State for treatment, even if
they have tlie means. Private gifts established the institution, but it needed
larger means, and the Legislature gave
it $15,000 a year for the next two years.
There are about twenty-live of these
institutions which receive aid from the
State.
The Sentinel would reduce
their stipends one-half or more, and
apparently cut out some of them altogether. It will have the monopoly of
that flint-hearted economy.
There is
no money less begrudged by the tax
payers than that which goes to help the
sick and suffering and to provide for
tlie fatherless.—Portland Press.
TEACHING
BY

I)R.

BABY

TO

MAUDE KENT.

Medical

seems

of the joints
dren and the

.I.....

Mm

l.i

I,

nml.tl,

Tilt.

which children walk alone is
fifteenth or sixteenth month.
Much depends upon the surroundings. A
great difference is seen in different families
Previous
irt regard to time of walking.
sickness may retard walking, or, most comcondition of the bones
mon of all, the
known as rickets. In some instances spinal
disease may be the cause.
Massage of tile hips and legs for ten minutes after the morning bath, is the best external treatment; pour a teaspoonful of
olive oil into the palm of the hand and do
average age
about lire

nt

not massage

very rapidly or
pressure is the

Bridal Out-

Popularity of

all White in Table Decoration. Practical
Colored Linings of Sanitas. Shirt Waist
Boxes.
Fittings for Linen Closets.
Glass

Covers.

[Correspondence

of Tlie

Journal ]

All the special linen stores, and we
have a number of such places here, are
giving particular attention to furnishing “Trousseau Sets,” as the wedding
outfit of household linen has

come

The

to be

LYDIA E. PINKHAM
No other medicine has been so
successful in relieving the suffering
of women or received so many genuine testimonials as has Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
In every community you will find
women who have been restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegAlmost every
etable Compound.
one you meet has either been benefited by it, or has friends who have.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at
Lynn,Ma ss., any wo m a n a ny d ay may
see the files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters
from women seeking health, and
here are the letters in which they:
openly state over their own signatures that they were cured by Lydia
E. Pinkkam's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, has saved many women
from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pmkham’s Vegetable
Compound is made from roots and
herhs. without drusrs. and is wholesome and harmless.
The reason why Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is so
successful is because it contains ingredients which act directly upon
the feminine organism, restoring it
to a healthy normal condition.
Women who are suffering from
those distressing ills peculiar to iheir
sex should not lose
sight of these,
facts or doubt the ability of Lydia’
IE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Uo restore their health.

dinners.

For spavin, curb, splint, sweeny,

supply of

a

capped

-

-

hogs-

-

AT ALL DEALERS

■

likely

PRICE

—
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A NARROW ESCAPE.

Many people have a narrow escape from
and consumption as a result of a
Marvellous are some of the cloths pneumonia
cold that hangs oft.
Foley's Honey and
made up of fine linen filet lace-a square Tar cures coughs and colds no matter how
meshed lace made somewhat after the deep seated ami prevents pneumonia ami
K. H.
style of Mexican drawn work, but dif- consumption. Refuse substitutes.
fering from that in pattern and general Moody.
effect.
Cloths and doilies of this most,
limber
8,000 Miles.
costly style are further ornamented Shipping
with insets of Venice Point lace and
Washington, D. ('., March 2. Au
patterns done in fine hand embroidery.
Such linens are suitable for use only in Australian corporation lias just receivthe most elegant and expensive estab- ed a concession from the Russian
lishments, hut every woman with au Government to take out thirty million
ad- feet of timber a
year from a forest in
eye for artistic handwork is sure to
mire these creations, which represent Siberia, nine hundred miles from Vladclever
labor
months of skilled
by many
ivostok, to be delivered in Melbourne,
workers.
Australia, approximately eight thousand miles away, and nearly three
ALL WHITE EFFECTS.
times the distance from New York to
These cloths are used over white or
Francisco.
colored satin linings that throw out the San
that no lumbering operIt is

but the preponder-1
of favor is for tables where the 1
setting is all white, color being introduced only in tire flowers and favors. !
In accord with tills, plain crystal with :
tlie monogram cut in is reckoned better
style than any more fancy glass. Gold
figured glass is more often used at
luncheons than on dinner tables, and
white and gold china holds first place
for the same service, though none of
these rules are obligatory among the
fashionable set, where each hostess is
more or less a law unto herseif.
Colored effects can always be obtained by placing mats under the doilies and
centre pieces to correspond with any
desired scheme of decoration.

keeps

tendons, wind puffs and all lameness in horses
For thrush, foot rot and garget on cattle and sheep
For hog distemper, hoq cholera, thumps and scours in
For diarrhoea, canker and roup, in poultry

LACE AND PINE LINEN.

design beautifully,

'Bp farmer

SLOAN’S LINIMENT
hock, founder, strained

designated.
The foreign

idea that a bride should
have a well filled linen chest as a part
of tier outfit has been adopted here by
the set of people who control the
styles, since what they do is invariably
copied. Fashionable dinner cloths are
of plain satin finished linen with wide
borders, and two monograms are used,
worked at opposite diagonal corners,
placed so that they are well up on the
top of the table and not likely to be covered by the china or silver. Very large
napkins, either 27 inches square after
the English fashion or 26 by 36,'the oblong Fiench shape, are used to go with
these plain dinner cloths.. The napkins
are folded in three and the monogram
comes in the centre and is placed on the
service plate used at all ceremonious

discruwnatinq

IN

25

*.50* £ $1.00

ROCKLUSD.

Cobb, Butler & Co’s shipyard vviii be
the busiest place in Rockland tins sunins tlieliini will lie hustling away
on four new schooners that aie to he
launched by fall or earlier.
The keel for one (if these vessets is already si retched, the sternpost is in position, and everything is in readiness
for putting up the frames in quick order
Schooner
when the timber arrives.
Metinic is due this week with the ma
This craft will be a four master
lei iaI.
of 1300 tons, built for the Benedict
It.
Manson Marine Co. of New Raven.
will be named tlie Jessie Bishop and is
to be commanded by (.'apt. Jasper HasIt is expected that
kell of Deer Isle.
the vessel will be ready to launch m
mei

and after Oct.-7, 1907, trains cornier, p,-:
Burnham and Waterville with through tr:;
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland
Boston, will run as follows:
On

at

■
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I’i!ton's,

COLISEUM BUILDING, BELFAST.

J line.
For Crowell & Thurlovv of Boston

Belfast depart. 7
City Point.17
Waldo ..17
7
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Waterville.

tf9

8 55
AM

Portland.11 36

four masted
be
launched the
will
schooner Lewiston, which will tie about
the same size as the Jessie Bishop. The
keel will he laid as soon as the Metinic
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incipient consumption, fi. H. Moody.
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four-year-old Harold was playing
.\ard, which was inclosed by a four'‘-nee, when his mother called out:
i, have you seen the cow in the next
!1m answered:
“1 only saw her
and eyes, mamma.”— Harpers.
DeWitt’s
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eatin8 it every day, and
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parents,

came
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and one of them gave chase and liivd
his rifle after the Lynx several times as
he ran, while the guide who remained,
told us that his friend would chase the
wild oat hack for some distance, so that
he would not bother us again. “However,” said he as he looked oarefulLy at
his rifle “we better keep our eyes open
after this for these are the most treacherous animals in the wilderness.”
In
about twenty minutes our guide came
jogging back to where we stood, with
his rough woolen shirt thrown opon,
exposing his powerful, hairy breast
which was wet with perspiration.
We
shot a dozen questions at him, one after another as to whether he had killed
the lynx or not. “No,” said he, grinning, “I went arter him for that purpose, but he got away. He will not
trouble us any more, for I saw his
tracks nearly two miles below here.”
“I hope not,” said my friend with some
nervousness.
We now started on
ascended a
hill which

end of

again and soon
is near the
high
Crosby Pond and the chain of

lakes, and in

an hour or so we would be
over the waters of Lake Meand again in civilization. We
turned about and looked back over the
deep forest through which we had journeyed and also at the bright waters of

gliding
gantic
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Alonzo Morton, aged 92 -years, 5
months and 3 days, died very unexpectedly at his home, number 2 Fuller
Road, Bangor, Maine, at 11.45 Sunday
March 1, 1908.
j night,
He was a son of Thomas and Hannah
! Wescott Morton, who were among the
i first settlers of Jackson, Waldo County,
j Maine.'
He was born Sept. 27, 1815, and was a
| grandson of William Wescott, called
“Past Wescott,” because he was a
trusted scout, and dispatch carrier of
Gen. Washington in the Revolutionary

j

CHINA

Au American doctor touring in on<
of the Chinese provinces sends an in
teresting account of the way reforms
work there, showing that human nature
is pretty much the same on both sides
of the globe. Last July, in accordance
with the viceroy's order, evei'y opium
den was closed, but after a few days
they were wide open again! This state
of affairs continued until a short time
ago when an inspector was sent from
ttie capital to see how the order was

Wm. Tedder of 0 Ingeraoll Avenue, Schnectady. Tells How Father John’s Medicine
Cured His Lungs and Built up his Strength

“Last fall, l;had a severe attack of pneuWe all slept soundly that night in monia
and was confined to the house for
Poud
Arnold’s
near
our rough camp
I four months. At the end of that time I was
'still
from a hard, hacking cough,
suffering
and in the morning rose quite early,
from which the doctors could give no relief.
and while eating our breakfast my I tried everything I could think of or hear
friend and I discussed the Canadian j of but with uo beneficial result. In this
condition I returned to work. One day a
government, which is the largest of all shopmate, who noticed how I was suffering,
the British possessions, and comprises advised me to try a bottle of Father John’s
Medicine. I did so and began to get relief
between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 square at once. I was soon cured of the
cough and
miles; or, according to a Canadian l able ouce more to take a good night’s rest,
but
fearing that the
might return, l
statistician, “one-sixteenth of the land continued taking the cough
medicine until I had
surface of the globe.” “What a vast used twelve bottles. When 1 begin to take
the medicine I was in a very weak condicountry it is,” said my friend, “and tion, but I gained in strength
rapidly and am
have
would
it
what a great victory
now as strong as ever.
I believe my cure
due
to
was
Father
John’s
Medicine
entirely
been if General Arnold and General
and I heartily recommend it to all who are
in
successful
been
had
Montgomery
similarly afflicted.” (Signed) William Vedcapturing Quebec.” “But,” he con- der, 9 Ingersoll avenue, Schenectady, N. Y.

federal and at its head is the GovernorGeneral, appointed by the King of
compromised,
Great Britain, but he draws his salary
Journal.
Kansas City
from the Dominion government. Then
which is Liberal in
spring tonic, drives out all iui- comes the Ministry,
Fills you politics, with the Right lion. Sir Wil\lakes the blood rich.
in
tingling life. Most reliable liam Laurier as Premier. The Dominion
That’s Hollister’s Rocky Parliament buildings are located at Otulator.
l ea. 35c, Tea or Tablets. R. H.
tawa, which city is the capital of the
Dominion. The members of the House
of Parliament are elected by the. Prov-.
nking of becoming a vegetarian,
Miss
asked
Cayenne,
mild?”
inces, while the Senators are appointed
and
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He spent his early life in Jackson, on
the old homestead, which is now a part
of his estate.
From Jackson he went to the legislature in 1804.
He was prominently
The great National Family Doctor. Gets right at the source
connected with town affairs, serving
HO
of the trouble-re luces all inflammation, eases pain and effects a
as
selectman.
many years
with
far
more
be accommodated,though
fe-J
speedy cure. Can be relied upon in all emergencies. Keep a bottie
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difficulty than formerly. The sale of Mary Croxford of Jackson, where were
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Mu
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In some parts of China the law is
In 1S76, and 1877 he was a member of
“Wave of the wilderness, adieu;
strictly enforced and there is good the City Council. He has always voted
I.
S.
■
Adieu, ye rocks, ye wilds and woods;
& Co.
boston, mass.
prospect that in ten years’ time the with the Whig and Republican parties.
Roll on, thou element of blue,
evil will be greatly lessened. Unless it He never missed
And till these awful solitudes.”
depositing his vote
advance as a nation.
from the age of 21, until the last City
After our guides had lighted their is China cannot
the government
reform
this
In
pushing
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and
election.
He objected very strongly
again
walking
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among its ablest then to
being kept away from the place --—slowly for some time caught sight of the finds the missionaries
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waters
Aiegantic.
voting by a severe storm.
sparkling
to hear upon
is a large and beautiful sheet of water, pressure which they bring
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tiie victims they give them the beneiit church of
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LOSS Of THE SEWALL.
Cross Assets..
1,8/1,437 63
Dated at t’.elfast, Maine, this >nli da\ of Febtrial features the usual educational part, “For one listener whose object
Bills Receivable and Reserve for
ruary, A. D 11*08.
work has been carried on, so that tins was to learn from the artist the authreinsurance in companies not
II ATT IK M. H RALEY.
Retired Masters Recall Changes in General mission school has secured the highest oritative interpretation of the works j admitted in New York.
11.632 07
or for
one who
he
which
to
native
Construction.
A
TE
M vt \ K.
ST
OF
the
performed,
made
government
by
grant
out for sheer artistic enjoy- ! Admitted Assets .$ 1,859,804 66
The loss of the Hath steel sailing ship schools. Is there an educational plant sought him
Wai.i»<> Ss.
,rv .}. u»08.
DECEMBER 31, 1907.
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185.002 64 made oath to the
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from Europe and represented the sum- | Net Unpaid Losses.8
\ her
619,366 09 j
in Maine, and has set the retired mas- j show a better record in so short a time?
Unearned Premiums
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ago
on trie so-called ‘‘naif clipper" model,
Mr. Farweii’s plea is for compos- I Tiie General Accident Insurance Company.
ST v 1 E OF MAIN K.
the United States was represented on one finds there a self-supporting, indus- lled.
ers to learn- the nation’s sociology and
SUPREME -f I'DICI \ I COURTjv V.\( \Ti
400 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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order
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well
aver- economics
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Languages.
pupils,
by
fleet, all built in Hath.
last publication to be thirty days at leas: i.ef .n*
The ships of today, however, are not printing press is a source of revenue.
English, German, Spanish, Portuguese and French, ! Gross Assets.$ 674 -2627 the u< \ I'din ot said n in, to be holden at 1 til
within
ml for said county, on tao third
04
fast,
20,711
not
admitted.
item*
built on trie same lines as those in trie These achievements in character buildDeduct
Tuesday of \pril u \t. that a ma then and
to keep pace with No.
Price
FOR
past, when the clipper raced the seas. ing are necessary
miswei tin relo, if
344 514 33 there appear in said eciun in
Assets.S
Admitted
and
W vl. p
1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations.25
lie see lit
The sharp, knife-like bow lias given Africa’s material development,
Will 1T.H 'USE.
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1007.
to men like Mr.
»w»
2. Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease 25
•!usiice Su iieai ■l.nlicial ourt•
place to a more rounding one, and the en I much credit is due
31 401 60
A true copy of lib. | and
«h r of court therm f
Net Unpaid Losses.$
3. Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25
tire hull has undergone a change that Fuller who are laying such splendid
6' ,333
<
Attest: T1 LEMON W vDl.IN, Clerk.
Unearned Premiums.
4. Diarrhea- of Children and Adults.25
of hand,
44.318 83
All other Liabilities
gives greater carrying capacity while foundations in the education
5. Dysentery, Gripings, Bilious Colic.....25
10OOOO00
brain and heart.
Cash Capital..
25
steel lias succeeded wood in the hulls.
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
103.460 13
Abstract of It
Vnniial st at ■•uwni of I be
Surplus over all Liabilities.
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Among the fast ships was cue called
3 wll
9. Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
14
33
at
344,:
MUI.TII’I.Y.
was
chartered
GK11MS
which
and
HOW
COUGH
Total Liabilities
Surplus -$
Neptune’s Oar,
AETNA INSURANCE
10. Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
SOn,000 for her first voyage, New York
When you have a cold the mucous mem- 13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
INS.
CO
to San Francisco with general cargo,
MARINE
FIRE
&
HARTFORD, CONN.
MERCANTILE
the
disease
brane is inthuned and
germs 14. Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
25
and made the passage in 07 d lys, which which you breathe find lodgement and
15. Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains
On the 31st day of December, 11*07, ma It* t
the
OF BOSTON', MASS.
25
Malaria.
10, Fever ami Ague,
State of Maine.
plaetd her among the flyers of that multiply, especially the pneumonia geim.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907.
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 25
time. Another fast ship was the Al- Foley’s Honey and Tar soothes and heals
1810.
Commenced
Kusinesg 1810
64,800 oO Incorporated
Mortgage Loans..
inflamed air passage, stops the cough 18. Ophthalmia, Weaker Inflamed Eyes .25
bion, which made one more trip be- tlie
212,816 25
\VM. ». CLARK, President.
and expels the cold from your system. Ke- 19. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in nead.25 Stock and Bonds.
60,222 15
tween New York and Liverpool in a
Cash in Office and Bank.
20. Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough .25
HENRY E. REES, Secretary.
ufse substitutes. K. II. Moody.
36,977 31
Agents’ alances.
21. As!Inna,Oppressed, Diflicult Breathing.25
single year than any other vessel laid
2,728 15
Interest and Kents,.
Capital paid up in cash.$4,000,000
27. Kidney Disease. Gravel, Calculi.25
ever made.
In ISO days from the time
Weakness.
Vital
1.00
28. Nervous Debility,
377,543 92
she left New York harbor she sailed to
Gross Assets..
THE b. & A. VACATION BOOK.
ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, !‘.*(*7,
29. gore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker.25
6.538 43
Deduct items not admitted
Liverpool, discharged, took another
Real estate..
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25 j
$
7*88,207 93
The Bangor & Aroostook railroad's 34. gore Throat, Quinsy aud Diphtheria.25
ronn)
cargo mid arrived back at New link.
Mortgage loans
Admitted Assets,.S 371.006 49
Stocks and bonds. 1
I lie .“peid shown by Bath ships, how- annual vacation book for 1908, now be- 35 Chronic Congestions, Headaches. -...25
-Jt*,320 78
LIABILITIES DKCKMBEK 31, 1907
in bank.
in
office
aw!
Cash
l,t9s.ii7*>o
Colds...
25
surSummer
and
27.795 87
ever, was equalled and sometimes
ing distributed, will carry to thousands 77. Grippe, Kay Fever
Net Unpaid Losses,.$
Agents balances
701,328 25
121,954 49 In erest and rents.
Unearned Premiums,..
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
u.t.32 79
passed by others. The Flying Cloud,built j and thousands an nnresistable invita4o
or seat oa receipt of price.
i,578
Isold
All
other
Liabilities,
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drugybas,
by
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of
pocket.
lakes
streams
at
East
Donald
Boston,
tion to the woods,
McKay
by
20n,o00 00
Cash Capital.
Gross assets.. .§ 14,738.81*7 40
Medical Book sent free.
oiie of the swiftest ships ever known in northern Maine, lor rishing, hunting or
l-xx
Deb net items not admitted.
1 :’>5,4S*~ 07
Surplus over an Mammies.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.. Corner
this or any other countiy. She made the simply rest and recreation. In general
3\vll
William and John Streets. New York.
Total Liabilities and Surplus.....$ 371,m 5 49
Admitted assets.
.§14,003,11533
passage from New York to Sail Fran- make-up the book is similar to those of
J AS. I'A'ITIili & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
uiAKiLi n s. December 31,19i*7.
cisco hi eighty-nine days, wh.cli was former years.
It was arranged and
ii-.! losses..s
N»the record at that time.
During this; much of it written by Fred II. Clifford
72,*‘85 08
the NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE CO.
;'
0.190,9-5 37
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four
famous passage in twenty
of Bangor, an acknowledged expert m
N u-All <>i 'ci' liabibrUs.
YOliK.
or
NEW
Anmiles.
reflects
hours
she
cutive
made 374
that line, while the typography
Cash Capua!.
4.000,000 00
S.io.l.u
*»1*
I
111 i..
Situ Si J ‘*.4
other of McKay’s ships, the S ivereign great credit on the printers, Charles II.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1907,
of file Seas, was the largest and sharp- Glass & Co. of Bangor. The hook is
$ 195.000oi*
Mortgage Loans
Aggregate. inducing capi: :!
est merchant ship ail >at. She mule 430 replete with some of the linest and
3,4ur, 9*; oo
Stocks and Bonds
and surplus
.> I 4,603,415 33
a Urio Cash ii Office and Bank
‘28r 4SU 53
miles in twenty-tour consecutive hours ] most fascinating pictures of hunting, To Tree and Correct the Blood
FIELD A: QC1 M V, \gents,
4.-J..19 <‘.9
irs’ balances.
Ag'li.is;, .Maine.
on
3w 10
a passage between San Francisco fishing and camping scenes, including
:
A11 other assets
0 Treatment Is Advised.
and New York, and in ten consecutive ! wumril rtiAlVwlllf t i lllS Ilf III 1 (It,OPrI*A 1)11S
80
$4,320,788
Assets.
Admitted
lias
been
It
the
most
miles.
days covered 3,144
by Underwood & Underwood,
ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY,
LIABILITIES DIXM'MKEK, 31, 1907.
There is great dangei iu those sharp, snooting
said that in less than a year ner.gross famous photographers in the world,
to
over
amounted
Till LADFLI’III A, IM.
§300,000.
who sent their artists into the Maine pains through the chest around the region ol the Net Unpaid Losses. •••$ 159.585 72
earnings
Premiums..
2,032,0479.
Unearned
The heart. It means that 'oisonous uric and rheu
Mr. McKav was not satisfied even woods for material of interest.
<:'>oo
ASSETS DKt'KM BE It 31, 1907.
l.iabili.ies.
Another
to
spring and grip Cash
759,0o0 00
then, and later built the giant ship book is not only a most fascinating matic acid are there ready
capital
1,177,462 50
785,090 ll Stocks and Bonds
Great Republic, which attained world- story of the woods but it is replete with tightly the muscles controlling the heart’s action. Surplus over all 1 iabilities.
Cash in Office and Bank.
85.890 12
3W11
are
the
-;
danger
wide fame, attracting great attention valuable information for the vacation- Don’t neglect these warnings, they
Balances.
82,393 93
80
Agents’
aud
$4,326,788
Total Liabilities
Surplus.
l, 155 67
everywhere on account of her size, she ists. It contains a very Hue map of the signals Nature flashes to you for he p. You must JAM. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, >Ie. I Bills Receivable..
All other Assets.
13,739 52
chive
the.-e
and
dimeasurement.
ieutralize
dangerous
poisons
and
concise
old
of
Maine hunting regions
being
4,556 tons,
New from the system, or sooner or later they will
This was in 1853. She spread over 150, rections for
reaching them.
Gross Assets.
$1,360,051 04
Deduct items not admitted
V
000 yards of duck when under full sail, features of local interest are articles overcome you.
105,502 02
The only true way to cure Rheumatism is to
and on several occasions logged nineteen upon the development ot the 13. & A.
Admitted Assets..$1,256,149 02
acts
knots, making the passage around the and the Seaport terminal, Including a get at it from the inside with Uric-O. It
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1907.
Horn from New York to Sar. Francisco very
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
interesting birds-eye view of with marvelous swiftness upon the muscles, kidin ninety-one days. The average pas- Stockton harbor and Searsport terminal ntys and biood. Clears out the sand-like;deposits
Net Unpaid Losses. .$ 90,163 00
Otticehours every afternoon from 1 to t
Unearned Premiums..
493,541 08
sage in those days for clippers between showing at a glance tjie exact lay of the In the muscles, forces the kidneys to perform
500,000oo
Evenings I shall he at my residence, 23 Cash Capital
New York and San Francisco was 103 land. This view is by courtesy of the those duties for which they were designed and
165,444 04
Surplus over all Liabilities
Court Street, to answer calls.
13. & A. reproduced in this issue of The neutralize the acid within the blood.
days.—Batli Independent.
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$1,255,149 02
Journal. Although the work is one of
Your ) hysieian will admit that this is the only
11.
Office telephone call, 256, ring
JAS. PATTKE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
the most expensive and elaborate pub- true way to cure Rheumatism permanently, and
Good for Everybody.
6tf
House telpenecall, 32, ring 22.
Frank L. Mars!on, Stockton Springs, Me.
lications ot any railroad in the country, should know that Urie-O is the one remedy that
Mr. Norman II. Coulter, a prominent
cents
15
be bad by sending
will do it successfully and permanently. Uric-O
copies
may
San
in
the
Delbert
Building,
architect,
M. Houghton, pas- is a liquid taken internally, 3 times daily, and
The subscriber
1 DM1N ISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
Francisco, says: “I fully endorse all that in stamps to George
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
does not contain any morphine, opium or other
has been said of Electric Bitters as a tonic senger traffic manager, Bangor.
administrator with the will annexed of
appointed
to hear from owner having
It
for
Rheuis
it
medicine.
It is good for everybody.
deadend's.”
good
so-called “pain
the estate of
corrects stomach, liver and kidney disorders
Host Healer in the World.
matism in any form. Sciatica, Muscular, InflamA DIME C. SULLIVAN, late of Winterport,
in a prompt and efficient manner and builds
all yield readof
Rheumatism
East
and
Articular
F.
Starbird,
Raymond,
matory
Rev.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Electric Bitters is the
for sale. Not particular about location.
up the system."
“1 have used Buckleu’s ily to l ric-O.
as the law directs. All persons having dehands
says:
Maine,
Please give price and description and tea
best spring medicine ever sold over a drug-mands against the estate of saitl deceased are
Arnica Salve for several years, on my old
It sells for 75c. and $1.00 the bottle, or you can
State when possession
son for seliiug.
gist's counter; as a blood purifier it is undesired to present thesame for settlement, and
other
obstinate
and
and
sores,
owners
Will deal with
army wound,
can be hud
only.
obtain a trial bottle free by writing to The Smith
all indebted thereto are requested to make payequaled. 50c at R. H. Moody's drug store.
L. Darbyshlre, Box 984, Rochester, N. Y.
Audit the best heHler in the world. I use it
ment immediately.
Co., 239 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.
too with great success iu my veterinary Drug
ELLERY BOWDEN.
In
recommended
and
Uric-O is sold
personally
j
Price 25o. at R. H. Moody’s
DeWitt's Little Early Risers, small, safe business.”
Winterport, January 14, 1908.—3wl0
3mll
Belfast by R. H. Moody.
sure little liver pills. Sold by R. H. Moody.
drug store.
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getting wind of the expected visit, bad
everything in proper shape when the
inspector arrived. Not a den was open
and they have remained closed ever
since. There is proof, however, that a
man who is bound to smoke can still
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A GOOD FARM

STOCKT ON_SPRINGS.
Miss Emma Dwyer of Old Town is the
guest of her sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Young.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames arrived
home Saturday from a sixteen days trip to
New York and New Jersey.

fel

most

The

)«s^0\A
'1Q®'

*3

only bakingpowder■

Mrs. A. M. Gardner has sufficiently improved to be out occasionally. She spent
the night of March 4th with the Misses
Uichborn on Church street.
The Current Events Club was entertained
W ednesday afternoon, Match 11th, by Mrs.
Elmer E. Thompson, Church street. The
study oi bees and ants was continued.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Beaton etui lied last
Friday fioin Union, where they w ere called
by the decease ol the housekieper of Mis.
li.’s aped lather.
They ailived home after
a week's absence.
Mrs. Medoia Marden returned last Thursturn Prospect to open the residence
of her .daughter, Mrs. Albert M. Amesi
preparatory to Mr. and Mrs. A.'s arrival
from their trip to New York.

day

^«%£r^r|
than the injurious alum
or phosphate of lime powders, but with
Royal you are sure of pure, healthful food.

Costs

a

little

more

^

j

jj

Lucretia Flanders has been the
Miss
guest of Miss llazel Houghton in llangor,
leaving home the middle ol last week. Her

brother, Mr. Jack Fianders, joined her
Saluiday, the two tetuining iliis week,
alter delightful visits.
The heartfelt sympathy of the community
is

extended to Mr. and Mrs./ Josiah L.

Thursday, March 5th. We are glad to
report Mrs. Lancaster as doing well under
the medical attendance of Dr. G. A. Stevnes.
I

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

In view of the fact that the medical fee
cone somewhat into disuse the
doctors of Sears port have all agreed that in
the future the fee for the village within a
mile limit shall be §1.00, that there shall be
a charge of 25 cents for each mile or fraction of a mile beyond, and that there shall
be an extra charge of 50 cents for all night

| system has
!

All schools in town will
March 13th.

olose Friday,

C. K. Monroe is in Boston

attending the

automobile show.
Charles 11. Monroe left Monday for Bosattend the auto show.

ton to

calls made between 10 p.

m.

and 0

a. m.

urday afternoon

Hotel Arrivals. The following outof-town guests registered last week at the
Searsport.{House: William Burke, E. L.
Vinning, Bangor; John Brodie, Caribou;
C. A. McLean, Portland; C. 11. Hall, Boston; S. J. Robinson, Bangor; Knowlton
Homer, Madison; E. II. Going, Reading;
Geo. Danfortb, Freedom; J. S. Cooper,
Capt. J. A. Marwick, E. M. Spencer, Boston; A. A. Robinson, Frank Leighton, John
Kane, Bangor, 1*. Kasenberg, New YorkCity; Mrs. E. S. Staples, Stockton; T. L.
Maddox, Boston; O. E. Folsom, Salisbury*

the

N. 11.

Alexander Chisholm has moved into the
\Y. 11. Mason house on Main street.
Fred B. Smith and Charles A. Woods
were in Bangor Thursday on business.
Miss MelviuaE. Colson has gone to Swanville to live with Mrs. Augustus Walker.
K. li. Young of Reading, Mass., treasurer
of the Seal sport Water Co., was in town

Monday.
Albert Nickels caught 111 flounders Satat Long Cove, the first of
season.

Miss Guida C. Homer spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.

Homer,

Bucksport.

in

W. II. Mason has moved from his house
on Main street to the W. T. C. Kunuells
house on Pike avenue
Frank A. Nye has leased the Mosman
house on the corner of Main and Church
streets for

a

term of

years.

The Searsport Band will give a concert
and dance in Swanvilie this, Thursday,
evening. Give the boys a benefit.
Mrs. B. K. W alker of Island Falls was at
the Seal spurt House the first of the week,
the guest of Miss Lucia M. Edwards.
The A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point

are

shipping annul 1,200 barrels of fertilizer
daily from their plant to Northern Maine.
William F. Runnells of Newburyport,
Mass., wa> in town the past week, visiting
his parents, Hon. and Mrs. W. T. C. Runnel js.
The li. A R. L. company’s barge No. 3.
finished discharging fertilizer Saturday at
Mack’s Point and sailed Sunday for Rockland.
The A. A.

C. Co. at Mack’s Point

are now

employing about sixty men dailj at their
plant and are fast filling the rush orders
from Northern Maine.
F. E. Whitcomb harvested several tons of
ice at Half Waj Creek the past week, to be
used the corning summer in his icecream
parlors and meat market.
Several of our local statesmen attended
the Republican rally in Belfast at the Opera
House on Friday evening and the Democratic rally on Saturday evening.
The members of Anchor Chapter, 0. E.
S., are to give their second annual masquerade ball at Union Hall Wednesday evening,
April l^t. Remember the date.
Rose Wallace wrent to Boston last
week to the Massachusetts General hospital,
w here she was operated on for appendicitis,
and at last reports was doing finely.
Mrs.

Charles McEvoy of Park has moved into
the L. M. Sargent house on Main street in
the west part of the town, which was thoroughly repaired and renovated the past

Master J. C. Dutch received
news Monday of the death of his mother.
Win. D. Dutch at St. Paul, Minn.,’Thursday,
March 5th. Mr. Dutch was the son of the late
Master Marshall and Sarah Dutch, and was
Obituary.

AMERICAN PORTS.

I

I

WILLIAM

men

The observance of “Ladies’ Might” at
deferred last week
because of inclement weather on the cus
tomary Monday evening, w-as held Tuesday
evening with a large attendance. Mr. L
1\ Law ton entertained, assisted by Mrs. J
A. Flanders, Mrs. F. L. Marston, the Misses
Florence and Lucretia Flanders and Miss
Hazel Houghton, the latter having prolong
ed her stay in town especially to be present
Various games—whist,
on this occasion.
cribbage and billiards—afforded the amusement of the hours, after the merriment induced by pinning upon the back of each
person the name of some well-kuown public character, each being obliged to ask
questions judging from the answers, whom
he

or

she

Give them

a

is

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORS.
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Corrected Weekly for The -lournal.

Prices Paid Producer

Produce Market.

P ton, I0.oog.3 dc
Apples P bu.,
50a75|Hay
3a4
7|HidesPft,
dried, P ft.
11
Lamb
2.5d@2.75
Beans, pea,
f ft,
aO
Yel’eyes,2.60a2.7S l,amb Skins,ft,
0
Mutton
P
24®26
Butter P ft.
fa
067 Oats p bu., 32 Ib,
Beet sides, p Ib,
i0
Beef tore quarters, 4inG* Potatoes p bu.,
<
6U:Bound Hog,
Barley p bn.,
8.00
14al5 Straw p ton,
Cheese P ft.
-6.£g8
lb,
p
10
Turkey
Chicken p lb,
WilallowPlb,
Calf Skins,per lb.
;
9.610
18 Veal P ft,
llnek t> it.
20
S " f,
20: Wool, unwashed,
4.00@4.60
Fowl P ft.
126is; Wood, hard,
3.00
IS Wood, soft.
(Veesep tb,
Retail Market.
l-W
I.ime p bbl.,
a
Butter Salt, 14 ft, 18a20 Oat Meal P Ib,
*
77 Onions p 1b,
Corn P bu.,
a 14
Cracked Corn, p bu, 74 Oil Kerosene, gal.,13
0
*
ft,
Corn Meal, P bu.,
74, Pol lock
U
20,a22 1 ork P tb.
Cheese p tb.
1.13
blaster
bbk,
L65!
p
Cotton Seed, P cwt.,
*?*
Codfish drv, P ib, 8%9| Kye Meal P ib,
10 Shorts p cwt.,
<it.,
Cranberries,
»
ib,
Clover Seed.
-ih
5.75a6.75 Salt, T. I.,pbu.,
Floor p bbl.,
5
Potatoes,
D
2.85
Sweet
H. G. Seed
bu.,
4
ill Wheat Meal.

gf [ HAS

REMOVED HIS ; 1

Retail Price.

Beef,corned, P ft, 8@10

{)

20|Sugar#

Lard, pit.,

NEXT TO OWEN BROS.’

BOHN.
__

Burgess. In Southwest Harbor, February 20,
son.
to Mr. and Mrs. Barclay W. Burgess, a
Candagk. In North Brooklm, February 25, to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Candage, a son.
Candagk. In Brooklin, February 15, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas A. Candage, a son, Charles

AJameson.

Mrs. Chester

In Rockland, March 4, to Mr. and
Jameson, a son

CLOTHING STORE.
month he will have
of
sales
Special
For

full house.

Ask Your
Own Doctor

j]

j
j

Bros., Belfast, Maine,

Whitten

Heatfi-Bowden. Ill Castine, February 26,
Elijah Stephen Heath and Miss Florence Norton
Bowden ot Castine.
Kelloch-Davis. In Rockland, February 20,
MerObey J. helloch of Martinsville and Bessie
tie Davis of Port Clyde.
II annan-H arris. I n Palei mo, M ai ch l, Ernest L. Hannan and Ida May Harris, both of I a-

one

Oranges, Lemons

A1AKK1FD.

Cherry
cough

And all kinds of

1

s

FRUIT.

A case of it

lermo.

special

DIED.
In Stonington, February 20, LauCollins, aged 29 years.
in Bucksport, February 20,
Cunningham,
Henry a. Cunningham, aged 66 years.
In
St.
Paul, Minn., March 5, Captain
► Dutch.
William D. Dutch, formerly of Searsport, aged 7?
and
I days.
months
years,7
Gray. Id Deer Isle, February 25, Mis. Elizabeth Gray, aged 84 years.
Harriman. In Stonington, February 21, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Durbon Harriman, aged
2 months and 11 days.
Heminway. in Camden, March 4, Deborah,
widow of Capt. Henry Hemingway, aged 81 years.
McCauley. In Stonington, February 16, Gladys
McCauley, aged 2 months and 11 days.
Norwood. In Hucksport, March l, John Norwood, aged 79 years ll months and 14 days.
Smith. In Rockland, February 28, Timothy
Smith, a native of Camden, aged 79 years, 7
months and 24 days.
In Camden, March 2. Mrs.
Waterhouse.
Lizzie Waterhouse, aged 46 years, 4 months and
11 days.

saie

ui

per

reanuis

ui

oc.

quart.

Collins.

rence m.

_

ITJ. HATCH,*
INSUR/NCE AND REAL ESTATE.
T now represent the Hancock, Homestead and
Maine Farmers Mutual Fire Insurance Companies. The to<al cost lor $>,W‘o insurance the
past 3 years was $12 16 on fauns and $9.70 on vil
lage residences. On country stores for one year
from $9.00 to $11.90. if you doubt this please allow me to lefer you to people whom you know to
verily it. Address me at Freedom, Me., R. b. D.
omfor3mil
No. 2.

Wanted
middle

A

work for

a

aged

woman

widow,

to do house-

Apply

to

CARD OF

THANKST^

I wish to extend my sincere thanks

to my

friends, my employer and sliopmates, also the
school for the beautilul flowers, and I especially
thank the K. of P. for their kindness and aid In
my recent

FOR SALE
AT

A

BARGAIN.

A fine building lot corner of Elm and Court
streets.
Fine neighborhood, shade and fruit
trees. Sewer passes lot on Elm street. Address
M. R. KNOW ETON, Sea Breeze, Florida,
Or E. H. KNOWLTON, Belfast, Me.
March 6,1908 —3wl0

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
The undersigned, having been appointed by the
Kon. Judge of Probate Court for the County
of Waldo, on the eleventh day of February, A
ex-,
1). 1908, commissioners to receive and
amine the claims against the estate of Henry 8.
said
deof
Stockton
late
Springs,in
County,
Park,
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that six months from the date of said appointment are allowed the said creditors in which to
present and prove their claims, and that they will
be in session on the secoi d day of April, A. 1).
1908, and the first day of October, A. 1). 1908, at
10 o'clock of each day, at II. C. Buzzell’s office,
in seat-spoil, in said County.
Hated this lltli day of March, 1908.
H C. BUZZELL,
J, W. BLACK,
Commissioners.
3w1l

CARDOF THANKS.
We wish to express our heartfelt appreciation
to those friends and neighbors who so kindly and
sympathetically aided us in our recent bereavement and for the many beautiful floweis, feeling
as we do that their kind deeds were prompted by
willing and loving hearts. We trust that God
will hold them in loving remembrance and reward them as He alone can.
11*
MR. and MRS. S. A. FLANDERS.

R. D. SHU I E,
142 Waldo Avenue.

2wll*

B

just

in and will for a few

customer (10c.

f/

k

It breaks apart rerdily, chews easily, tastes delicious and digests rapidly
It is made of choice OHIO RED WHEAf==that’s one reason. It is made by
who know how==that’s another.
For good bread and good health==get WILLIAM TELL.
FOR SALE BY YOUR DEALER.

was

receipts
Young Ladies' Guild. The admission fee

25 cents.

TELL

FLOUR.

Wassaumkeag Club,

Luther and Selden Hammons.
meeting held Monday the following officers
PART II.
were elected: John C. Blanchard, Modera- j Old
De Ville
Songs,
MeatPatterson's Saxophone Quartette.
tor ; W. M. Parse, clerk; Frank 1
Tenor
Bartlett
A
Dream,
Solo,
P.
Nichols
land, Clifton Whittum, James
Arthur Johnson.
selectmen, assessors, highway surveyors
Love Me and the World is Mine,.
O’Hare
Vocal Quintette.
and overseers of the poor; Charles 0. Sawfrom
La
Caratina,
Favorita,
McCoy
yer, treasurer; Frank I. Pendleton, agent;
J. Lee Patterson.
James A. Colson, auditor; A. L. Mosman, Dow n in the Depths, Bass Solo,
Kreuscli
Luther Hammons.
G. A. Bowen, James Collin, fire wards;
members of school committee, Ed son A. Finale, Dreaming,
Company.
Buker|for three years; Collector of taxes,
Arranged b} J. Lee Patterson.
B. F. Colcord at 2 cents on the dollar; truAs this performance has given excellent
ant officer, Thomas L. Wagner; Constables,
satisfaction wherever presented it is hoped
F. 1. Mortland, Elmer Webster. Total ap- that a liberal patronage will be awarded the
propriations were §11,010.00. Among the company on its appearance here. Rememare divided with the
principal items were: Free High school, ber the door

SHIP (NEWS.

And this damp, heavy, soggy bread is indigestible—there’s no disputing it.
Roll a piece of this kind of bread between your fingers and it will make a
regular dough ball.
IMAGINE THE GASTRIC JUICE TRYING TO PENETRATE IT-YOU MIGHT AS
WELL EAT RUBBER.
BUT THERE IS’T A MORE WHOLESOME FOOD ON EARTH THAN THE LIGHT
WHITE,THOROUGHLY BAKED BREAD MADE OF

past two years.

personating. Chafiug-uish
born in Prospect, now Searsport, July 30, refreshments were served plentifully, and
In early manhood he commenced to ail privileged to attend pronounced the
1835.
The
affair most enjoy able in all respects.
work in the shipyards of Searsport and folhome-goings were at a late hour, the time
to
until
his
removal
the
business
lowed that
passing rapidly while engaged in the numI
In the early erous entertaining features of the evening
west some thirty years ago.
sixties he married Miss Mary Donnelly of
Under the auspices of the Young Ladies'
Belfast. In 1892 he returned to Searsport Guild the Acme Concert Company of Beland worked on the barkentine Mabel 1. fast will present the Patterson’s Saxophone
Meyers until she was completed, when he Quartette and Hammons Male Quartette in
returned to his home in the west. He is the Universalist church this, Thursday,
survived by his widow and «>no son, Willaid
J. Dutch of Minneapolis, and four brothPART I.
ers: Master Josiah ('. Dutch of Searsport,
Hall
Officer of Hie Day, March,
Patterson's
Saxophone Quartette.
Henry M. Dutch of Ever*-H, Wash., John S.
Tenor
Cowles
Solo,
Forgotten,
Dutch of Waltham, Mass., and Francis M.
Ross 1. Hammons.
of Newton Mass; and three sisters, Mrs. Selected,
Hammons Brothers* Quartette.
Hannah A. Donnelly of Waltham, Mass.,
Raff
Villanella, Piano Solo,
Mrs. K. A. Sargent of Searsport, ami Mrs.
Miss Louise Dennett.
Edward Lewis of Waltham, Mass. Burial
Nevin
Rosary, Tenor Solo,
Arthur Johnson.
was in St. Paul, Minn.
Rocked in the Cradie of the Deep, Duet,
Town Meeting. At the annual town

§500.00; common school, 770 00; highways
and bridges, §,2500.00; support of poor and
other town expenses, $2,000.00; hydrants,
$1240.00, discount on taxes, §1200.00; electric lights, §405.00; memorial service, §50.The appropriations at the annual
00.
meeting in 1907 were §13,880.45.

serving, heavv. done-hv bread.

Congratulations and good wishes are
offered Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young, who
have begun housekeeping on the second
floor of the John M. Ames house. They
were married Saturday evening, February
29tb, in Old Town at the home of the bride,
Miss Mary Dwyer, coming immediately here
to the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Follett.
Mr. Young is the proprietor of our village
market, having made his home here for the

New York, March 5. Ar, sch. John G.
Beacham, Rockland ; 6. ar, schs. Horace W.
Mrs. E. F. Davis, who.has served the town
Macomber, Clark’s Cove for Philadelphia;
faithfully as Supt. of Schools for eight yearsj Young Brothers, do for do; Flora Condon,
If he tells you to take Ayer’s
has seni in her resignation to the school Somerset, Mass., for Ehzabethport; 9, ar,
Annie R. Lewis, Stonington, in tow;
sch.
PectoraJ for
has
not
successor
been
Hoard. Her
yet
apship Aryan, San Francisco; sch. Louisa,
or bronchial
severe
San Domingo City.
pointed.
Boston, March 4. Ar, schs. Jacob M. HasJohu Clemons has sold out his blacktrouble, then take it. If he has
kell, Bradford, R. X.; Mabel E. Goss, Stonsmith shop in Mechanic’s Hollow to Seth ington; Chester li. Lawrence, Iloekport; 5,
better, then take that,
Moore of Swanviile. Mr. Clemons will ar, tug Fred E. Richards, towing sch. Annie
aud
R.
&
R.
L.
We
have
R.
Stonington,
barge
great confidence in
Lewis,
move to St. Johnsbury, Vt., where he will
Co. 4, from Rockland for New York;6, ar,
this medicine. So will you,
engage in business.
sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore; 7, ar,
schs. Pendleton Brothers, Portland for
when you once know it.
It is stated that the Canadian Pacific i
Jacksonville, anchored in roads for harbor;
railroad officials have closed a deal with Star of the Sea, Portland for Philadelphia;
The best kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over sixty years.”
the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point to sld, sch. Theoline, Brunswick; 8, ar, sch.
Frank
BarMaude
Palmer, Newport News;
land their coal there the coining season for
net, Brunswick.
H
A Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass, 3
shipment to Browuvilie and Henderson.
Also manufacturers of
JA
Philadelphia, March 4. A r, schs. Gen. E. jg
The chafing dish social will be given in S. Greeley, Boston; Massasoit, do; (i, ar,
9
SARSAPARILLA.
A!
|
sell. Lyman M. Law, Boston; 7, cld, sch.
■ S 101*0 pills.
the upper conference room of the Congrega- Pendleton
Satisfaction, Boston.
VIGOR.
ti
HAIR
O
tional church Tuesday, March 17tl>, under
Baltimore, March 3. l'assed down Sparfr’
We have no secrets! We publish
Holbrook, for Chis- S
the auspices of the Congregational Calen- rows Point, sells. Alice Robert
the formulas of all our medicines.
II. McCurdy, |f
holm Island;6,eld,sch.
dar Club. Admission, including entertain- Gu
mica; passed down Sparrows Point, sch.
ment, 15 cents.
Winfield S. Schuster for Port Tampa: 8, ar,
Keep the bowels open with one e
sch. Gov. l’owers, Port Tampa; 9, ar, bark
Ayer’s Pills at bedtime, Just one.
Miss Georgia L. Ford is in Philadelphia
Antioch, Turks Island.
the guest of her brother, .James W. Ford.
March
4.
sch.
James
Reward
9100
Sld,
Newport News,
9100
Mr. Ford is second officer of the steamship W. Paul, Jr., Portland.
The leaders 1 f this paper will be pleased to
Feb. 29. Sld, sch. AuLa.,
Morgan
Cily,
of
the
American-!lawaiian
American
line,
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
burn, New Haven.
science has been able to cure in all its stages,
which arrived at Delaware Breakwater
Gulfport, March 4. Sailed, sch. Fred W. that
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
Mar. 6th from I’orto Miserio.
Ayer, San Juan.
dhsitivc cure now known to the medical fraonly
Jacksonville, Fla., March 5. Ar, schs. ternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
The bark Mabel 1. Meyers, Capt. Meyers Levi S.
Andrews, Norfolk ; Ralph M. Hay- requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Caof Searsport, and the bark Brookside, Capt. ward, Norfolk; 7, ar, schs. Georgia Gilkey, tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the sysMorrell of Yarmouth, N. S., both loaded Baltimore; Wm. E. Downes, New Haven.
the foundation of the
March 6. Ar, sch. Hollis- tem, thereby destroying
Brunswick,
Ga.,
N.
and
sailed
Feb
disease, and giving the patient strength by buildlumber at Yarmouth,
S.,
wood, San J uan, P. R
the constitution and assisting nature in
ing
up
24th, the Meyers for Rosario and the BrookApalachicola, Fla., Feb. 29. lu port, sch. doing its work. The proprietors have so much
The distance is J. C. Strawbridge, for Boston.
faith in its curative powers that they offer One
side for Buenos Ayres.
it falls to cure.
Beaufort, S. C., March 6. Ar, sch. Isabel Hundred Dollars for any case that
It is expected there will
about 7,000 miles.
Address
Bend for list of testimonials.
B. Wiley, Bermuda.
&
be strenuous work on the part of both capCHEEKY
Star
of
F.
J.
schs.
the
CO.,
Toledo,O,
March
5.
Sld,
Portland,
Sea, Philadelphia; George W. Wells, Balti- Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation
tains to reach Point Indio light first.
more ; cld, sobs. Gov. Arnes, Newport News;
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Fulton announce the l’endleton Bros., Jacksonville.
PALERMO.
Elizabeth
of
their
Stonington, March 8. Ar, schs. WaweMary,
daughter,
marriage
The town of Palermo has paid Its last inL.
T.
Deer
Isle.
Whitmore,
nock, Portland,
terest bearing order, and is now entirely
to Mr. Jacob Leslie Coombs on Thursday,
9.
sch.
H.
March
Ar,
Henry
Bucksport,
free from debt. In 1875 the town’s indebtFeb. 27, 1908, at Bath, Maine. Capt. Coombs Chamberlain, New York.
edness was $27,000 and since that time the
is the well-known ahd popular commander
FOREIGN PORTS.
town officials have used each year all surthe debt, nntil the
of the four-masted schooner Frontenac of
Newcastle, N. S. W., Feb. 27. Sld, ship plus money in reducinglast
order has been
present year, when the
Boston and has many friends in Searsport, Abner Coburn, San Francisco.
taken np. Much credit is dne the tax collecConetable Island, Feb. 10. In port, bark
done excellent
having brought several cargoes of coal from Kremlin, for New York, ready to sail.
who
has
tor, S. B. Jones,
work the past two years, laboring nntire-1
Newport News to the Penobscot Coal Co. at
St Martins, N. B., March 5. Cld, sell.
iDgly to this end.
|
Norombega, Bridgeport.
Maok’s Point the past two years,
season.

If his wife keeps putting heavy, soggy, indigestible bread on the table.
There’s no excuse for it.
It may happen once in a while through ignorance in the selection of flour, but
after she has once had WILLIAM TELL in the house, no woman can be excused for

invited to be present.

1mlCvlAL
HsflVA I baking I
powder!
L

Vg^T'

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Ralph
Morse, West Main street. All are cordially

healthful
of fruits, comes the
chief ingredient of
the

I

MAN OUGHT TO GR WL

The Young Ladies’ Guild will meet Friday afternoon, March 27th, with Miss Edith
»
Fletcher, West Main street.

sorrow.

MRS. ELLA

LOST
In Odd Fellows Hall, or on the street between
the ball and 60 Cedar street, a ladies’ gold watch.
It contains the owner’s name. A reward will be
given. Leave at A. A. Ilowes & Co.’s, or with
E. b. LITTLEFIELD.
lwll*

NOTICE.

..

MclAGGART.

rooks, Maine.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and ftlends

for thetr kindness to us In our bereavement.
Also for the beautiful flowers.
„„„„
kilt, and MBS. JOHJS 8. HOWE.
It*

I wish to Inform the public that I have
strawberry plants for sale at my plaee In
Searsmont
3tll*

Give me a oall.
L A. WARREN, Searsmoni

Box

Paper,

Shelf

days sell

4

packages

for 25c,

only

4 to

packages).

Paper, Crepe Paper. Tissue Paper and Paper Napkins

We have the largest line of these in tow'll.

EASTER CARDS
Are now on sale and we have a large assortment of them.

WALL PAPER 3c: PER ROLL.
We have some more of this remnant paper on hand.
for 40c. Think of thatl
Yours truly,

fl. A. COOK,

-

GANDY

You can paper

large

roon

Searsport, flame

t» % is done with currency, the other
done by means of checks and bank
drafts? If you do not already keep a check
ing account start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safety why above itrue. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. Tie

S. but

% being

Something Sew for
Saturday,
Searsport National Bail
will give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.

20c. per pound

or

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED 1881.

CALL AND TRY IT.

Wanted

SWIFT & PAUL.

girl for (general housework—small family. Apply to
MRS. GEO. W. STODDARD,
120 High Street.
lltf
Good

